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Editor's Stctement
The common thread running through this number of
Rea/ fstate lssues is analysis: sorling, screening, breaking things down and looking at the pieces. Real estate
counselors do a lot of it; so do lhe decision-makers to
whom they report. C)ur opening article by Lisa Purdy
and Peter D. Bowes, CRE, on the current state of Denver's TDR ordinances reminds us that real estate is a
complex bundle of rights and obligations, some of
which can sometimes be rearranged to good effect. The
Denver experience, while not conclusive. offers

to
A

encouraging evidence lhat TDR can work as a preservation and planning tool. Let Chicago, where the precursor

of the Denver program was originally flo.tted, take
notice.
lames Craaskamp synthesizes years of clearheaded an,

alytical thought in a challenging article on real estate
markel research. This is followed by lohn Robert White's
examination of hybrid investments and Cene Dilmore's
analysis of the income stream and its capitalization.
Dominique Achour lhen examines the use of large-scale
models in real estate analysis in.l "requiem" addressed

s6"

gl

lo software purveyors- including my colleague
Michael S. Young who don't believe lhat do-ityourself spreadsheet design is necessarily "gratifying and

1

profitable."

e

Se8ments of the real estate market are lhen explored by

Mary AIice Hines (office buildings), and Messrs. Col,
well, Cujral and Coley (shopping centers and their impact on surrounding values). Finally, this issue closes
with Karl Tuschka's analysis of the taxation of timeshare
interests, themselves a rather special collecton of rights
from the bundle, and an examinalion by Drs. tpley and
Banks of the pricing of real estate brokerage services-

I

Hegel taught that where analysis occurs, synthesis must
someday fi-rllow. Jim Craaskamp's contribution amounts
to a good beginning. Are there other global thinkers

ioo

waitinB to be heard from? REI would like to know.

/

A//a.'z

Editor-in-Chief
P.S.

o!

Our next number (FallAly'inter 1985) will be the
tenth anniversary edition of Rea/ fstate lssues. As
part of our own decennial stocktaking, we would
very much like to hear from you too-your
thoughts, criticisms and ideas for the future. Please
share them with us.
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A Reclassification of Real

AN UPDATE ON DENVER'S TDR

J

Tax lmplications of Mortgage Principal Reduction in

REAL ESTATE ISSUES, SPRINC/SUMMER I985

Spring,/Summer i 982 edition of REAL ESTATE
ISSUES we presented the story and background of

ln the

Denver's B-5 TDR Ordinance (Trans{erable Development Rights). Over three years have passed since this
ordinance was adopted, and it is worthwhile now to
evaluate the consequences of this creation. Also, a new
TDR ordinance was passed for a different part of downtown. and it will be described and evaluated as well.
Lastly, this article will explore some intereslinB reactions
to the ordinances by various prererv.rlion ( ommunilies.

Update
The 1982 ordinance allows for the transfer of unused
development rights from locally designated buildings to
noncontiguous sites within the same zone district. Certain requirements must be met by both the sending and
receiving sites and there are limits on the amount of
density sold.
Since the passage of the more recenl B-5 TDR Ordinance, two events have taken place that have some
bearing on the effectiveness of this new mechanismthe completion of the Sixteenth Street Mall and an oversupply of office space.
Lisa Pudy is prendent ol Ciuscary Lld., a real estate con\uhng htm
specializine in hitloric pretetvalion, polilict and zoning. Prcviously
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while there wrcle the definilive Preservalion HandtDok. She now
serues as a mayoral appo,nl€r lo a commiltee.h arged wnh dewlopine
a master plan kn downktwn Denvu Ms. Pudy recerved her undergaduate and posl gtaduatt' degreca fom the Univeqity ol Mt(higan
end Unive^ity ()i Colorado, resrx:ttrvely
Peter D.Bowes,( Rt, tsvtca preside,nroi Bowe' andConiptny, a l)l,l1vet
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It is clear lhere was good reason for the preservation
community to be concerned about the mall's effects on
Denver's historic buildings in the area. Recently, retailers have demonstrated an increased interest to locate in
the mall, while at the same time large relailing centers
are now leen by the new ( ity adminislrdtion as an impetus for Denver's much touted 24-hour city. The recently opened Tabor Center, with 'l 20,000 square feet of
retail space, has exceeded all projections for sales, and
has produced spin-off benefits to neighboring retailers
by bringing many new people into the city to shop. All of
this creates tremendous pressure on the smaller historic
buildings in the mall. ll seems all of the economic
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Th€ Navarre Buildint

lief of the city council concerned about the potential
numbers of requests for designation, and to the dismay
of those with TDRs to sell and those wishing to evaluate
the effectiveness of this new mechanism.
Much can be said on the positive side of TDRs, since
they have been responsible for the decision to preserve
the following valuable historic structures:
'1. The Navarre Building is the structure for which the

I

I

lI

original ordinance was created and it has now become a
first-rate western arl museum. ln 1982. even though the
owners were unable to find buyers for the Navarre TDRs
(due to the oversupply of office space), they were able to
use the TDRs as a key piece of collateral for their rehabilitation construction loan. Following the btrilding's
sale, the owners severed the TDRs from the Navarre. and
are holding them for future sale when the market picks
up.

2. Odd Fellows Hall used 58,700 square feet of TDRs
as part of the collateral for a $4 million conslruction
loan. This is now the site of a high-quality restaurant,
retail and office space.
3. The Masonic Building, which is in the mall, has
TDRs the owners anticipate selling when the office mar-

ket improves- This building, now under renovalion,
include restauranl, retail and office space.

4.

The Denver Athletic Club is the only building with a
lt occurred in lanuary 1984 and
60,000 square feet were transferred to a site five blocks

Oddfellows Hall

recorded TDR sale.

incentives- TDRs, investment tax credits, easements,
pressure to build

away.

etc.-cannot offset the tremendous

new, glamorous, and large retail complexes that are capable of bringing in national retail anchors. Furthermore, the newer retail complexes can be built within
existin8 FAR (floor area ratio) limitations, negating the
need to buy TDR5.

2

will

Referring to the TDR ordinance, Chuck Lohmiller, president of the Denver Athletic Club, told the Rocky Mountain News, "lt is unfortunate we didn't have this l0 years
ago. We lost a lot of historical buildings to the wrecker's
ball in downtown that would have been saved." (Rocky
Mountain News, September '16, 1984, p. 90).
REAL ESTATE ISSUES, SPRINC/SUMMER 1985
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It appears our original assessment of the ordinance was

correct- it does not solve all the problems of saving

I

al
li

historic structures in the CBD, but it provides one additional tool for the developer to consider when trying to
cope with the economic problems of preserving a histor-

I

I

ic property.

h

ln the cases of the first three historic buildings previously
cited, the developers were already planning to preserve
the structures. The TDR ordinance, coupled with tTCs
and other preservation incentives, merely tipped the
scale in making it more economically feasible to renovate. When the Denver office market improves, many
developers believe TDRs will become an increasingly

lr
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valuable tool.
A delicate balance in the market must exist before TDRs
are fully realized. When development pressures are too
strong for a particular type of building (such as the demand for large-scale retail centers in the mall), economic incentives alone are not enough to protect historic buildings. On the other hand, there must be enough
demand for new buildings to buy up the available TDRs.
lronically, a stagnant office market may lead to more
speculative destruction of historic buildings for use as
holding patterns (i.e., parking lots), than an active mar-

ket where extra density purchases can be justified.
However, when an owner decides (for whatever reason)
there is a feasible use for the historic building, and when
there is a strong markel for TDRs, the decision to renovate is reached more easily.
ln the original effort, there was some consideration Biven
to allowing I DR sales from local historic districts ionly
individually designated buildings were and are eligible
to sell them). However, because the city administration
only was willing to allow contributing district buildings
to sell TDRs, and because there was no mechanism in
place to make the distinction, the owner has to submit
individual applications to determine the contributing
status of each building. By the time owners went through

all this, they might just as well have had the eligible
building individually designated. ln the end this was
seen as an unnecessary and redundant process.

The B-7 Historic TDR Ordinance
Soon after the B-5 TDR Ordinance was passed, another
group began workinB to revise the zoning in Denver's
historic warehouse B-7 district. This effort came in response to construction of a high-rise building that was
oul of scale with the character of the area. The B-7 area
was where Denver began and had formerly been unaffected by Denver's boom periods. Consequently, it includes the largest concentration of historic warehouse
buildings and a cohesiveness that is unmatched in other
parts of downtown.

Once again the Denver Partnership (a downtown business non-profit advocacy organization) provided leadership for this effort. The venture had two maior goals: I )
to protect the historic quality of B-7 (preservation priority), and 2) to provide mechanisms that would encourage the development of additional housing in the area

G;oop of buildings in tower Downtown Denv€r

(cily priority). Funding for lhe study of the area came
from the National Trust for Historic Preservation
($25,000), Petro Lewis ($20,000, private) and the
Denver Housing Aurhority ($5,000) with staff supporl
provided by the Denver Partnership. The public/private
policy commitlee {ormed to guide this effort included
the preservation community, private developers, properly owners, city representalives and other technical disciplines (i.e., atlorney, real estate counselor, appraiser,
architect, banker).
Several months into the process of studying the 23-block
area, it became clear some of the stated goals were at
odds with one another. ln order to provide incentives for
housing, increased building densities were being considered. However, increased densities could contribute
to the destruction of the scale of a B-7 area, and preservationists were becoming more adamant about the
need for height restrictions and design guidelines to protect the historic flavor-all of which made property
owners fearful of their ability to build economically feasible projects. Tempers began to flare as the commitlee

became bogged down in the legal intricacies and
mechanics of design guidelines. Discussions centered
on whether design controls could ever be, or had ever
been. effective in producing well-designed proiects. lt
also was explained that plans for this area needed to be
in the context of a plan for all of Denver in order to
eslablish the appropriate priorities.

As an interim step, it was decided lo narrow the focus o{

the proposed zoning ordinance to deal with issues of
housing, scale, setbacks and use, and let the matter of
design guidelines b€ dealt with later (design guidelines
and hei8ht restrictions have not yet materialized, but are
being looked at now as part o{ an overall plan for
Denver). What resulted from this effort was a new zoning ordin.rnce requiring the following:

.

An increase in FAR limits for buildings that included
housing

.

The extension of the TDR concept into the B-7 area
(to be detailed later)

o A reduction in the parking requirement that was

PURDY and B()WES: AN UPDAIE ON DENVTR'S TDR ()RDINANCES

t

ITLUSTRATION C

leadinS to the destruction of many historic buildings

.
.

New incentives to encourage ground floor retail
lncentives to encourage new buildings be bui lt out to

the lot line (matching the historic buildings) and to
step the newer buildings back between the second
and sixth floors (to provide adequate sky exposure

a-7

and better compatibility with the smaller scale

':s

,/

historic buildings)
Even though height controls were not put in place, an
ultimate cap of 7.4:l FAR was enacted.

x

l-E

The TDR portion of this ordinance is very similar to the
B-5. Essentially it works like this:

_tt l

o Only locally

designated historic buildings are eligible to transfer TDRS

tftt
It

o The historic building

must be renovated to the satisfaction of the Denver Landmark Commission before
a transfer can take place

.
o
o

The amount of square footage that can be transferred
is calculated by deducting the density of the historic
building from a 4:l FAR (basic allowable density for
the B-7 area)

The transfer may take place within the B-7 area
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The site receiving the TDRS may be enlarged an extra
2:l FAR above the former (without TDR) limits

o Once the unused density is sold, the density of any
redevelopment of the lransferring site will be reduced by the amount of TDRs sold
An extra mechanism was put into place to encourage
both renovation and residential uses in the historic structures. This measure allows owners to sell one square foot
of density for each square foot of residential floor area in
historic buildings. This is in addition to lhe unused density that may be sold from that site. lt is now possible for
property owners to sell the entire square footage of residential buildings while retaining the building itself (see
lllustration A). This measure was a key shift politically,
ITI.USTRAIION A
CALCUIAIION Ot TDT'sIN 8.7 ZONI DISTIICT
(USINC THT HOUSING PNTMIT]M)
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Source: Ihe PreJervation Hnndbcok published by the Denver
Pannership and Hisloric Denver, lnc.
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of Home Ownership. Vol.8, no.2 (Fall/Winter

1983), p.33.
because, unlike the B-5 TDR mechanism, it allows for an
overall increase in density of the B-7 zone district-as
opposed to a mere shifting of densilies. However, this
concept sold because it was put in place to encourage
housing downtown-an important goal for the city.
For each square foot of residential development in a ne\.Y

Achour, Dominique, Dr. Requiem for Large-Scale Models in Real Estate Analysis. Vol.l0, no.l (Spring/Summer
1985), p.28.
Anlia, Murad; Kapplin, Steven D. and Meyer, Richard. A
Certa inty-Equ iva lent Approach to the Valuation of Risky
Real Estate lnveslments. Vol.8, no.2 (FallAr'Vinter 1983),
p.15.

project, an additional square foot of commercial space
could be added up to l:l FAR. This provided an economic incentive to the housing option not feasible on its

Asabere, Paul K. and Colwell, Peter F. Zoning and the
Value of Urban Land. Vol.9, no.l (Spring/Summer

An evaluation of the new ordinance's effectiveness is
even more difficult than B-5 because the office market in
B-7 also was severely affected by the oversupply of of-

Banks, Warren E., Dr..rnd Epley, Donald R., Dr. The
Pricing of Real Estate Brokerage for Services Actually
Offered. Vol.l0, no.l (Spring/Summer l985), p.45.

fice space. There have been no recorded transfers since
the passage of this ordinance (late 1982), and there has
been an absence of new development in the area. When
supply and demand for office space become balanced
again, it will be interesting to see how effective the ordinance will be in protecting and promoting the historic
character of the area-especially without height controls and design gu idelines.
Upon reflection it app€ars the sale of TDRs from individual buildings in B-7 will not necessarily be the best
vehicle for preserving the area's scale. ln B-7 the value
of the historic fabric does not come from the individual
historic buildings, but from the grouping of historic

buildings that creates a smaller scale, pedestrianoriented environment. Even though it is beneficial to sell
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Book Review

market in Denver is slow causing a slump in real estate
activity. As a result, most owners are holding on to their
TDRs in hopes that someday they will be worth some
real money. For now, the value of TDRs leaves owners
wondering what all the fuss was abxrut.

IL[USTRATION B
towtR DowNrowN /PRoFostD zoNlNc

7.4:1 DEVELOPMENT WITH RESIDENTIAI
COMPONENT AND TDR

Real Estate Syndication: Tax, Security and Business Aspects. By Stephen T. larchow.
Published by John Wiley and Sons, New York, New York, 1985, 944 pages, $75.00 hardbound

Denver's City Council has become used to the idea that
transfers may take place, and their fears of numerous
requests for historic designations have been allayed. Unlike two years ago, the council seems to have a realistic
picture of the TDRs practical uses and limits.
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Reviewed by Cary Ulman

Most of the attention to this ordinance has been from
other communities across the nation. Several cities have
enacted similar ordinances hoping to accomplish preservation goals and have b€en in touch with Denver's

ItstotNTtAr
?t u5 30NU5

the structuring of such a
mechanism. The largest ne8ative reaction has come
from the established communities on the East Coast who
have a basic difference in pnlitical philosophy. ln the
preservat ion ists regarding

TDT

[ast there is a much stronSer ethic for both preservation

and regulation of prop€rty rights. As a result, most of
their legislation includes strict controls on the demolition of designated prop€rlies. ln some cases an owner's
consent is not necessary for a designation of their build-

Stephen |archow's new book, Rea/ fslate Syndication: fax, Security an(J Business AsWctJ, is intended to be

a comprehensive reference to the real estate syndication business. By focusing on the tax and securities
sides of syndications to the neglect of the business side, though, Mr. larchow achieves less than two-thirds
of his purpose. This is to be expected of the author, given his training as a lawyer and a CPA, yet more is
expected from this krok Siven its tille and stated purpose.

From a dealmaker and an investor's point of view, Chapter 9, Structuring Deductions, and Chapter 15,
lnvestment Analysis, offer some interestinS insi8hts. The sections on fees and investor protections are
especially helpful in structuring and evaluating deals. Chapter 12 provides a good overview of the steps
required in organizing a public real estate offerinS. Most of the remainder of the book is oriented to the leBal
requirements of a syndication and this is where the book {alls short. The author has his legal blinders on and
neglects the two driving forces of the syndication industry: the business of finding good product and the
business of marketing limited partnership units to the public.
The book adds nothing new to the literature on these crucial subjects. We do not learn what makes a good
producl, how syndicators acquire product, on what basis deals are sold (lRR, cash-on-cash, tax write-offs),
how syndication firms position themselves, how unit sizes and pay-in periods are determined, or how deals
are sold to the public. This book is really no different {rom the handful of other reference books on real
estate syndications which purport to be comprehensive treatises, but instead are only legal guides to putting
a prospectus to8ether.

Unfortunately, the book may become dated before its first printing is sold, because of the negative impact
the proposed tax law changes would have on real estate. When Congress passes these changes, the updates
and revisions which the author has promised to publish to keep this publication current should become the
best parls of the book.
Caty Ulman is a (onsu/tant at shlaei and Co., Chicago. He compieted h,s undergaduate wotk at the University
Chapl Hill, and received his M B A. hom No(hweste,n Unive$ity.
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TDRs from this area, there is a danger that density purchased through this mechanism could break up the con-

tinuity of scale.
ln B-5 this is not as much a problem because the scale of
the district as a whole is not the issue as is the preservation of significant individual buildings.
To counter some of the potential negative side effects of
the 8-7 TDR Ordinance, a small group of citizens and
the city are workinS to further refine the zoninS. Receiving and sending TDR zones are being considered to preserve the most significant historic portions of the large
B-7 district. Another option might allow for the donation
of TDRs to a neutral non-profit bank whereby the donors
could take a charitable donation deduction on income
taxes.

Receptivity Of The TDR Concept
The media are probably the biggest converl lo the (oncept of TDRs. They were originally critical of lhis mechanism that created windfall profits {or a number of
historic building owners. However, now both local
papers have done follow-up stories endorsing the concept as well as the affect o{ lhis ordinance.

Develolrrs and property owners have taken.r wait and
see atlitude. As menlioned earlier, lhe development
52
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ings.

However in Denver, property rights are valued and protected. lt is very rare for the city council to take an action
deemed as takinB away rights or property value from a
building owner. Since historic preservation is not a high
priority for most of those in positions of authority, the
Preservation Ordinance (for local landmark designation)
that passed in Denver do€s not prevent demolition of
locally designated structures. Owner consenl almost is

always required (politically) for designation approval.
The game becomes one of economic incentives because
it is difficult to impose regulations on historic building

owners.

While preservationists in Denver are proud there is now
an additional incentive for renovation, preservationists
in the East are dismayed since their attitude is that own-

ers should be regulated into preserving their historic
structures, not paid to do something for the public's benefit.

Conclusion
Once again, we reach lhe same conclusion. TDRs cannot solve all the problems faced by preservation ists in
larger cities, but they are an imporlant oplion that in
some cases will convince an owner to renovate rather
than demolish. They seem to work best when there is a
balance between too little and too much development
pressure in order lo assure a market for the sale of TDRs.
ln some cases, as in Denver's B-7 district, TDRs could be

considered destructive to the continuity of an area's
small buildings unless additional measures are put in
place to reslrict lhe receiving site.
While some think Denver's preservat ion ists are loo soft
and generous with incentives, most of us in Denver are
happy to find a means of equitably compensatinB those
who wish to restore our community's treasures.
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IDENTIFICATION AND DETINEATION OF
REAL ESTATE MARKET RESEARCH

NOTTS

l.

white (11)

2. The lartesl number of ethics complaints heard before any local
Board o{ Realtors Ethics Committees lhrouShout lhe U.S. concerns

(D.C- lll 1958) (coun seemed lo feel lhat investors in a mulual fund are
not cornpetilors one with the other, within lhe m€anin8 of the antitrust

disputes and commission splits amon8 aSenls.
The Nalional Associalion of Real [state licensin8 Law Ofiicials
includes a summary of educational requternents by slate in its annual
reporl.
4. see CaniSrn and Wardrop (8, p.l4).
5. For a listing of schools teaching real eslale, see Carrigan and
Wardrop (8, pp. 75-94).
6. tor example, see the 1981"82 Eulletin of lnlomation lot Awltcanljr Real frtate l,censinS fxaminations, Educalional TestinS Service,
Princeton, N.l.
7. A recent trend arnonS real eslale principles texls has been lo
include informalion on $e subiects of brokerage and salesmanship.
see lexts with copyri8hl dal6 of l98O or after such as [pley and
Rabianski (5) and floyd (7).
8. Realeslate brokers have learned thal antilrust lilitation might be
avoiH by (a) eliminatinB al, conversations with olher agentsconcernin8 commissions and (b) settinS thet commissions lotally on the basis
of their own firm's cost analysis.
9. The adea of charging fees in th€ real estate business was 5u88ested by Yinger (12, p.601).
lo. Comrnon pedagoSy holds lhat th€ aSent earnr lhe cornmission
when a buyer is found who is ready, willing and able to purchase the
property accordin8 to the terms in th€ listinS contra.t- The a8ent receiveJ the coanmission at closin8.
Spitz v. Brickhouse,I lll.App.2d516, l2l N.t. 2d I l7 (1954).
12. Harner v. Tuffy, 143F.2d44712dCn.1944) ($6,750feeheld nor
unreasonable for 1,200 hou6 of work in thal app.orimately 30%
would be needed lo cover overhead).
ABA Model Code ol Pro{essional Responsability OR 2-106 (B}.
14. Coldfarb v. viBinia Srate Bar, 421 U.S. 773, rch.den. 423 U.S.
886 (1975) (held minimum fee schedule prescriH for litle examinations thal violated Sherman Act).
15. Spencer v. w6t, 126 5.2d 421 (ta.App.l96o) (physician's fee
deem€d excessive and reduced by coun from $1,939 lo $650). AppaF
e6lly physi.ians have been excluded frorn applicability of state anlilrusl slatute condemnin6 the fixing of prices for "commodities,' Rolf v.
Kasemier, 140 lo\rra 182, I l8 N.W. 276 (1908); one who would pursue this anlitrust issue should read -Applicatron ol the Antittust Laws to
Antitompetitive Activiliei of Physicians,' lO Rul8ers L. Rev. 991

laws).

l.

by lames A. Craaskamp,

CRE

Every real estate project is a cash cycle enterprise which

depends on customers willing to spend dollars in their
own self-interest. Not only is each real estate pro,ect an
individual enterprise, it is also a subsystem within a network of collective interdep€ndent enterprises, each of
which must be persuaded that their own needs and goals
are furthered by interfacing with certain real estate.

ll.

ll.

ln the broadest sense, market research investiSates any
factor influencinB communication, persuasion or
recognition of needs and motivations in the transactional
interface of enterprises in the real estate network. This
includes local political controls on entitlement to new
entrants, the bargaining power of customers and suppliers and changing land use patterns and technologies
affecting land use.l
ln the narrower sense, market research is concerned with
securinS a customer's commitment to the enterprise with
a high degree of predictability to control the variance in
cash flows, gromh in values and other indices of financial
performance derivative of a customer. To paraphrase
Peter Drucker, once business has created a customer,
everything else it does may be redundant. Certainly the

critical element of a business strate8y is coping with

lt977l.
16. Agran v. Shapiro, 127 Cal. App. 2d 8{)7. 273 P. 2d 619 (1954).
'I

.

2.

Markel Enterprise And Monopoly
ln a market system, free enterprise is the arl of creatin8
one's own monopoly, at least for a moment, in the mind
of the customer for partial protection a8ainst price competition and the necessity of sharing a limited market.
Free enterprise, as the art of creating one's own monopoly, leads to the following premises for this essay:

Cr..*.t tp, Ph.D., CRt, SREA, is chatman ol Real
tstate and U d.an Land Economics at the Unrve^ ity ol Wisconsin Sch(nl
ol Eusiness and a yincipal if} therearestaleconrulinglirm of Landmatk
Research ,nc. He presently is researching the hasbility of appraisal
standatds for pension lund asset managers, and is a board member o{
F itst Asset Realry Adviso6, a rcal eslale fund managet and a subsidiary
ol the Fist Bank of Minneapolis.
ProieJ'Dt t&res A.

i,

For products, monopoly requires at least one element of control in terms of raw material, location
and political entitlement, relevant design, unique
service, control of distribution channels or good
timing.

Of interest, however, is Ryan v. Kanne, 170 N.W. 2d 395 (lowa 1969)
in which a.counlants collected a fee for lheir servic6, even thouBh
they perforned th€ wo.k in a netliSent manmr lor which the client
received dama8es in an amorint lar8er than the fee.
17. l5 U.s.C. ll (c) (1975).

For services, monopoly requires control of the cus-

3% which was refleded in price reduction for apple concenlrale from
$l.l0lo I1.25 per Sallon).

tomer through behavioral conditioning, or consumer inertia toward an opporlunity to change

competition-

19. Thomasville Chair Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, 106 F.2d
(sth Cir. 1962).
20. Baum v. lnvestors Diversified services, lnc., 285 F. Supp.9l4

s4l

18. tederal Trade Commission v. Henry Broch & Co., 16l U.S. 166,
reh.den 3g U.S. 854 (1959) {commission reduced from aSreed 5% lo

21. Kaplan v. lehman Btos.,371 F-2d 4O9\7th Cn. 1967), cea.den.
189 U.S.954 (1967), reh.den. 390 U.S.912 (1968).
22. federalstatutB requte annual approval of investment company
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23. Saxe v. Brady,40 Del. Ch.474, 184 A.2d 602 (1962). ln dicta,
fee because at failed to allow for the
one coun disliked a 112 ol
success or failure of the inveslmenl advice. Acampora v. Birkland, 220
F. Supp 527 (D.C. Colo. l96l).
24. Ba(len {l )

l

25. Case (2)
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habits.

J.

Realestate is a combination ofproduct and service,
and therefore real estate monopoly has the Breatest
number ofoptions to exploit when shaping marketing efforts of the firm.

4. The long lead time required to change supply to
meet demand creates unique opportunity for developing a monopoly by decision-making finesse
relative to politics of location, timinB of financing
and delivery and forecasting of demographic shifu
and changing consumer preference.
Marketing research involves any investigation that per
mits focusing of a real estate project on selecled segments
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these points, our premise is that switching from a commission structure to a fee structure would work for areas
with and without a MLS. Bartlett's two recommendations would not achieve the desired result of increased
comp€tition because of the reasons already mentioned.
This paper recommends that real estate firms charge for
services provided using internal costs of op€ration as a
basis for fees. This would establish a floor on compensation since a firm could not assess a charge that was less
than its marginal cost. A deviation in fees would appear
in an upward direction since some firms are ignorant of
their costs and would charge more than they should to
an unknowing client who pays them while the well es-

tablished firms might want to charge more for their
reputation and community position.
We argue Bartlett is incorrect in his statement that it is
difficult to believe the costs of selling a $90,00o house
are more than selling a $10,000 house. To counter YinBer's statement that charSinB a commission is price dis-

crimination, the following observations are offered

l<r

show substantial cost differences do exist in the sale o{
homes in different price ranges. Other things equal, the
number of buyers who can afford the down payment
and payments on the $90,000 property are fewer in
number than lhose who can afford the $30,000 property. The agent will have a larger investment of time and
advertising budget when locating a qualified buyer for a
higher priced home. lt is not difficult to gather data
which illustrates the more expensive homes in most
communities are on the market for longer periods than
the inexpensive homes, assuming other market conditions are equal. lf the recommendation in this pap€r is
adopled, the agent would be forced to establish a direct
relationship between the firm's costs and the price of the
property.
Bartlen finds no relationship between local wage levels
as a measure of the broker's time and the local broker-

A relationship would not be expected
since he used the average weekly earnings of production
age rate level.

workers to indicate the value of the agent's time. For
many years the real estate industry has maintained they
are a profession which provides a service for a commission. The correct study would be to establish a relationship between the dependent variable of an agent's total

commission and a number of independent variables
such as price of the property, selling costs incurred by

the aBent and the number of hours spent on each service
provided in Exhibit 2. This statistical relationship between commission and time spent on each service could

then be compared to similar figures for other professions. Civen this argument, the services and charges
would be expected to vary with the price of the property,
and the derived demand for real estate brokerage would

be sensilive lo maior adjustments in the dominant
market.

lmplementing fees
A question still unanswered is how can the firm implement a fee given the longevity of the commission charge
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and its popularity among competing firms? Our argument is that it will not be imposed by a reSulatory agency. The profit motive will encourage brokers to move in
the direction of fees for several reasons. One of the arguments already discussed is that educated brokers have
expressed a desire to charge fees a5 a supplement to the
commission. Many brokers, especially thos€ in commercial sales, consider themselves to be problem solvers

who earn a significant percent of their earnings from
assisting clients with the financial arranBements for their
prop€rty that may not involve a sale. This is especially
true during the current era of creative financing and balloon notes where the seller has extended financing to a
willing buyer who cannot satisfy the contractual debt
service. Neither wants a sale, but they do need counseling from a highly skilled specialist. Some evidence of

this movement to a supplementary fee has been seen
within the Century 2'l commercial and investmenl society. Brokers are encouraged to place a clause in the
standard listing contract which requires the client to pay
either a fee if the client's problem is solved without a
sale or a commission with no fee i{ a sale occurs.
High interest rates curtail sales, but the number of problems increase since the client still has a desire to sell or
buy housing. This situation creates a tremendous need
for counseling which may or may not involve a sale.
During these times, a highly educated and experienced
real estate aBent can provide advice which typically has
not been available from an anorney or accountant.

Two recent studies2e have tested the deterrent effect of
Sherman Act litigation upon the subsequent pricing behavior and profitability structure of firms. Although these
studies covered manufacturing firms and firms characterized by oligopoly, we conclude that the perennial
possibility of antilrust liligation and its horrendous expense must have created an incentive for the experienced broker to seek sources of revenue other than
the vulnerable commission. Since the real estate field
has a long history of anlitrust cases, the knowledgeable
broker is aware of avoidinB innocent conversations
about commission structures. The broker must have an
incentive to assess the client a fee based upon costs and
to diversify the firm's revenue structure by finding other
sources o{ income as opposed to solely relying on the
sales commission-

Conclusions
The paper has argued that price competition in real estate brokera8e commission rates will not exist until each
individual firm starts negotiatinB a fee with clients to be
charged for the performance of the services rendered.
Each firm would still maintain the incentive to acquire
an inventory of listings and to cooperate since a known
fee negotiated with the client was determined in
advance. Firms would not charge less than their marginal costs and this would establish a floor on rates and still
leave room for deviation above the minimum for firms
who wanted to charBe for reputation, quality and community standing.
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of consumers with a unique unfilled product and localion
requirement (market gap) and a point in time when supply alternatives are limited (market window). Because
discount rates contain a lower load for market risk, the
ultimate obiective is to stabilize cash flows and maximize

the enterprise deciding its product characteristics
and marketing behavior.

3. Classification of factors having influence on

values.

The Rea/ tstate Enterytise
The goal of imperfect competition is consistenl with an
enterprise management and systems view of the real estate process, and the appeal of real estate to the entrepre-

neurial

m

ind

particularly if one believes the firm

should prevail-to some degree over socializinS and collectivist {orces in the environment. ln general, abstract
characteristics of an enterprise are that it is an organized
undertaking with rational Boals and standards which continually screen opportunities consislent with goals, focus
limited resources on selected opportunities, and formulate, implemenl and operate programs to capture the
perceived opportunities. ln the dynamic process one
writer2 has postulated that:

l.

The form of an enterprise, in terms of both its physi-

cal configuration and social behavior, eventually
represents a negotiated consensus between two
general sources of power-the power o{ the environment to dictate form and behavior of the organization and power of the organization to decide for
itself what will be its characteristics and behavior.

2.

Real estate is a space-time unit with physical form

and a service enterplise with intangible formats
intended to enclose a social activity so as to
minimize the adverse influence of external forces
and maximize the internal goals of the activity to be
accommodated. Parameters of space and time are
set by political entitlement.

3.

External forces determining the configuration and
behavior ofthe real estate are goals ofthe collective
political forces, anticipations of future users,
motivations of producer groups and preferences of
those control ling infrastructure enterprises. These
forces define the context within which requirements of potenlial real estate occupancies can be
met. These forces limit both the choices of the
ultimate consumer and lhe ultimate solutions put
forward by the real estate enterprise responding

knowledgeably and sensibly lo a group decision
procesS.

Market Research The lntelligence Cathering Unit
Real eslate market research is called to provide information for real estate enterprise decision-making in the
general areas of:
'1. Defining the framework of external factors having
ascertainable influence on the Beneration of cuslomers and revenues for lhe enterprise, i.e., power
l<.r

shape produr Uservice/price.

strengths and weaknesses of the
decision-making enterprise which must influence

2. lnventory of

cus-

tomers and revenues as controllable or uncontrollable because of the presence or absence of skills
available to the enterprise to manipulate external
factors and control internal talents.

4.

Providing cost effective data for decisions relative

to controllable variables influencing

customers

and revenues.
The patterns of these decisions generally emerge as a set
of initial marketing premises, hypotheses, assumptions
and design controls on the proiect that are referred to as
strateSic and tactical positioninS. StrateSic positioning

generally relates to how the enterprise

will utilize or

neutralize uncontrollable, external market forces. Tactical positioning has to do with implementation of the
strategy through manipulation of the controllable variables in a specific market situation. Strategic planninS
might try to provide housing for the elderly as a growing
cohort in lhe market pushed by circumstance to relocale,
while tactical planning might market supporting services
and lifestyle in congregate housing while avoiding nursing care responsibilities.

Market Research And Modeling Market Behavior
Real estate market research is ultimately behavioral research, but still a science not an arl. Other sciences have
less data than real estate. lndeed, real estate and urban
planning seem to be inundated with plausible data
points, and the problem is to discover the panern and the
causal factors leading to the @wers of forecasting. Therefore, market research is nol aimless, but rather is focused
on defining hypotheses, confirming assumptions and
contributing facts which in turn provide the enterprise
with a strategic and tactical position in the markelplace
with strong, monopolistic overtones.

Models of Market Eehavior
To simplify the structure and analysis of behavioral research on economic matters, it is typical lo provide a
model of relationships that is, in essence, a hypothesis
about market segmentation, motivation and the elements
that combine to create effective demand. Models for
behavioral research and enterprise decision have been
characterized by Dilmore as based on truth, beauty or
change.l

1. Models

based on truth reflect normative premises
about economic motivation and simple decision
criteria such as optimizinS. Truth tends to make
clear distinctions between market factors and
merchandising tricks of promotion. Models based
on truth tend to rely on proof by assertion, are
deductive and basically rely on secondary data

such as Reilly's gravitational models of retail draw.

2. Models that

stem from beauty are intuitive, reflective of sensitivity from a person's experiences and
gain credibility from elegance. As Dilmore pointed
out, E = MC2 was initially based on the speed of
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light because the concept was elegant, and it was

only years later that empirical data supported the
model. Models based on beauty are not always
persuasive since beauty is in the eye ofthe beholder

or communicated by means of the aura

and
trustworthiness of the communicator. For example,
Ceorge Writer segmented the upper end of the
Denver single-family housing market as the Cucci
shirts, the Pendletons and the Brooks Brothers'
button-down. The Ray Ellison folks depend on Professor Lazlo and lifestyle groups.

3.

Behavioral models of chance exploit the increasing

credibility of statistics in scaling, forecasting and
ranking consumer preferences. Statistics can b€
inductive, generated from focused primary re-

course, there are si8nificant dangers in too much precision on data-rich small problems and data-poor forecasts
subject to wide ranges of variables. ln some ways, today's
market research techniques suffer the same problems as
the excitement over the Ellwood technique two decades
ago, when capitalization rates could be computed to six
decimal places, but only two significant numbers were in
the normalized net income forecast.
Still, the scope and format of real estate market research is
limited only by the inventiveness of the researcher in
modeling new connections of easily available data points
and then capitalizing on these market insights throughout
the hierarchy of roles for market research.

The Functional Concerns Of Market Research

search instruments, honest in measuring the degree
offuzziness in the resolution of focus and abused in
terms of power to communicate disinformation be-

The real estate enterpris€ must market concepts, credibility and coop€ration, as well as product, to three major
sets of enterprises. ln order of importance these groups

tween enterprises.

are consumer enterprises, public infrastructure enterprises that provide entitlement and offsite networks of
supporting services and finally reactive enterprises supplying capital, expertise and material. Consumer enterprises are further subdivided among thos€ who actually

Six Critical Elements of a Model
Whichever model genre or format is selected, there are

six elements to the model, the research and the decision
that may follow. These are recognized as: 'l) the question
that needs to be addressed; 2) data availability with plaus-

ible relevance; 3) the hypothesis with which to edit,
structure and focus the data on the question; 4) skills of
the analyst that can be applied with reliability and understanding of the opportunities and pitfalls; 5) the decisionmakers' ability to convert the inferences of the research
model to appropriate action; 6) cost effectiveness of the
modeling process relative to the economic significance
and risk of loss in the action taken.

As a general observation, models concerned with external aggregate forces tend to be fragmented, deductive
and oversimplified because the complexities are so great,
research budgets so small, time is in such short supply
and the larger systems are not yet well understood. The
science of meteorology has more data points than it can
manage, and its models still tend to rely on assertions and
logic to bridge the Baps in understanding. Nevertheless,
the weather cycle is reasonably predictable and so is the
demand and supply for carefully defined real estate units.
Even basic models provide an adequate basis for timing
picnics and office buildings, spring planting and ground
breaking. Disappointment with aggregate data most often
occurs because the user misfits the data to the problem
and not because the basic model never anticipated some

unique phenomenon.

On the other hand, with internal, controllable variables,
the real estate market analyst has the means to develop
inductive, statistical models with a great deal of reliability
in the control of internal decisions relative to the enterprise response to external forces. An explosion of soft-

rent or buy, those enterprises which coalesce temporarily
to influence political decisions and future users who must
be anticipated in the flexibility of product adaptation to
changing times or who will be represenled by self-

appointed proxies for environmental conservation.
Market Research Oblectives
Although random interactions of these groups and the
interplay of their negotiations may be of interest to the
market researcher, critical questions to be answered by
market research models must focus on the following basic topics which represent the building blocks of market
strategy and positioning: potential market gap opportunities consistent with enterprise abilities to capture that
particular segment; profile of prospect psychographics;
proportion of population meetinS prospecl profile; profile of competitive supply meeting prospect needs; proportion of supply historically provided in each period
(absorption rale); product and service standards (defining
competitive standards); product and service differentiation (providing comp€titive edge); product and service
pricing matrix; potential elasticity of revenue; pace and
phasing of production, including economics of scale required for pricinS; penetration required into prospect
profile group as a percentage of period supply (capture
rate); profile of political power segment within entitle-

ment process; psychographics of the votinB constituencies determining entitlement; preconditioned
mindset of the capital sources financing the real estate
dec ision; psychograph lcs of the enterprise's person nel in

terms of suitability to the task at hand.

ware systems simulates parking demand by hour, day and

Other Peripheral Oblectives of Research

season correlated to building tenancy. Energy consump-

Real estate marketing research is systematic information
gatherinB from investigation of any factor influencing
communication, persuasion or specification of needs and
dissatisfactions amonB the various interacting decision-

tion can be correlated to building shape, materials and
site orientation. Linear programming models optimize
elevators. installations, land use mix and all the other
controllable design variables and financing options. Of
8

makers. Wherever there is a potential protagonist/
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cover the costs of a particular anorney due to the likelihood of price-fixing allegalions under the antitrust

The first eliminated a fixed split commission among
coop€ratinS brokers and simultaneously allowed only

laws.la

the dissemination of information for compensation

Similarly when physicians charge for their work they

offered by the listinB broker to any selling broker. The
second removed any restrictions for broker access to a
multi-list service. lf these two recommendations are implemented together, Bartlen argues, the industry should
experience an increased incentiye to compete with price
while still maintaininB the advantages of the shared
rights information pooling system. The protection of
rights in transactions would remain and withdrawal from
the shared system would still mean isolation from the
fragmented market.

consider custom, nature and seriousness of the case, the
amount of attention given to the patient, the professional

skill required and the end result of the

medical

services.r5 Accounlants' fees alrc are generally related
to the amount of time spent, however accountants have
been required to forfeit their fee ii they overstep the
bounds of their profession by practicing law without a
license.r6 Commodity and stock brokers charge a com-

mission, and this practice has resulted in litigation. A
broker was found to have violated the Robinson Patman
ActrT by lowering his agreed commission in order to
permit the sale of a particularly large order at less than
the established price charged other customers for the
same goods.rs ln a similar case, a reduction in commission was held not to be an antitrust violation if it was
,ustified by cost differences.re Another situation that has
been held not lo violate the antitrust laws was the seller
Sranting a quantity discount to purchasers of shares in a
mutual fund.2o Further, a court originally held that the
fixing of uniform minimum commission by members of
the New York Stock Exchange was beyond the scope of
the prohibitions of the antitrust laws, 2r though this practice was later abandoned in favor of the presenl use of
negotiated commissions which, like the fee structure
proposed in this paper, presumably covers costs and a
negotiated profit. The alleged excessiveness of pordolio
management fees has been litigated often under an
allegation that a high fee wastes the assets of the shareholders, and usually without success on the pan of the
plaintiff.r2 An annual charge of l/2 of 1 percent of net
assets has been judicially upheld, though fees of three
and even four times this amounl are not presently
unknown.2'
Thus, some professions (such as stockbrokers) charge
commissions based on selling price while others (such
as accountants, attorneys and physicians) charge a fee
calculated to cover the cost of the work actually performed. lt is lrue the latter's services are nonbrokerage in
nature, but that is no reason to assume legal problems
would occur if a broker's compensation was direclly
related to the services performed. Purveyors of services
are enlilled to charge a reasonable amount and courts
seldom have been unwilling to pare what they perceive
as unreasonable whether stated in dollars or a percentage of dollars. Much of the litigation, especially in the
antitrusl area, surrounds a8reements lo fix uniform rates
and anempts to charge different amounts that are not
relaled lo cost differentials. A negotiable brokerage fee
for services performed thal is designed to cover costs
and provide a comp€titively determined excess, is not
likely to involve legal pidalls.

Other Research
Bartlettii gave two recommendations for increasing
price competition in real eslate brokerage commissions.

Fred Case25 arSues that the single price within any market reflects a competitive pressure which pushes all firms
to a minimum cosl of production. Barllett uses Stigler's

classic article26 lo argue against Case's observation by
statinB (from Stigler) the @ssibility of a dispersion above
a dominant competitive price exists when there is imperfect information on price options. ln such a case, the
minimum costs of production establishes a f/oor. ln the
real estate brokerage business, according to Bartlett,
there is a ceiling with occasional deviations downward
that are not consistent with a comp€titive price that has
deviations r aused by uncerlainly.

Crockett and Yinger2T substantiate Bartlett's argument
that availability to the information in multi-list is germane to enhancing price competition. Yinger goes further and su8sests the creation of a multi-list represents an
unambiguous Bain to society provided it does not establish market power for specific firms.

tvaluation
Two points must be examined with respect to the followin8 three recommendations involving increased dissemination of information from multi-list. First, almost
all MLS boards operate within urban areas, give membership to all brokers who pay their fees and agree to
abide by the bylaws, are aware of antitrust implications
and recent court cases and still charBe commissions that
are not competitive. A major study2s of principal brokers
within one state revealed the commission was set by an
abstract notion of cost, and the brokers who responded
to the survey reported they did not know the specific
amount of costs per transaction.
Second, a large number of real estate transactions do nol
pass through ML5. For example, a newly listed property
such as a house, farm or business in first class marketing

condition, will probably never enter MLS since it will
sell without advertising. Also, in a state that is basically
rural, multi-list or6anizations may be few in number.
A third point is not as easily documented. The brokers
initiating the creation of a MLS never do so to disseminate information to a potential competitor. Aside
from the statements about servicing the public, the typical reasons privately given are to eliminate open and net
listings and to mitigate unethical practices over which
little local controlexists. An unethical broker is expected
to abide by MLS bylaws if they are a member. Civen
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EXHlBlr 2
Samples Services Available and Charges
Scwkes Availeblc

l.

l.

Counsel the Client

a. Explanation of the Eusiness and Sale of Firm's Coodwill and Reputation
b. Market Analysis of Trends to Determine List Price

c.

Determine the Condition of the Property for Ma.ketability

Cha'tes
$

l0OO total

a

$200

b

$loo

c

$so
or$

Arrange for Professional Home lnspection/Warranty

d. ldentify Critical Property-Neighborhood

Factors lnfluencinS Value

50

d

$3oo

Such as fasement, Water, Sewer, Zoning. Schools, Traffic Law

ll.

e.

Suggest and Arrange the Eest Financin8 for Marketing the Property

('

f.

$r00

W.ile the Listing Contract

t

$s0

ll.

Locate a Buyer (S€ller) Who is Ready, Willin8. and Able

a.

Use

All

$l5OO total

Forms of Advenising to Contact Potential Buyers (Sellers)

$ 7s0

Cash Expenditu.es (newspape6, leners, radio, magazines, etc.)

included

Noncash Expenditures (phone calls, pErsonal visits, etc.)

b. Write Contract of Sales and

lll.

included

Supervise the Escrow Account

c.
d.
e.

Show Property

f.

Arrange Financing for Buyer (Seller)

$3s0

Present Offers

d

$so
f.

lll.

Manage Property

V.

d.
e.
l.

Use

Of

Fees 8y Other Professions

Litigation has surrounded both the fees and commissions
charged in other professions. Though similar to a commission, the architect's practice of charging a percent of
4a

included

lV.

V.

$250 total

Sum $2950 w/o management
$ll O0 with managemenl
cost has b€en judicially upheld.'r lt also is true that in
noncriminal litigation an attorney may agree to charge
only if the outcome of the case is successful and at a
percent of the amount recovered. This arrangement is
more like a commission than a fee. Nevertheless, most
legal work is performed for a stated dollar amount related to the quantity of work done and the costs to be
covered while still allowing for a margin of profit. For
example, the reasonableness of an attorney's fees has
been held lo depend in parl upon the anorney's overhead expenses.r2 Other items lo consider inciude the
time and labor required in performing the work, opportunity costs occasiond by accepting employment, accepted customary fees for similar work, the results

obtained and the altorney's experience and
reputalion.rl Attorney5 seem to have abandoned fixed
minimum fee schedules that might or might not fully
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the enterprise decision process for which the data

l.
2.

SettinS enterprise goals, talents and opportunity
search standards (competitive strategy studies)

Reviewing trends to identify suitable opponunity
areas (market study)

l.

SelectinS a consumer target group within an oppor-

4.

tunity area (merchandise study)
FormulatinS a technical program to capture the
opportunity

a.

management of a real estate enterprise, is an effort to deal

c.

dealing holistically with a number of interacting problems, but doing so with a persp,ective orientation. Market
res€arch is now the planners' (rather than their own) way
to discover the perspective that is appropriate, and the
market momentum which can be harnessed to advance
public plans. Planners have learned to give public seg-

mentswhattheywantratherthanwhattheplannerswant.
Planners compete for capital by tapping demand generated cash flows rather than pillaging tax revenues. Thus,
market research has been expanded to serve the external
forces imposing on the real estate enterprise by research-

ing the collective social ethics, values and peer group
perceptions that influence the political process of providing entitlements by means of land use control and capital
allotments from both public funds and regulated capital

a precondition of any private real

estate

enterprise.
Formal and informal survey research is required of large
and small constituencies, including: contiguous property
owners; orSanizd neighborhood-tenant associations;
constituencies sharing common interests such as age,
school children, religion, professions, etc.; community
power structure and media bias; formal pnlitical district
boards and councils; public boards regulating communi-

ty infrastructure; public

boards regulating financial

institutions.

While the search for market opportunity may be in res€archinS the degree of effective demand for a specific set

of benefits, access to that opportunity depends on first
marketing the idea to those who fear they may pay so that
others may benefit. The cosubenefit impact study is a
whole new class of market research for products and
services with high public profiles-such as real estate,
medicine, transportation and energy.

Securing entitlement in the public sector (politi-

cal research)

b.

with sets of interactinB problems as a whole. The new
emphasis in planning, as Ackoffa has suggested, is not iust

is

required.

Market Rerearch {or Public Planning
Although market research always has been identified by
consumerism, market research also has become a major
data input for planning in the public sector. Planning, like

markets as

$200 total
$200

Payment to a Cooperating Agent for Locating a Buyer (Seller) and

Abandonment: The use of abandonment would
be reduced or completely eliminated.
Uninfotmed and lnexperienced Agentsi ABents
would become more proficient since they would
be specialists similar to other professions.
Uninformed Euyers: With the reduced use of
abandonment, the buyer would be able to shop
around and select the optimum service. Referrals
would be based upon the depth of the service
provided as opposed to the breadth of the service
which may vary in quality.

100

$150 total if needed

Prepare Relevant Senlement Statements and lssue Checks

Use of Multi-List

$

included

Settlement

a.

$200

Rew.ite Counte,offe./Offer Contracts

a. Supervision While Vacant
b. Supervision While Renting

lV.

$so

b

antagonist relationship, the protagonist researcher must
carry out some degree of research for data that will contribute toward a reduction in resistance, avoidance of
resentment, dissolution of misinformation and motivation of constructive response. The responsibility of market research for the real estate enterprise only recently has
been correctly expanded to include every aspect of anticipation and control of the behavioral interfaces which
represent in total the external forces shaping the enterprise and the internal communications within the enterprise which shape its response.

5.

Defining competitive standards and conditions
required for entry (competitive proiect analysis)
Finding competitive differentials in the private
sector (consumer research)

lmplementing the program designed to capture the

opportunity (promotion studies)
6. Operating lhe proSram over time to realize the
goals of the program

7.

Cenerating feedback of data with which to modify
and improve implementations of numbers 1 6.

Note that marketing research in some format is involved
in all seven steps except the implementation and oprerating phases called Property Development and Management. These phases are omitted only because the feedback process is separated from operations.

Market Research
Market research is defined as research of secondary data

sources to define trends, patterns of geographic
fragmentation and clusters of market segmentation which

scale the size of any enterprise opportunity and provide a
link between site and marketplace. Shifts in the demand/
supply equilibrium of space/time units will be derivative

of chanSes in: demographic trends; psycho/social value
trends; available investment capital allocations and interest cost trends; technological trends; environmental
trends; ener8y cost impact trends; locational preferences;
income redistribution through federal fiscal budget and
tax policy.
Secondary data are seldom in appropriate scale for a
proposed project and must therefore be disaggregated
into a series of smaller subsets by a variety of devices
initially generated by primary research. The circumference of a trade area, suMivision of demographic data by
a8e, income or marital status, or subsets of aggregate data
by psychographic lifestyle preferences are all examples of
refining the focus of market data to search out a specific

tar8et subset, consistent with enterprise goals and
monopolistic marketinB.

Classification Of Market Research Forms

Merchandisi ng Research

Convenient classifications for marketing research are
somewhdt arbitrary cale8ories of compelitive slrdtegy
formulation, market, merchandising and political re-

Merchandising research is defined as primary research of
specified subsets of customers and competitive supplies
in order to confirm appropriate ratios {or the disaggregation of agBregate dala to identify location, space and

search and promotional studies- These categories parallel
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amenity ne€ds, and to specify levels ofeffective demand.
(According to a Chicago builder, the market for two-

time, empirical research of the prospects will strive to

different family status groups.) The objective is always to
define a subset with the highest level of interest in the
subject matter to maximize survey response rate and
intensity of execution of survey formats. Various devices
may be used deductively to make the scope of empirical
research manageable, cost effective and directly involved
with market prosp€cts. Prospect lists may include comparable building tenant rosters, crisscross telephone directories and yellow sections, professional lists, street
directories, subscription lists, license numbers, etc.
Merchandising research is also concerned with an inventory of supply that is determined to be competitive
and therefore defines the competitive standard of attributes taken for granted by the consumer. At the same

specific time, place and group.

bedroom townhouses may be subdivided amonS l3

identify the competitiveedBe and motivational appeals to
overcome inertia and to permit monopolistic pricing for a

Political Research
Political research

is

defined as primary research of speci-

fied subses of political decision makers and their constituents in order to anticipate and influence legislative
decisions, commission rulings and anitudes of specific
political persons and blocs. Projects must b€ marketed to
collective consumers to minimize the generation of polir
ical resistance to the project by inadvertently providing
features or marketinB themes that stimulate ne8ative political action. The only project with buildinS permits on
the Kenai River spent its research budget on identifying
the environmental concerns and design preferences of

EXHIBIT

SuMivision

Obiertive

Proied-fe.sit ilily

lnitial P.oiect

Pftaae

Phasc

Pluse

I'tarlelint

Spatial patterns and
movements

Absorption rates for

Absorption rates tor

land

space

Timing, lrade area
dala, identification
of compelalive sup

Stalislical studies of
economac, demo-

Rate o{ creation and
sale and improvemenl of urban lands

technical and en-

Focus group6, rales
of construction by
type and class and
a88re8ate occupan.

vironmenlal trends

cy of comparable

Property-Managernent
Phase

Rr)lbver r.ltes

plv
Markel

Sraphac, political,

Monitor compelilive
supplies and terms

lnfluentaalperson

Capture rale for siles

analysis

Capture rate for
occupanB by producl prace and tenant

course, their information is Boing to be minimal.
Tradeofl analysis of
fealures

profile
Research of required

Merchandi5e

arnenities

Obieflive

lmpact analysis, .e-

gional fiscal, en'

Land use control
approval process
and power slruclure

Research of competilive standard and
competitive edge
focus groops

Feedbacl from
m<xlel sprce

Building permit
approval pro.ess
and power struclure

Monopoly of

ments

enlille-

Tenanl canvass for
renovalions and servi( e innovalions and
expansaon demand

Feedback from neigh-

borhood and political
8roup9

lransponation impact5

Tesling for political
image

Poliracal

Ob,ective

ldentificationof
longterm visual and
loaation perception

lma8ery for neiShborhood 8roups and
contiguous property

Conversion rate of
prospects

Define channels of
communication aM

ResigninS of tenrnl
lease maturilies

sales

codes

T6linB of advertisin8 effecliveness

Public relations research for buildin6
manaSemenl

Obiective

Str.ltegic

i0

Sub,stituteforecasl
in8 skills for risk
capital

Sub6litute presales

and public capital
to finance public infraslructure

Position for unique
proiect and timing
to redu.e capital

unless forced; add to this the concept of client ignorance. The maiority of buyers are ignorant of the steps
involved in a real estate transaction to make a rational
decision on the substance of the service provided, An
analogy would be the spectator who enters a basketball
game at the half. He regards himself an expert on the
subject and uses that information to make decisions concerning the whole game. Unless the client has sufficient
experience to cover all the steps, invest the time in read-

ing a decision-making textbook, or take a principle

proiect5

Obieclive

As the novice becomes experienced, a learning curve
be8ins to operate. But the young aBent is not Boin8 to
decrease the price of the service unless mandatory since
they are providing a professional service. This is much
like purchasing a new car and offering the list price. The
sales agent is not Soing to lower the price until the buyer
offers a lower price.
From an educational point of view, a new agent is often
ignorant of the service mechanics involved in brokerage
while older agents do not want to lower commissions

1

Objectives And Subiects For Real Estate Market Research
PreJevelop.n€nt

generally satisfy the needs of the buyer and the seller.
The usual reaction of a novice is to assume that a large
quantity of unknown duties and skills must be performed
on a typical sale because these thinBs are done by colleagues in order to earn a living from commissions.
When the broker tells the beginning agent to char8e a
certain percentage for lhe commission (determined not
by what other firms are doing but derived from the firm's
own cost analysis)8, it is done with a lack of understanding that there are still more services to be performed for
the client.

or
.orporate liquidalion

Price for elaslicaly
matched lo scale o[
production

Estate lransfer

To control variable

Nexl user or investor
market analysi5

formats

risks
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Promotion Of Price Competition
U nbundling the Commission
Price competition in real estate brokerage fees would be
enhanced if the industry moved to identify and charge
for the services that are actually performed by the
agent.e Currently an agent views the whole spectrum of
salesmanship and brokerage as an available market and
may not anempt to specialize. The specialized agent in
the U-S. is in the minority among real estate firms. An
agent should identify the exact services he/she renders
for a client and then assess a chargeIt is necessary to identify the exact services performed by
an agent for a seller/owner. The primary task is to locate
a buyer who is ready, willing and able to purchase the

lf the seller were completely uninformed about any real estate transaction details, he/
she would probably want to utilize all of these services
and pay a set o( fees equivalent to a full commission. lf
the seller knew an attorney who could perform part of
the required work, the services could be appropriately
seller might require.

reduced.
Assume a situation where the house listed for $80,0OO,
sold for $75,000 and the seller had used all the a8ent's
services including the mana8emenl of the property after
it was vacant. The agent agreed to a fee of $3,100 for all
the services. The fee is not based upon what any other
firm is charging, but comes from the firm's cost fiSures
for what is needed to provide the seller with all the
required services. This type of price structure would promote price competition since the firms could determine
their comparative advantage and specialization. The
agent would charge according to comparative advan-

tage, and the client would only pay for what was
needed. lf the agent wants to pay another broker for
selling the property or for placing it in multi-list, that
decision is made in consultation with the client. Furlhermore, the seller identifies this service and pays a fee for
it, and if the client doesn't want a coop€rating a8ent, he
doesn't pay for it. Under the present commission structure, the s€ller pays the total commission regardless of
who sells the property or per{orms any service.

Unbundling the commission forces a firm to determine
its comparative advantage, to specialize and charge a
compelitive fee relalive to cost. Current non-price competition is replaced with price competition. Since there
are many firms in the market, an equilibrium similar to

the one achieved with pure competition may be
approximated.

The six characteristics of the current real estate brokerage industry are addressed in the following manner:

a.

b.

and accountants by charging upfront for their service regardless of the outcome. This follows the

concept of charging for legitimate problemsolving that may not involve a sale. ln all likelihood, some fees could be charged for contract
preparation and seller/client negotiation while
others would remain on a contingency basis paid
only when a sale occurs. Both types of fees

instructions with respect to price, occupancy, possible
rental, personal property not included, etc- This function
is legally interpreted to mean that a payment is owed the
agent when a bona fide offer is presented to the seller for
the asking price that covers lhe exact lerms in the lisling
For example, Exhibit 2 illustrates the range of services a

cause a lower price and higher quantity similar to

the equilibrium under pure competition providing the firms don't raise their fees to maintain the
same level of revenues. This should change
when, for example, one or more advertise that a
qualified buyer will be found for a fee of $1,50o
regardless of the property's market price.
Payment for lJnsuccessful Services: The industry
has long wanted to equate its professionalism

with other service professions such as attorneys

prop€rty. The seller interp.ets this performance as a
marketing function. The agent locates a buyer, qualifys
him,/her, shows the property, locates financing and remains in a fiduciary relationship by following the seller's

contract.r(t

Monopolistic Competition: Unbundling will

should foster competition.

c.

Free Rider; The chance for uncompensated bene-

fits lessens.
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Payment fot Successful Services Only
The agent is paid only when a property is sold; unsuccessful services are unrewarded. For this reason, prospective agents are taught in their prelicensing and
postlicensing courses to qualify the purchaser early in
the buying process by assessing their motivation and
ability to purchase. A buyer who is simply shopping can
have high motivation but insufficient income/assets to
qualify for a loan, or they may possess a casual anitude
but have the ability to buy.

Since many real estate firms charge a commission for
their wide range of services, the industry suffers from the
free riderr problem. For example, ABC Realty free rides
on the markel development of DEF Realty when the lar
ter provides uncompensated benefits. This occurs when
DEF gives the customer more knowledge and information lhrough individual counsel and/or advertising, but
the buyer still purchases a home from ABC because of a
lower rate. The usual method used to address this issue
is the legal concept of abandonment.
Abandonment
All prospective aBents are taught to determine if the
buyer is qualified to buy and not release them by failing
to provide service. lf an agent can prove the buyer was
not released when a sale is concluded, a claim can be
made for a share of the commission from the listing
broker.

An agent typically abandons a buyer when lhey conclude the buyer is just shopping, has insufficient

assets

or cannot make a decision. Abandonment occurs when
the agenl's expected marginal revenue from the sale becomes less than the expected mar8inal cost. Having
made this decision, the agent releases any claim to a
commission should the buyer begin again with a second
agent and makes an offer on a property shown by the
first agent. ' This point of law has been used by agents lo
claim a commission or part of one in order to recover
their expenses. ASents are taught by their brokers not to
abandon a prospective buyer, physically or emotionally,
during waking hours until all the possible avenues of
purchase are exhausted. Civen this, an iSnorant but serious buyer has little opportunity to gain education and
lower the variance of commission rates by shopping
around among real estate offices.
lnexperienced and Uninformed Agents
Prospective agents may satisfy the prelicensing education requirement by taking various courses ranging from

college credit hours in real estate to private business
school cram courses taken before lhe examination.
Once licensed, an a8ent in most states has the option of
continuinB his/her learning through optional continuing
education courses offered through the Realtors@ trade
t

ln addition to inadequate prelicensing educational requirements and predominately voluntary continuinB
education requirements, the course work taken typically
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1

Monopolistic Competition and
Chamberlain Equilibrium
D

LonS Run Average Total
Cost

beauty and chance. No mention is made of obsolete
terminology such as highest and best use studies, feasibility analysis or other similar nonspecific types of consulting products.

Promotional Research

cash budgets and time pressures have tended to prefer
research models based on truth by assertion or intuitive
beauty, rather than carefully crafted statistics of behavioral research. The emergence of more elaborate
techniques is highly correlated to the appearance of high
rates of compound interest and saturation of generic
space markets so profit margins and survival depend on
monopolistic market and pricing. Low cosl data process-

channels, messages and subliminal codes that communicate and motivate the customer. ln the case of real
estate, the product is so big it envelops the customer as a

Pr
I

P

area residents so the ultimate land use plan from the
outset avoided river bank development and the other
clich6s of recreational land. The attractions of the Kenai
were apparent, and consumers would come under any
rules and conditions imposed by local constituents. Land
use of any type is first dependent on collective political
approval, and therefore real estate concepts must first be
marketed to those who control the political process.
Promotional rerarch is defined as investigation of media

D

Free Rider

association.

EXHIBIT

---_r_
I
I

Q,QD,D
DD=

demand curve facing retailer under restricted entry
free entry
lowest point on the long run averaSe total cost curve
demand curve facing retailer under free entry with a
homogeneous p.oduct

D'D'= demand curve facin8 retailer under

PE=

do€s not concentrate on salesmanship and brokerage.
Real estate only recently has become a topic worthy of
academic sludy as evidenced by the scarcity of schools
offering the subjecta and the absence of real estate
course work in the curriculum of the more prestigious
schools.5 The need for academic programs has contributed to a lack of real estate research which usually
accompanies instruction. Real estate journals also are
few in number and typically do not emphasize the higher level of abstract reasoning required by the more prestiBious publications. Until recent, the texts used in these
courses were basically institutional, historical and topically oriented. A student would learn a Sreat deal about
the history of the FHA and the details of a deed, but
would not acquire the needed background from an analytical decision maker.
Most of these academic courses and many of the trade
courses cover technical topics such as finance, law, appraisal, investment and management, but do not teach
salesmanship and brokerage. The prevailing attitude is
that these subiects are not academic but topics for continuing education courses and appropriately left to the
individual firms and brokers. Also many private trade
schools provide instruction for the licensing exam,
however, the two main testing services, ETS and ACT, do
not cover this topic.6 Thus the beginning agent has very
linle instruction on how to work wilh a client.z
Once a student passes the licensing exam and becomes
an agent, he/she is immediately placed in direct contact
with the public and instructed to obtain a listing, counsel
the seller on market trends and the correct listing price,
present an offer to the seller, write a counteroffer and
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primary media using forms, colors, textures as well

as

spatial layouts to communicate sensitivity to the needs of
the prospect. While merchandising and political research
identify the potential irritalions and misfits of prospect to
existing real estate accommodations, promotion is concerned with communicating how the propos€d real estate
enterprise combination of space, time, service and
cosmetic anributes will reduce irritation for the activity to
be enclosed. lrritation is both technical and perceptual
and stems from the following four fundamental motiva-

l) desire to avoid physical discomfort in
accommodatinB lhe p€rson to the environment; 2) incentive to profit by reducing economic inefficiency in the
use of people and resources in order to improve net
spendable cash flow or transferable wealth; 3) need to
tions:

Naturally, the utilization of the more sophisticated market research techniques is somewhat cyclical as methods
and formats become identified with innovators and successful real estate entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial egos,

ing was a timely and coincidental aid to this shift of
entrepreneurial aftitudes towards research. Real estate
needs to break the stereotyp€ of report titles and normative formats as well as the presumption that appraisers do
market research. Nothing in appraisal training relates to
decision theory for enterprises in the real world or modern methods of gathering and interpreting data to facilitate these decisions. Real estate analysis is no longer an
exercise in modeling of real estate futures with normative
and inluitive models with a generic format and a narrow

EXHIBIT 2

reduce anxiety and stress for physical well being; 4) need

for enhancement of status and social well being.

Biological evolulion indicates surviving organisms are
those which specially adapt so the necessities of survival
are accomplished by using less energy, incurring less
stress and enjoying more relaxation and comfort. Sim-

Ceneralized Allocation Of Market Research Methods
For Real fstate Asset Management
Trulh-

Eeauly

Norniative

(lntuilive)

ilarly, real estate that survives contributes to the enclosed
establishment in much the same way.

Crrvila(ional

Technical irritation, which has historically stimulated improved planning, is the obiective of merchandising research, while perceptual dissatisfactions existing in the
mind of the beholder can be diffused and exploited by

Shifl share
C.'nsus dala and
planning counts
s(xial piototypes

means of promotional research. Better merchandising
may improve the speed of elevator service in an office
building, while promotional research may place mirrors
at the elevator floor slop to distract those who might
otherwise perceive the elevators to be slow.
lntegration of Market Methods and Available Talenx

The four convenient dichotomies of real estate market
research in the previous section interact with the formation ofstrateSic hypotheses and finally strategic programs
for the real estate asset manager. Appropriate techniques,
budgets and objectives of each category of markel rerarch shift over the timeline of the real estate asset
management problem. A preliminary effort to indicate
the sequencing and changing conlent of real estate market research studies over time is provided in Exhibit 1, a
matrix of development staging and research objectives.
Exhibit 2 provides a matrix of research techniques now
utilized in market analysis classified as models of truth,

Chance.
Statistiral

Subtr'(tive l()le

Dynnmi( lime

Delphr sludr('s

forecasting
ReSresslon analy

Clusler an.rlysis

needs)
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Personal

logs Random icle
dinrie5 phone survey

[xperience
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groups
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scop€ of issues to be addressed. Nor can one individual
span the array of issues within the broad sequence ofasset
manaSement steps suggested in Exhibit I . As a result. real
estate markel analysis as a cottage industry of generalists
is nearly over.

will be a land planner, mechanical engineer, architect,
financial analyst, political liaison specialist and one or
more market researchers. This team will support the developer as employees or as a subcontracting professional
is socially preferred to facilitate dissemination for an understanding of the market on
a cumulative basis to multiple developers. However, currently the creation of value depends primarily on market
research that will provide a proprietary, competitive dif-

firm. The subcontracting firm

Conclusions
RecoSnition that market research for real estate requires
investigation of a broad front of behavioral interfaces

within economic, engineering and architectural con-

ferential leading to a confidential, in-house data base

strainls is the first step toward recognition that real estate
analysis will become a clinical service of related specialists rather than the province of conage industry Beneralists. The shift of investment capital by fiduciaries toward
real estate presages large increases in market research
budgets for both proposed and existinB income property

development. The learning curve from research and the
experience curve that provides a timing edge will be key
to monopolistic op€rations of institutionalized real estate.

investment to protect the fiduciary against the con-

vices to the Beneral public will evolve into development
firms for their own account because the value created

sequences of negligence in establishinB a marketinB strat-

egy for yield and protection of capital.
Bigger fees to protect decision makers a8ainst the consequences of bigger mistakes will attract and Senerate
largerfirm activities in providing real estate market analysis. For the same reason that accounting firms are taking
over appraisal firms, advertising and public relation firms

will lake over real estate markel research. Political

science firms and research divisions of large advertisinS
agencies are already playing a role in the application of

sophisticated research techniques

to

larBe real estate

proiect marketing problems.
Nevertheless, something is lost when those using the new
well grounded in real estate vernacular, building technique and the theology of land
planning. Therefore, a younS generation of statistical analysts will ioin forces with normative and intuitive problem solvers to provide a clinical array of services as a
coordinated team of market analysts. Within that team

techniques are not

THE PRICINC OF REAI ESTATE BROKERACE
FOR SERVICES ACTUAIIY OFFERED

The result

will be a greatly

by Donald R. Epley and Warren Banks

reduced dissemination of

research methods, findings and demonstrable successes.
Almost inevitably, market research firms providing ser-

through thorough and comprehensive research is so
much Breater than professional fees currently acceptable
for the service.
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It is important to investigate the operation of a market
where houses are bought and sold since a home is usually the largest family investment. Assuming these
purchases are aided by a real estate broker, this article
addresses the manner in which real estate s€rvices are
provided. A frequently asked question is, "Why has
price competition in the real estate commission been
replaced by non-price competition, and does this cause
an inefficient allocation of resources?" This paper presents a model for real estate brokerage charges thal fosters a return to price competition.
M o nopo

I i st i

c

Co

m petit i o n

The real estate brokerage industry has long been characterized by monopK)listic competilion. as shown in Exhibit l. The industry has been easy to enter, many buyers
and sellers exist and each firm atlempts to differentiate
its product by providing unique and better service. As a
result, the Chamberlain tangency of PrQr exists which
causes the public to pay a high price and receive a lower
quantity than it would pay-receive at the purely competitive price of PQ and the quantity Q.
Dt. Dot,ru R. Eplel,

SRPA, is pro{essor ol tinance and rcal estate and
holder of the Robe W. Waffen Chatr of Realt(ate at Miss,rJrppi State
Unive$ y. He lometly held the Vedon Senne( Chair ol Rea/ trtate
and was dtector of the Atkansas Centet fot Reai fs{ate Research a/,d
tducalion al lhe University ol Atkansas. He is the authot ot co author
o{ fov texls n rcaleslale ptincryles, finance, inreslfients and apptaisal, and has published over 60 iournal articles ol rcal estate literature
Dr. Epley has conducte<l rcseakh, le<turcd and published on antittust
applications to real estale ma*eb.

Dr. Warrcn E, Ban*s is prolessot ol finance and the cunent holcler ot
lhe Harcld A Dulan Dtsun9l],shed Ptoletsofihip in (apial fotmation
al lhe Univetsity of Arkansas His de9rees nclude a B-5 8.A., 1.D.,
M.B-A. and a Ph.D He(oncutrcntly hastaughttr] the finance Depa/.ment and the law school, and is the immediate past chai of the formet.
Sry<ializinq rn lhe areas o/ eslale laralr'of) and anutrust, he has authored or co-authored more than 60 antcles tn prciessionzl tat publicalnns on lhe subie<ts of taxation and law.
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Emphasis on Sel/er Service

The license law in all states considers the agency
relationship to exist almost exclusively between the
seller/owner and the licensee. Although an agreement
can be contracted between a buyer/licensee, the agent
almost always represents the seller's interest in a residential transaction. "Let the buyer beware" still is dominant in a real estate transaction.

Civen the emphasis upon the seller/licensee relationship, the agent is taught that the bread-and-buner income lies in listing. Placing a seller's property under
contract gives the agent the right to locate an eligible
buyer, builds an inventory to show potential buyers and
provides a shared commission if an agent from another
firm sells the property. Since commissions are higher
when the agent sells a property from his/her own inventory, the emphasis remains upon first, listing and
second, showing and selling one's own listings.

TPLEY and BANKS: THE PRICING OF REAL ESTATE EROKERACE FOR SERVICES ACTUALLY OFFERID
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number of very interestinB public policy issues. The
following is a brief review of the leaseholds the statute
provides: upon written request, the assessor will prepare
separate assessmenls for the timeshare interests in a
timeshare proiecq once a request is made, all subsequent timeshare owners are bound; the separate assessments are cumulated for purposes of preparing the secured tax role; the cumulated assessment shall be a lien
on the entire timeshare project; a single tax bill containing an itemized breakdown applicable to each separate
assessment will be prepared and transmitted to the
timeshare proiect orBanization or owner's association;
the county in which the timeshare project is located may
charge an initiation fee for the first time cost of separately assessinB and for the ongoing implementation not
to exceed the actual cost; and this amount is to be included in the tax bill lransmitted to the timeshare proiect
organization. The section dealing with fee interests differs in that the lien too is segregated. This is consistent
with lien rules in the real property tax system.
ln the case of leasehold, while separate assessmenG are
prepared if requestd, the bill is sent to the timeshare
owner's organization and a lien is imposed on the proiect as a whole. Yet the obligation to pay ostensibly lies
with the timeshare interval owner. The section also imposes a significant burden on the timeshare organization

to provide detailed information with its sesregation
request and annual updated information. With other
types of property, the assessor's office would garner such
information through a review of the county recorder's
office of public records. The general public, not the
property owner, ordinarily bears the administrative cost
of the tax system. lt is not so with timeshares.
One effect of imposing the costs of administration on the
timeshare owner's association is that the burden may fall
very unevenly among the various California counties.

Counties where destination resort locations are concentrated may be able to computerize collection efforts;
and by streamlining the methodology, the per unit costs
will be substantially reduced. ln other counties where
only a few timeshare proiects exist, the costs of collection usinS less streamline methodology will be substantially greater on a per unit basis. Once again the

possibility of significant inequities exist.
The Califomia l-easehold Anomaly
One of the stranSer progeny of the post Proposition

COMING NEXT ISSUE
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flurry of statutory enactments has been the definition of
change in ownership. Section 5'l (c) (1) of the Revenue
and Taxation Code provides a change in ownership will
occur and thus trigger a reassessment upon the creation
of a leasehold interest in taxable real property if the term
is 35 years or more including written renewal optionsThe creation of a learhold for less than 35 years, in-

cluding wrinen renewal options, does not constitute a
change in ownership. Thus, where a timeshare use is
created by a leasehold of less than 35 years, no change
in ownership has occurred and

thqe will be no reassess-

ment for real property tax purposes even thou8h the
entire property is devoted to such timeshare usage.
As a result of this definitional anomaly, a strange situation has developed in California. Some of the less than
3s-year timeshare uses, based on a leasehold interest,
are not subiect to reevaluation for real property tax purposes while the identical interval (in terms of time, space
and amenities) will be subject to reassessment if it is a
fee or a leasehold exceeding 35 years. This concept is
based on the rationale that a lease of 35 years or more is
the substantial equivalent of a f€e interest, and thus trig-

gers reappraisal for real property tax purposes as

Join the Celebration!
REAL ESTATE ISSUES is enjoying its 10th year ol publication, and to @mmemorate this event the Fall/Vvinter 1985 number has been designated as the
anniversary issue.
To highlight the occasion, the editors and stafl of REAL ESTATE ISSUES proudly

will announce the lirst winner ol the Ballard Award for an article submitted lor
publication in 1985 that best exemplilies the high standards of contenl maintained
in the journal. The annual $500 prize has been donated by the William S, Ballard
Scholarship Fund in memory of Mr. Ballard, a former CBE.
The real celebrants of this anniversary are our readers whose Ioyalty and supporl
have made REAL ESTATE ISSUES well known and respecled among the leading
real estate publications.

Thank you,
Editors and Staff
REAL ESTATE ISSUES

a

change in ownership. The same rules apply in the nontimeshare contexl. The problem is only magnified with
timeshares because of the very significant increases in

assesd value found by the county assessors with respect to properties converted to timeshare usage. This
strange circumstance provides a window of relief to
potential future timeshare project developers. By selling
timeshare intervals with terms of less than 35 years, neither the timeshare interest nor the proiect as a whole will
be subiecl to reassessment for real property tax purposes. The taxable unit remains the underlying undivided fee interest. Only on a conveyance of the fee
does a change of ownership occur triggering a reassessment. The disadvantage is it is more difficult to market a
short-term leasehold than a fee interest or a long-term
lease.

William S. Ballard
Known affectionately as "Bill," William S. Ballard died in 1971 leaving behind a
legacy of accomplishments that have atlected and enhanced our everyday lives.
Bill Ballard was part ol a lamily business in Boston lounded by his lather William H.

Ballard. The company was a leading management, appraisal and consutting ,irm in

its area, managing and leasing over 80 @mm€rcial industrial properlies. The
corrcept ot an induslrial park |yas one ol his creations. Working along with Jerry
Blakley ot Cabot, Cabot and Forbes, Mr. Ballard conc-und and built the first
industrial park in the country on Roule '128 in Boston.

The William S. Ballard Scholarship Fund was established by the Real Estate
lndustry of New England in 1972 tollowing Bill's death the previous year. lt is an
honor lor the American Society of Beal Estate Counselors to have been selected
as a recipient of funds from this dislinguished resour@.
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HYBRID INVESTMENTS: ALTERNATIVES

The New tegislation And Regulalions
The addition of Section 998 to California's Revenue and
Taxation Code is a mammoth step in the right direction.
No longer will the assessors be permitled (as in the cases
of Powell Place and Casitas Del Monte) to include not
only the kitchen sink, but also the cutlery, maid services,
receplion staffing and timeshare exchange rights.

by lohn R. White, CRE and Donald K. Wiest, fr.

However, the section falls woefully short of a panacea,
and many of the problems faced by the timeshare industry remain unsolved in California. By a quick reading
of the new section, one would infer the legislature had
adopted a comparable sales approach to valuation. The
section states the assessment is to be made "by reference
to resort properties, condominiums, cooperatives or
other ploperties which are similar in size, lype and location to the property."

The current real estate investmenl market is characterized by both historically high interest rates and low free
and clear initial equity yields. While interest rates in the
past have generally risen and fallen in resg;nse to the
underlying rale of inflalion, we dre now experiencing a
period of high interest rates relalive lo current inflation
rates. lnterest rates have remained high due to heavy
capitrl demands from both the public and private sectors. The l>udget deficil and uncertainty over our fiscal
policies have also contributed significantly.

However clear thal direction may appear on its face, the
statute is rendered vague because il requires that any
determination of such comparability be added to "an
amount necessary to reflecl an increase or decreasc to
the market value attributable lo lhe fact that lhe property
is marketed in increments o{ time." Even if we are to
accept arguendo that the fact of limesharing alone has
an effect on the value of the underlying real property
improvemenls, the statute provides no direction whatsoever on how such an effect on value is lo be de,
termined or quantified. What this means is that once the
assessor makes a comparability value delermin.ttion using like properties nol in timeshare use, he may then do
whatever he wants to add in or subtracl out value for the
timeshare quality of the proiect.

Despite the high current cosl o{ debt and a moderation
in inflation expectations, initial equity yields on unleverlged real estale have remained low. There is considerable demand for <luality real estate equities from
lrcth domestic and foreign buyers. The recent period of
overbuilding, particularly office buildings, led Io some
sales in many markels at distress prices in the last couple
of years. However, the market for property sales in over-

The statute goes on to provide that any alternate method

built cities remained surprisingly strong because

syndicators were able to bid aggressively for partially leased

properties due to the tax shelter benefits associaled with

this type of property.
The conlinuing growth of investment inlerest in real estate by domestic pension funds has provided a very
competitive markel for prime quality investments. The

pension funds became more active

in i984 than they

toh, *. White, CRE, is lhe chairman and chief exe(utive officet of
landauer Arriocialei, ,n(., lhe New York bitred intenalional rcal estate
consultinq (ompany. He was nalional prc\idenl of the Arneti.an 5,o.iely o/ Rea/ fslate Counsdors in 1969, and i\ a dire<lot of lhe Nalit nal
Rearly Committee.

h@ld

X. Wiesl, h., is d virc prcsident oi Landauer Asso(iates, ln.-,
New york Cily He is re4nnsible f<t provi<ling consulting senices {or
the a.quisilion, dis@stlion, k'asing and linan.ing oi rcal t'slale {ot
cor@late, inslitutional and individual invesbrs lhtoughoul lhe Uniled
Slale\ dnd furcR Previously, he wa5 vi.e president ol Paine Webhet
Prcpenies, lnc , Eoston, MassaahusettiReprinted wtth petmission from Mort8aSe BankinB Maliazine, Decem-

bet 1984, published by the Mo,tga9e Bankers A\\ociation of Ametica.
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simultaneous conveyance of both tangible and intangible
personal prop€rty rights. The mere multiplication of lhe
purchase prices bears no ralional relationship to actual
full market value of the real property interest to be taxed
and very greatly overslates the actual taxable values.

had been in 1982-83 in response b improved economic
conditions, a perceplion of increasing real estate values
as overbuilt space was absorbed, Jnd continuing pressure on pension funds to diversify their inveslments. Behind lheir strategy also was a belief that syndicators
would not lrc as competitive as in the past because of the
restrictive nature of the l9B4 tax act.

may be ulilized. Civen the drafting, one nrusl suppose
these alternates would include a cost analysis or capital,
ization of income. These are the other principally accepted theories. The result is an emasculated statute
which does not do what its timeshare industry proponents anticipated. Rather than linking timeshare
proiects directly to physically similar condominiums
or resort properties, the statute leaves wide open the
methodology for valuing the timeshare quality of the

project. This will undoubledly lead to yet further

IRR

lnstitutional equity investors in today's market generally
seek internal rates of return (lRR) on real estate investments in the 13-15 p€rcent range. To achieve these
returns, the inflation assumption for markel rental rates
must usually average about 5-6 p€rcent per annum over
the proiected holding period. Real estate equities are an
inflation-hedge investment, and the inlernal rate of return woukl increase in response to hiBher Srowlh rates
for market rents. The equity investor runs the risk that if
inflation rates average less than 5 percent over the holding period, the overall return may be less than could
REAL ESTATE ISSUES, SPRIN(7SUMMER I9B5
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To analyze the problem in yet another way, look again
at one of the two case examples. ln the case of Powell
Place, an existing 60-year old apartment hotel had an

assessed valuation

on the l98l-82 secured role of

$1,12O,72). To derive th.-rt value figure, the San Francisco County Assessor's O{fice used comparable sales data
or had capitalized the existing income stream. To that
assessmenl roll value the new statute would now have
the assessor add something lo reflect the fact that the

property has been converted to a timeshare proi€ct.

What is the increment of value (whether up or down)
that this conversion to timeshare has spawned? How
does the slatute assist the assessors and the timeshare
project developer in determining full value? ls there any
assurance this additional increment of value will be
equalized throuShout the state as to like projects?
The answer is simply no. The assessors are left to speculate as to what methodology should be employed; and
in the absence of any firnr rule or applicable formula, the

timeshare project developer, the owner's association
and the inlerval owners have no tools to use in planning

for the future.
As an outgrowth of the statutory changes discussed, the
Board of Equalization has drafted a new regulation. This

regulation is provisionally designated Rule 472, and

is

entitled, "Valuation of Real Property lnterests and

Timeshare Estates and Timeshare Uses." Rule 472 cor-

rectly addresses some of the basic problems. lt insures
that certain of the tangible and intangible personal property items ought to be excluded. These are the items
which had caused lhe greatest difficulty with the reassessments in our two case examples. ln addition, the
regul.rtion allows for a seasonal adjustment of value,
where appropnate, for seasonal re\orl proje( ls.

The troublesome parts of this reSulation are krund in
certain sections. The new regulation contains lhe same
vice as referenced in the b.rsic lext of its authorizing
statute, Section 998. Again it fails to provide sufficient
guidance on the specific methodology to be employed
in determining the influence of the limeshare use on
value. lt is simply not sufficient to state that lhe assessors
are to "add an.lmount necessary kr reflect any increase
or decrease in such value attributable k) the fact that lhe
subiect property is markeled in increments of time." All
this says is that the assessors m.ty lake into consideration
the properly being marketed on a limeshare basis rather
than otherwise.
Subsection (i) of the rule appears to empower the assessors to utilize any of the generally recognized alle'rnative
methods of evaluation whether it be cosl of replacement, comparable sales or capitalization of income. Yet

it Bives no guidance for utilizing these tools in the
timeshare context. The result is enough to be constitutionally suspecl.
Unfortunately, while Section 998 and Rule 472 may
help to avoid some of the dire problems faced in the
initial reassessments of the two case examples, neither
the statute nor the rule provide any specific guidance on
how the timeshare quality of the property is lo be valued
separately. Presumably different timeshares and locales
will have different bases of value. lt does not appear
there is any universal formula applicable to timeshare as
a whole. But perhaps a generalized methodology can be

developed which can be applied to take into.rccount
particular variations.

A discussion of Revenue and Tax.rtion Code Sections
2lBB.tt and 2188.9 could well be the subject o[.rn enlirely 5ep.rale discussion since lhe seclions raise a

TUSCHKA: CALIFC)RNIA REAL PROPERTY TAXATI()N ()F TIMESiIARE INTERESTS
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and physical improvements, but also all the tangible personal property items such as furnishings, sports equipment and office equipment since under California's real
property tax system, personal items are nol part of a real
property lax assessment; all the intangible personal
property items such as the value of management, main-

tenance, maid services, accounting, recreational services and reservations together with all of the other incidental services provided by a hotel-like timeshare project; and ri8hts to participate in exchanges with other
projects at different locations at different times. Addi'
tionally, no offset was allowed for mark€tin8 cosls or
special financing.

By using the purchase price as a criterion o[ value,.r
whole range of tang,ible and intangible personal prop
erty, together with the developer's entrepreneurial
efforts, were inrorrectly includeri in lhe.rsse:'smenls oi
value. The result w.rs.rn incre.rse in v.rluation and.r
correspon<ling increase in the tax levy from more lhan
200 percenl for Casit.rs Del Monte to almost 9(X) percenl

for Powell Place.
UnseSregated Tax Billing

ln addition to ulilizing lhis rluestionable purch.rse prict'
approach to v.rluation, tax collectors for San Fran< iseo
and Riverside Counties \(,nt tax bills not to the individual
unit owners, but rather to the timeshare owner's ass<lciation for paymenl. By this process, the counties sought k.r
shift the burden of Llx collection costs from the Bovernment to the privately organized owners'associ.rtions. A
segregation of the tax bill and collection procedures
needed to be devised in a fashion similar to the system
employed with multi-owner condominium proiects.
Now this h.rs been partly accomplished by recent statutory additions.
Use And Valuation
The manner in which Ihese initial .rssessments were
made and lhe process by which the tax bills were transmitted raised a wide range o{ questions with respect to
real property taxation of timeshare inlerests in California. California law requires that real property be assessed .rt its full value and at its highest and b€sl use. Is
the mere multiplication of the number of timeshare in'
terests sold by the various purchase prices a reflection o{
full value? lI highest and best use is the ultimate criteria,

are condominiums, hotels and apartment houses not
susceplible to timeshare usage; and shouldn't these
properties be valued on an identical basis? ls the tax lien,
as securily for payment o[ the lax bill, to be imposed on
the single defaulting timeshare interval or upon the
timeshare proje( I as a whole? The last question is further

complicated by the fact that lax bills were not being

transmitted to individual owners but rather to the
associalion which, in turn, has no direct liability for payment of the tax. What approa< h can be taken to remove
both tangible and int.rngible pt'rsonal property items not
otherwise susceptible to real properly tax frcm the overall assessment? ls there a rational formula k) determine
(he value of the exchanpie riBhts or must such rights be
42

valued and subtracted from the real property tax assessment only on a case-by-case basis?

have been attained on a more secure mortga8e inveslment in the same property.

Thmries Of Valuation

There are various forms of investment that seek to combine the benefits of both debt and equity investments,

There are three Benerally accepted theories to measure
the value of real property for tax purposes: the current
replacement cost of improvements toSether with the cost
of the land; sales data for comparable properties and the

capitalization of income approach. These melhods of
valuation .rre the basic and universally accepted
approaches to real property evaluation. The mere multiplication of purchase prir:es by the number of intervals
sold does nol fit any of the accepted criteria for appraisal. Time.,hare ( onveyirn( es dll ( ontain slringent restrictions for the use of the property by each timeshare own-

er; owner's rights are always restricted lo time.rnd
usu.rlly limited k) a particular unit or available model
type. Ordinarily the timeshare owner does not have lhe
ability to make changes in physical improvements such
as altering lhe room configurations or redecorating.
These limitations have a negative impact on the value of
the timeshare owner's real property inleresl in the projecl. Furthermore, the purchase price of an interval in a
timeshare project includes the right to use specified per-

sonal property items su(h a: furniture, d€cor, sp()rts
equipment, etc., toSether with lhe use of certain intangible personal property rights, including the riSht to receive hotel-like:ervices and to exchange for other intervals or locations at the same or different times.
The purchase price multiplicalion approach is not lhe
equivalent of full value, but is a highly inaccurale and
irralional overstatement of valuation. The whole v;rlue of
the timeshare proiecl does not equal the sunr of ils gross

parts as reflecled in the purchase price for each
timeshare inlerv;rl. Such an approach to valuation gives
no offsetting credit for the higher than usual marketinB

costs required to merchandise the timeshare product
and provides no discount for special financing.
The general criteria o{ value for real property tax assess-

ment purposes is market value. To determine market
value, one nlust contemplate a hypothetical purchase

inclurling < onvertible mortgdSe\, pJrli( ipdtinS mort.
gages, ioint ventures and mortgaSes with purchase options. The objectives of all these hybrid sophisticated
forms of investmenl are to provide higher initial yields,
more predictable income streams and greater security
than conventional all-equity purchases. The equily features seek to provide greater inflation-hedge apprecia'
tion than is possible with all-debt investments.

There is "r very wide range of variations that can be
struclured among the different investment formats. The
basic trade-off in any hybrid investment is current yield
versus fulure appreciation, but each property is unique,
and every hybrid investment must be hilored kr the eco
nomic expectation of the property as well as k) the in-

vestment Boals Of the investor.
lncome tax considerations play a very imX)rtant role in
the choice of an investment vehicle. While a tax-exempt
investor m.ry realize higher over.rll returns from a mortgage investment, a tax.rble investor may find the depreciation nnd interest deductions ass()ciated with leveraged rcal estate equity investnrents provide higher.rfter-

There are two principal legal problems associated with
convertible morlgages. The first is referred lo.,r: "ckrgBing the equity of redemption" and arises out of certain
leg.rl cases that held the option of the mortg.rgee was not
enforce.rble. ln these cases, lhe borrower was able to
simply pay r>ff the outstanding balance of the mortg.ige,
thereby effet ting the "equily of rtdemption" and was
relieved of the obliB.rtion ltl sell the prolxrty under the

alternnlive frlrm <li investmenl.

A st'cond legal problem <oncerns the enforceability of

It is import.lnt b consull wilh tax counsel to determine
the extent to which income tax consideralions will influence the choice of an investment stru(lure, particularly because the recently passed tax legisl.rtion has had
a rigni[it ant inrl,,.l( I on real e\tate rnv(,\tmenls.

the opti()n in the event o[ the borrower's b.rnkruptcy. ln
general, the trustee in bankruptcy r an void the convt rsion option. Not.rll states have had cases in which convertible mortBage options were declared void, but many
majt.rr U.S. lending institulions will not issue convertible
mortgage option:, as.r m.rner of policy. C)n the other
hand, there are numerous lenders who tlo m.tke convertible mortgages arrd are willing to.r(cept the leg.rl risks.

Convertible Morttages
The convertible mortBage is J debt instrument lhat has
an equity conversion option. DurinB the term of the
mortgage, interest is paid .rs it would be on a conventional mortSage; however, at some specified date in
the future, lhe mortSagee has the option of converting

lhe out:landing bal.rnce of lhe nrort8dSe ink) a

pre-

tion of market value. The best indication would come
from comparable units conveyed in a resale market. ln
that situation, the necessity of the developer to sell
would be absent as would the pressure of the marketing
campaign. Unforlunalely, there is no substantial resale
market from which to obtain the necessary comparabil-

to-value ratio is usually higher so the borrower can
obtain a gre,rter amount of financing and consequently
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However, if the property does not perform as expected,
the lender may have received a below-market, fixed relurn and have liltle or no (aprtal Jppre( iation upon ex
ercise of the option. The risk of foreclosure is greater
th.,rn with a conventional mortgage, because the loan{ovalue r,rtio is usually higher.

option provision.

determined percentage of ownership in the property.

go along with timeshare ownerships and the

ercised, the lender usually acquires a controlling interest
in a mature property, wilh the benefit of several years'
prior knowledge oI the property's operations.

tax relurns th;rn could be achieved with any other

and sale transaction belween an informed seller having
no compulsion to sell and an informed buyer having no
compulsion to buy. The actual selling price of the specific unit being asse:sed is not controlling in a determina-

ity data.
By oversimplificat ion, lhe equating of purchase pri<es
with market value has < aused assessors' offices to leap lo
the conclusion that an .rggregation of all purchase prices
is equivalent to the overall value of the p()perly as a
whole. However, lhat app().rch is an erroneous leap in
logic which disregards lnth the inherent restrictions th.rt

Lenders find convertible mortSaSes attractive because
the lender has lhe creditor priority of secured debt and
an assured immediate income stream from the fixed-rate
relurn on the debt. When the option is exercised, the
appreciation in property value can be realized. This position may not only assure a higher IRR over the term,
but also provides a good, up-front return as evidence of
the qu.:rlity of the investment. When the option is ex-

A convertible mortBaSe is attractive to a borrower for
several reasons: the interest rate is usually somewhat
below the rate for conventional mortgages, and the loan-

requires less equity capital. The borrower retains all the
tax benefits associaled with ownership unlil the lencler
exerciscs the conversion option. The conversion oplion
cannot be exercised until the borrower has exhausted
most o[ the avail;rble tax lrcnefits, typically a period of
seven k) l0 years. The borrower also usu,rlly, bul not
always, reLlins full mana8ement control over the prop-

erly and is relieved of the cumbersome process of
obtaining approvals frlr mana2lement decisions
characleristic oi a joint venture format. However, once
the option is exercised, control usually p.lsses to the
lender.

Convertible mortllages run lhe risk of being deemed
ioinl ventures by the lnternal Revenue Service, which

can ( ause tax and leplal problenrs for both the lender and

the lrorrower. lf deemed .] ioint venlure, the borrower
loses some portion of the deprecialion and possibly all
the interest deduclions. While lhis does not necessarily
reduce the econonric beneiits to the lender, il can create
cumbersome accountinB problems and increases the
legal risks [or the enforceability o1 the conversion
option.

Mortga8e Plus Oplion
A mortSage plus an option to acquire an equity interest
in a property is simil.rr economically k) a convertible
mortSage. The lender makes..r conventional mortgage
loan with a r.rte that is usually considerably llelow current market r.rtes. As.ur inducemenl to make the m()rtgage loan, he also rect,ives an option to purchase.rn
€quity interest for .rn additional sum of nroney.

Unlike the convertible mo(gaBe, the option to.r(quire
an equity interest is usually complelely independent of
lhe mortgage instrumenl, and the mortg.llle m.}y or may
not survive the exercise of the option. ()ftentimes the
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mortgaSee effects the exercise of the option by means of
an offsefting partial reduction or complete cancellation
of the outstanding amount of the morlgage balance at
the time the option is exercised. Any circumstance can
be readily calculated.

Due to the independence of the option and the mortgage, this form of financing reduces the legal and income tax risks associated with a convertible morlgage.
Two examples of actual transactions are described below, demonstratinS the use of debt instruments with
additional equity {eatures.
Ptorytty A
Property A is a mixed-use complex in a major East Coast
city containing more than a million square feet of office,
luxury hotel and retail space. The property was planned
by a well-known developer as an urban renewal project
and was completed in phases during the late '1960s and
early 1970s. lt was determined that at least $4 million in
new capital was required to support lease-up of the
propeny and the existing investors were unwilling to
invest more equity.
The property initially suffered from lack of demand due
partially to depressed market conditions and partially to
its relative isolation from the existin8 concentration of
prime office space. The real estale fundamentals of the
property were attractive, however- The quality of design
and construction of the project were excellent; the location was favorable for certain tenants and offered access
to bus, subway and airport transportation.
Landauer Associates, Inc. was first retained by the own-

in8 corporation to appraise the property and thus became aware of its potential. Subsequently, Landauer
structured a transaction to obtain the new infusion of
capital from a foreign pension fund. The pension fund's
investment was made in the form of a second monga8e
loan plus an option to purchase 50 percent of the stock
of the owning corporation.
The loan was funded in the mid-I970s, and 20 percent
of the proceeds were reserved as security against any
deficiency in payment of debt service. The interest rate
was l2 percent, and the loan had an intermediate term.
Fifty percent of the stock of the owning corporation
could be purchased at any time during the term of the
loan at a nominal cost, and the loan would be cancelled
upon exercise of the option.

which $14 million was cash and the balance in the form

of mort8a8es on the property. The property

was

appraised about the time the remainin8 interest was ac-

quired at a total value of $56 million of which nearly
$36 million was the equity value and approximately $20
million was the outstanding balance of the mortgage
debt.

It should be noted that the pension fund's investment
was of an exceptional nature and resulted from a combination of favorable timing, aggressive investment policies and tough neSotiation. While the iormat of a mortgage plus an option to acquire an equity interest is
applicable to other situations, the spectacular returns
Benerated by this specific investment were far in excess
of normally expected performance.

PrcWrty

I

Landauer Associates was retained by a major corporation to sell an office building located in a large metropolitan city. The corporation's obiective was to raise the
maximum amount of cash, net of taxes and transactional
costs.

While major office buildings had sold at very low initial
cash-on-cash returns in recent years, prior to the offering

of this property, the market at the time reflected lower
inflation rate expectations. At the estimated all-cash
value for the property, an investor would have realized
an initial cash-on-cash yield of about 5 percent. and
potential investors expressed some reluctance to invest
in real estate equities at such low returns at a time when
yields on Treasury bills were in excess of '15 percent and
inflation rates were trendinB downward.
The transaction structured by Landauer, with the assistance of a prominent law firm, successfully met the
objectives of both the corporation and the investor market. The transaclion raised more cash than would have
been obtained from an outright sale and eliminated the
necessity for current payment of Federal capital gains
taxes.

The investor group purchased a series of unsecured
notes from the corporation all o{ which matured in 10
years and bore interest at I I percent per annum, payable quarterly in arrears.
Coinciding with the purchase of the notes, the corpora-

the stock of the owning corporation was purchased by a

tion granted an option to purchase the leasehold interest
in the building. The option may be exercised by the
investor group eight years in the future. The exercise
price of the option is the same as the outstanding balance of the notes, thereby facilitating an exercise of the
option in exchanSe for extinguishing the notes. The exercise price of the option (i.e., $100 plus the cancelled
original amount of the loan) is expected to be considerably below the fair market value of the building at the
time the option can be exercised, thus seeming to assure
the exercise of the option.

foreign pension fund for approximately $'10 million.
The total cost to the pension fund of 100 percent ownership of the property was approximately $34 million, of

The transaction offered a number of advantages to the
corporation, the primary advantage beinB that it provided cheap financing on an after-tax basis. No federal

Three years later, the loan was partially prepaid, and the
Ioan was restated in a reduced amount. The due date of
the loan was extended to a lo-year term as was the
period during which the option could be exercised.
Whereas the loan originally was cancelled on exercise
of the option, under the restatement the loan survived
the option exercise. The option was exercised well with-

in the loan term. The remaininS 50 percent interest in
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constituting the equivalenl of new construction. Thus
property held by one owner, absent of any new construction or substantial repairs, would never be subject

to

reassessment. This situalion could continue in-

definitely unlil the occurrence of an event to trigger a
change. Year after year the assessment would remain
stalic wilh only a slight addition of up to two percent
annually as an inflation factor.
As a result of Proposition 13, the tax rale was fixed
statewide at one percent of assessed value. This fixed
rate no longer bears any relationship to the fiscal year
budget of the counties. The rate no longer merely tracks
the budget, but rather the budget must now reflect available revenue in a controlled system.

Taxation OI Timeshare lnleresls
The absence of legislation and courl cases, coupled with
the hunger of local governmental entities for additional
revenue sources, has resulted in undue confusion and
inequity with respect to the initial real property laxation
of timeshare interests. At firsl the tax system did not
contemplale the new timeshare product. The timeshare
interest was not defined by statule and lhere were no
rules on valuati<ln o[ timeshare.
The unfortunate by-product of this confusion is that California's timeshare proiects have initially borne the brunt
of the local Sovernmental entities hunger for additional
revenues. Because timeshares at first had no tax status,
statutory definition or precise rules for valuation, local
county assessors proclaimed open season with a view to
maximizing local governmental revenues from this new
target. The attack has resulted in multiple increases in
valuation over prior assessments without any substantial
change in the existing physical plant or the value of the
underlying real estate. This has been the case not only

with recently constructed proiects, but also with conversions of older holels, condominiums or apartment
houses.

Such an approach only could have a very significant
adverse impact on the timeshare industry. The problem
nol only was the impacl of the tax levy, but also the
chaos resulting from trying to implement future proiects
without any set of clear rules.
ln response to the resulting furor and under strong pressure from the timeshare industry, the state legislature
enacted new slatutes specifying the manner in lvhich
assessments are made; and the state's Board of Equalization followed with an assessment reSulation directed to
the county assessors. The timeshare concept now has

been defined by statute. However, given lhe impact of
Proposition l3's passage and the confusion and complexity of the resulling statutory law and regulations,
certain fundamental problems and anomalies remain.
lndeed, it may be said the recent legislation and regulations only gloss over the existing confusion.

Powell Place And Casitas Del Monte
ln order to evaluate the initial situation in California,
here are two specilic timeshare proiects. Both examples

are somewhat dated because the contested assessments
occurred before the enactment of Section 998 and the
Board of Equalizations issuance o{ Rule 472. However,
the examples illustrate the ma8nitude of the assessment
increases and certain unsolved problems.

Powell Place for many years had been a residential hotel

and apartment house located on San Francisco's Nob
Hill, a center for tourists and business travelers to the
Stanford Court, Fairmont and Mark Hopkins Hotels. Also

it is near the financial district, the center of the city's
business activity and immediately adjacent to lhe intersection of the two historic cable car lines. ln its urban
center location, the Powell Place timeshare project was
envisioned for use both by visiting tourists and by business travelers.

The other example is Casitas Del Monte, a low-rise resort complex situated in the Palm Springs area of Riverside County in Southern California. Unlike Powell Place,
Casitas Del Monte is a destination resort with swimming
pools, tennis courts and other sports and recreational
amenities.

Both case examples provide hotel-like services inclrrding maintenance, reception, reservations, kitchens and
linen service. Purchasers at bolh projects are provided
exchange privileges with other proiects.

lnitial Reassessment Method And Results
The county assessors of San Francisco and Riverside
Counties determined that valuation for real property tax
purposes would be made based upon the full price paid
for each timeshare interval. For each proiect, this
amount was determined by adding up inlerval purchase
prices as indicated by the value of the transfer tax stamps
placed on each of the conveyancing deeds. As a result of
this assessment technique, the assessed value of Powell
Place changed from fiscal year l98l-82 at$'1,120,7231o

the fiscal year '1983-84 at $9,802,668. ln the case of
Casitas Del Monte, the developer's purchase price and
rehabilitation costs totaled $2,7 25,OOO in 1981. For the
1982-83 fiscal year the new timeshare proiect was assessed at $6,038,422. lndeed, the reassessment for Casi-

las Del Monte actually exceeded the total of all

timeshare purchase prices paid. ln that case, the assessor
took the position that because all limeshares are fundable, he was not restricted to the actual price paid, but
rather was free to assess across the toard on the basis of

the highest price paid for any one unit.

Both case examples involved existing structures, and
although certain rehabilitation efforts had been undertaken, no significant physical plant improvements had
occurred in lhe inlerim between assessments. The
change to timeshare use alone was the basis for these
drastic increases in assessment. The county assessors
saw an opportunity to tarBet a new and as yet undefined
product, and they took advantaBe of that opportunity

with

BUsto.

By simply cumulatinB the various purchase prices, the
county assessors included not only the underlying land

TUSCHKA: CALIF()RNIA REAL PROPERTY TAXATION OF TIMESHARE INTERESTS
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CATIFORNIA REAL PROPERTY TAXATION OF
TIMESHARE INTERESTS

capital gains tax will be paid until the option is exercised
at which time the debt will be cancelled. No mortgage

recording tax was paid because the notes were
unsecu red.

During the life of the notes, the cor@ration is able to use
the cash flow from the property to offset the interest
payments made on the notes. The after-tax cost of the
transaction to the corporation was estimated at 8 percent, which represented a below-market cost of funds at
the time.

by Karl O. Tuschka

The lender group gaind the benefit of a substantially
higher initial return than would have been the case if the
prop€rty were purchased outright. However, at the time
the option is exercised, the cash flow from the property
is expected to exceed the interest payments on the notes
by a comfortable margin, and the value of the property is
proiectd to be substantially in excess of the outstanding
balance of the notes.
The lender group also has strong management and leas-

From a national perspective, California is often viewed
as developing distinct approaches to new problems in
addition to being the harbinger of things yet to come in
the rest of lhe country. Though it may be early to suggest
a national trend, this article presents an interesting and
worthwhile review of California's taxation for timeshare

ing control through a management contract that provides for a subsidiary of the investor group to be the

managins agent for the building. This management
arranSement assures the investor group that all management and leasing decisions will be made with the longterm value of the property as the paramount concern,
thus maximizing pntential apprecaation upon exercise of

the option.

mdel for any property
sale involving a high-credit, taxable seller and a taxexempt purchaser. lt is particularly applicable at those
times during the economic cycle when medium{erm
interest rates are high and near{erm property appreciation expectations are moderate. Obviously, unless the
unsecurd notes are issued by a high-credit entity, the
potential of default on the notes would make such a
transaction very risky. lf the lender has reservations
This transaction can serve as a

about the borrower's credit status, the loan should then
be secured by the property itself. The real estate fundamentals of the prop€rty also must be thoroughly analyzed to assure the value will be sufficient to iustify
eventual exercise of the option. Otherwise, the investor
could be left with a below-market return if the option is
not exercised and the notes are paid off when due.

interests.

California's Real Property Tax Syslem
The Califrxnia approach to real property taxation differs
from the national norm in several ways. lts system is a
creature o[ the state's constitution rather than being a
mere statutory enactment. This limits the legislature's
power to substantially modify the basis of real property
taxation. However, the constilution does not exclusively
control this taxation; it is supplemented by the Revenue
and Taxalion Code enacted t y the legisl.tture. Among its
many other [unctions, the state's Board of Equaliz.:tion
insures the prcpert)- tax is levied on an equalized basis;

it drafts regulations which become codified and
letters of instruction to the county,]ssessors.
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California voters through referendums have had a signif,
icant and revolutionary effect on the state's real property
tax syslem. ln 1978, California voters amended their
state constitulion with the passage of Proposition I l. Put
very simply, prior to the enaclment of Proposition 13,
valuation of real property in California was the duly of
the counly assessor in each oi the 58 counties. All property was assessed on an annual tlasis at a specified percentage of value. The Board of Supervisors, in each o{
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the counties, determined what percentage of the total
real property valuation within the county was sufficient
to generale funds for the counly's annual budget, and
that p€rcentage was the tax rate for the ensuing fiscal
year.
The revolution wrought l;y the pass.rge of Proposition I J
can best lrt'seen with a quick overview of the changes it
crealed. R.rther than undertaking an.rutomatic valu.rtion
of all real property on an .rnnual basis, the county.tssessors dre now permined to reas:,ess only in the following
inst.lnces: .r change o[ ownership; new construction; or
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COMPON ENT CAPITALIZATION

forthcoming shopping center as hypothesized. The variable X7, the distance to South8ate after announcement,
however, proved to be a significant determinant of the
selling price. As exp€cted, the reBression coefficient revealed that after the announcement property values increased as distance from the site of impending construction increased. That is, the coefficient on X7 is significantly positive at the 90 percent level of confidence.
The after announcement price effect, variable Xn, tends to
confirm the general apprehension on the part of residen-

by Gene Dilmore

tial property owners that the location of commercial
activity in the immediate neighborhood tends to adversely affect property values. The regression coefficient,
which is significantly negative at the 90 percent level of
confidence, indicates prop€rties located adjacent to the
center decreased in value after the announcement in
1979. The results from Model 4 are depicted in FiBUre l.
FICURT

All right; that does it. I opened a real estate publication,
see, and there it was: one more final, ultimate, definitive
article on how to get the perfect cap rate. Since fighting
fire with fire is reportedly an efficacious response to this
sort of thing, I thought, why not avenge these algebraic
slings and arrows by inflicting on their authors my own
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New Approach to Real Eslale ApgaisinS (Prentice-hall, l97l), Quanlitative Techniques an Real Estate Counselin8 (D. C. Heath & Co.,
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Lincoln lnstilute of Land Policy, 1984, and in pan on maletial in A
Conlemporary Approach to Real Estale Appraisal and Analysis,
Dryden Press, work in prcBrcss by lames A. Craaskamp and Cene
Dilmorc.
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map daslance units)

100
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postultimate, metadefinite version of a cap rate? Perhaps
"A Final word on . . ."? No, the topic of the last "A Final
word on . . -" article in one of our journals has been
'149
articles, '14 books, 9 doctoral
addressed to date by
dissertations, and one presidential prayer breakfast. "A
cap Rate to End All ..."1 No, a slight note of uncharacteristic chutzpah there. So, to cap it all, as it were,
let's talk about component capitalization.

Obligatory Aclnowledgemenl Of
Roots And Precedents S€ction
Analysts of real estate have always attempled to live up
to their name- breakers-down of things. The efforts to
break down an income stream beSan with breaking it
into two components: land and improvements, leading
to the building and land residual techniques. Some segments of the market actually did reason in this way; for
example, some fast food investors for a while bought on
the basis of l0 percent on land and 12 percent on improvements. Cenerally though, we had too many conceptual reservations aboul this method, since it did not
reflect the market overall. Too, in extracting these

1

- 0.0O5149 map distance units)

proximate to the shoppinS center and prop€rties served

by the center, but removed from its neBative effects,
would seem to su8sest there may be an optimal spatial
frequency of these small shopping centers.
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residual rates from comparable sales, the elements were
too subjecl to arbitrary manipulation toward a pre-
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conceived conclusion.
Built-up rates, with safe rales, plus rates for non-liquidity
and risk also led to a dead end since the safe rate
appeared to be the only component amenable to separate measurement. and the components could not be
precisely extracted from the market.
The financial structure offered a more logical avenue to
breaking down the income stream. Thurton Ross took
the first step in this directionr by proposing a band of
investment method with the capitalization rate comprising an interest rate times the mortSa8e component plus
an equity rate times the equity componenl.
Edwin Kazdin2 improved upon this concept by substituting the mortgaSe constant for the interest rate, thus

recognizing the finite life of the mort8a8e. L. W.
Ellwoodr added consideration of finite life for the equity
interest also by accounting for resale along with value
appreciation or declineLater, fllwood and others carried this analysis to the
point of after{ax equity yield. Further breakdowns of the
resultin8 afler-tax internal rate of return \.vere proposed.
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I illustratetheimpactofthe
announcemenl on the price-distance relationship indicated by Model 4.
The results depicted in Figure

Conclusion
The announcement ofthe proposed shopping center had
both negative and positive effects on the value of residen-

tial properties. At distances closer than 1,500 feet, diseconomies app€ar to dominate. Beyond 1,500 feet, economies appear to dominate. The trade-off between values
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Donald Valachia partitioned the internal rate of return
into three components: annual cash flows, tax shelter

TABLE 2

and cash proceeds from the resale. Robert Zerbsts separated the annual cash flow component into the beginninB before-tax cash flow and growth (or decline) in the
cash flow. He then separated the cash proceeds of sale
into the recapture of the original equity investment, equity buildup through loan amortization and expected
appreciation in property value, alonB with the tax shelter
component, thus analyzing a total of six components.

Regression Results
Model Number
Functional Form

x,=

Sathroom+

Iavin8 Area'

tireplace

x.=

lot Area'

1

[inear

S€mi-to8

trc=l

trr=0

t 1 ,798

24,357

t3.279t

=

(I

AADUMXDIST)

=

{AADUM){DIST)

toB tineal

lnvers€

\r=0

trr=0
trr=0

lnverselnverse

)\r=1

4,785.1

0.8347 x t 0-r

0.12471

(0.5458)

tl.7428)

0.16r 2)

(

4,177

5274.1.

(1.656)

(2.0453)

0.03789
(1.i4271

0.04697
(1.7435t

(

L9033
143.47
.4444)

0.3361 x l0
(5.7814)

6,150.8

0.00185

(l.55]7)

0.6502)

246.71

-321.61

-

{

489.91

514.12

0.004r

(2. r

12.2252t

989)

(-

Adiusted Rl

0.8450

Lo8 tikelihood

-

442 .287

-

I 1,621

-

L86r

'

(4.418)

11.7925t
7)

-

(

(

o.2776 x 1o
4.0586)
r.803r

(

-

-

0.53697)

l0

'

O.2649 x 10

7

r.4025)

l0

6

.i 302 x

|.5426)

\1.9275t

l2.9l5l

-

.6405)

fl.9t38)

to.5a797t

0.r5478

0.21754 x

19,579

10.316
(78.417)

9.9491

0.281I x

04.485)

(12.628)

o.4299

0.9055

0.91

-

- 432.859

1.3168)

411

.649

l0

fl.04t1)

l0'

r

6

l0

6

)

.4117 x

( l.ll4l)

10/

.2412 x lO r

d.6085)
.81l8 x '10

s

\3.7612)

o.4976

.9408

-

-

440.936

l0

s

429.2123

t-ralios in parentheses
'variables subie(t to transformalion

confidence from thal of the inverse-inverse function, the
function with the highest log likelihood l-429.213).
Neither is the log likelihood of the log linear function
significantly different from the maximum log likelihood
at the 95 percenl level of confidence. From these two
functional forms, we selected the log linear model (Model 4) bec.ruse of the ease for interpreling the regression
coefficients. The log likelihoods of all other well-known
functional forms are significantly less than the maximum. A similar application of the test ior choosing the
model that best fits the data is explained more fully in
Brennan, Cannaday Jnd Colwell.-'

percentage increase in variable X, (bathroom), for in,
stance, increases the selling price of the dwelling unit by
about four-tenths of one percent when the influence o{
other independenl variables is held constanl. The coeffi,
cient on lhe nronth of sale variable, X5, has a similar
interpretation. ll indicates property values appreciated at
an overall monthly rate of aboul one{enth of one percent
for every one percent increase in time measured in
months from 'l976lo 1982. The coefficienton X1, however, has a different interpretation. lt indicates that a fireplace adds about 5 percent lexp .04697 = L048) to the
value of a residential property.

Regression Resuhs

The interpretation of the coefficients on X,,, X7 and Xs is of
primary interest. The coefficient on X,,, the before announcement distance effect, shows a pxtssible small decrease in selling price as dislance (in feet) increases away

The regression results confirm most of the hypotheses
developed above. The hypothesized signs of coefficients
for all variables in all models are consistent with the
regression results. The results for Model 4 suggest a fairly
strong relationship between the dependent and independent variables. The R' shows that 91 percent of the
variation in lhe dependenl variable is explained by the
regression.
The va lues of regression coefficients (except on X r, Xr,, X7,
& X8) represent partial elasticilies. Th.rt is, these coeffi

cients me.rsure a percent change in selling price for one
percent chanBe in each of lhe independent vari..rbles
when the influence of otht,r variables is held constant. A

Thus, at various points in the literature we have all of the
building blocks for our heptamerous approach to value,
and only need to combine and refine them a linle in
order to capitalize separately each of the seven income
components.

L1704)

0-1093 x

/
-0.2491 x 10

10"6

r.1560)

.6885 x

sub-

components in tax shelter; cash flow shelter and tax loss
shelter.

']

-.1994 x l0
I 4,t647)
(

0.00462

(

-.4815 x

(-

Valachi meanwhile6 recognized the two

43)

0.005149

I

444.24

10 6

I

0.t 565
1.267s)

.32t5 x 10
(1 .47

0.6016 x
- 6.1465)

(

0.1 t 98

ts.272s)

)

-0.2559 x

L0489)
0..1r 22)

t

-0.1458x 103

0.277 x 104
o.o7 427

0.00625

o.7 434\

| .0787)

{4.4)

1 .7 52A
(2.9r 3s)

r 5,194
(1.2978)

Constanl

Exponential

0.25)

(

= AADUM

6

5.lt 8r

- l t,8l2
t- t.o787t

XA

5

12.99721

1X?

4

o.37 364

\1

X6

3

o.16978
(4.19r l)

0.68s)
Month ol sale'

.'

from Southgate (although this effect appears to be quite
sign ificanl in Model 6). While the variable X,, has a coefficient which is significantly negative at the 90% level of
confidence, the coefficient is not significantly dif{erent
from zero al the 90 percent level of confidence. ll may be
the SouthS.rte localion, or something near it, had some
amenily value prior to the announcement. Alternatively,
residents <ruld have h.rd different expectations for the
development o[ the South6ate site than lho:e realized.
However, it is rt asonable to assume there is n<l significant
distance effect prior to the Jnnouncement of the
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An Office Building Example
For a practical example, lefs step through a portion of
the valuation of a (real) small suburban office building.
ln this particular case, we have already arrived at a prediction of most probable price using the quality point
rating method for the market comparison approach with
the value unit b€ing dollars/per quality poinvper square
foot. This approach has yielded an indication between
$819,000 and $l ,005,000, with most probable price of
$912,000. The use of regression analysis applied to the
point rating method gave a range of $823,500 to
$1,034,500 with prediction of most probable price at
$929,000. Approaching the problem with use of fuzzy
set theory, we obtained a prediction of probable price in
the range of $643,500 to $1,007,500, with most probable price of $825,000. (The ran8es reflect one standard
deviation.)
Since the mechanics of the marlet comparison section
of the appraisal are not within the scope of our inquiry,
let us pick up at the section in which we be8in testing
the indication of most probable price by analyzing the
income proiection for an indication of the justified investment value. The comments that follow will be keyed
to the exhibits.

Exhibit

|

-Graaskamp's

ln Exhibit

l,

Eackdoor Approach

we begin testing the probable price predic-

tion with application of lim Craaskamp's backdoor
approach to iustified investmentT. This is a variant of the

income approach in that we establish the amount of
income available for debt service resulting in an estimated mortga8e amounti then we back into the
anrount of the equity giving an estimate of the justified
investment in the property at $1,083,0OO.
Exhibit 2- Revolving Backdoor Approach
Next we use a revolving backdoor giving it a hundred
spins. Refining our lesting procedure a little, we select

the four most crucial variables-potential Bross,
vacancy rate, operating expense and annual constant,
DILMORE: COMPONENT CAPITALIZATION

EXHIBIT

1

Backdoor Approach to Justified lnvestment
Cross Potential Rental
20,780 sq. fi. @$ 10.00
Less Vacancy Allowance 8%
Effective Cross Rental
Less OperatinB Expenses:
R. t. Taxes (.65)

$207.800
16.624
$191,176
$r

Insurance (.10)
Repairs & Maint. (.10)

l,5ss

2,100
2,1 00
31,200
10,400

Utilities (l .50)
CleaninS (.50)
Management (5%)

9,5 58

Carb, Pesl

600
2,400

Acctg. misc.

7

1

3 ll .46)
$r r9,261

,91

Net Operating lncome

NOI $l19,26111.20 (Debt Service CoveraSe Ratio) =
Available for debt service:
$ 99,386
$99,3861.1 3987 7 (annual constant Co
13.5%-25 yrs) = Morlga8er
$ 710,500
Plus Equity:
.25 (equity ratio)

x

(equity dividend)

$l 19,263 {NOl)/.08

=

Equity:

,ustified lnvestment:

$

372,5N

$r.083,000

EXHIBIT 2

Operating Statement-Monte Carlo Version
Component

Likely High
Low
$lO
$11
$9
.10
.03
-05
$3.45 $4.00
$3.00
.1398771 I49222'z .135340]
' t4vot2oyrs t 't3./"/25 yrs

Most

Pol Cr Rent
Vacancy Rate
Operating Exp
Ann Constant
r 13.5%/25 yrs

= 1 ,14O,A7O
= 48,986
SMALLEST VALUE = 1,0O6,720
LARCEST VALUE = 1,242,060
SAMPLE

MEAN

STD DEVIATION

f requency

Distribution

From
To
Freq Pct
o 227,994 0
0
227,994 455,988 0
0
455,988681.982000
683,982 911 ,976 0
0
91 I ,976 ,139,970 52
52
48
,139,970 ,367 ,960 48
1,367,960 1,595.960 0
0
1.595,960 r,823.950 0
0
r,823,9502,05r,95000r00
2,051,950 2,279,940 0
0

Cum. Pct
0
0
0
52

1

1

1

I OO

rO0

loo
IOO

l0

DATA I 0,.I1,.0 t ,.o1 17 ,3.46,.17 ,.1 39a7 7 ,.U)23
50 DATA I,3,.8
I 600 LETVI = 20780' Xll Xl-X(2)) - 20780' X(3): REM =
NOr
LETV2 = Vl/1.2:REM = AVAIL FOR DEBT SERVICE

l60l

l602 LETVI = V2lX(4): REM = MTCE
r 603 LET V4 = V3 + (.25'Vr /.08): REM = IUST|FtED
INVESTMENT

l604lETY:V4

l9

EXHIBIT 3

TABI.T

Montclair Road Office
INPUT OATA SUMMARY

lnitial MortSaBe
Mortg,age lnterest Rate
MortSa8e Term
Mort8a8e Constant
Periodic Payment
Annual Payment

s80s,600
13.5%

25 Years
13.9877%
9390.4
$r r 2,68s

Total Depreciable Assets

t905,500

Land

$168,500

t805,600
t268,500

lnitial Equity
Ordinary lncome Tax Rate

50%

Capital Gains Tax Rate

20%

for Mod IRR
Reinvest Rale for Mod IRR
Minimum Reinv Amt for FMRR
Discount Rate for NPV

o%
0%
$0
0%,

and apply a Monte Carlo program to simulate 100
versions of the possible combinations of these factors.
We have estimated likely values for the four major
factors with estimates of the most likely value, the
highest and lowest value for each. To demonstrate the
straighdorward mechanics involved, I have reproduced
the p€rtinent lines in the program. ln Line l0 we enter
the mean and standard deviation for each of the four
variables. ln Line 50 we specify an 80o/o correlation
between Variable No. I (rent) and Variable No. l
(operating exp€nses). ln Lines 1600-1604 we slate a
funclion, which, after running '100 simulations with
random combinations of the stated px.rssible values, will
calculate the justified investmenl in the same manner
the backdoor approach.

as

This {unction could have been stated more elegantly in

one line, but going through the intermediate steps. with
remarks inserted, leaves the process clear for later
reference. This technique results in an estimated justified
investment of $1 ,140,000.
Exhibit 3-Component Discounlin8-Preliminary Cash
Flow
Exhibit 3 is the preliminary step in applying component
discounting in the investment analysis of the property,
the separate capitalization for each of the seven components of the income stream.
First we tentatively price the property usinS a safe, or
prime, or base or ideal (choose one of the above) aftertax equity yield or lRR. ln this case, we select a discount
rate of 12 percenl, projectin8 a 20 percent total increase
in price over a t o-year projection period and net income
increase of one percent per year. This gives a preliminary price indication of $1,074,000, with initial eq-

uity of $268,500.
20

Amount Depreciable
Depreciable Life
Depreciation Method
Non-recurring lst Year Exp.
Commission Rate on Resale
CroMh Rates (% Compounded Annually)
Propeny Value
Net Operatin8 lncome

N.l

$t,074,t00

Total lnvestment
Total Debt

Safe Rate

Summary Statistics for Data

Yarr
'I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lo

Oper.lint lnlertst

$90s,600

l8
0

I

.lirl

Texeblc T.t S.Yinp
Year Expeose lmo.r*
GPaym€nr)
19,776
I 50,1r r -t9,551
2 50,11 1 -37,75A 18,879
I 50,31 I -35,866 17,933
4 50,11 I -33,a64 16,932
15,868
5 50,11 I -31 ,716
29,467 14,734
6 50,1r I
7 50,311 27,03A 13,519
8 50,11 I -24,428 12,214
10,806
9 50,111 -21 ,611
9,241
l0 50,111 -18,562
Adiusted
Sellint Prke lro.lt te
Year Aft6 Co.nmisn 8.lame T.x Sasis
'I
I ,O2A,230 80r,415
,O2l,790
2
.047.150 796,633 973.478
1,066,420 791,163 923.167
I
1,0A6,040 744,908 872,856
4
r,r 06,020 777,754 822,544
5
1,126,370 769,572 772,233
6
1.147.100 760,214 721,922
7
t,16B,210 749,512 671,6.1.1
8
r,l89,700 737,27) 621,300
9
r,2r 1,590 723,274 570,989
l0
1

1

Yeat
I

Gain

etidr

S.h

4.44]

0

6,574
7.771
4,97 5

t0,r 92
11

,421

12,662

I1,915

I5,18r
r

6,460

17,751

26,354
26,650
26,909
27 ,.t

24

,289
,395
27,434
27 ,395
27
27

17

,266

27

,032

Str.itht
Line 8.sis

855,289
ao4,97 B
7

704,356
654,O44

603,713
553,422
503,1r l
452,800
402,4A9
lnt ROR
On lnir

2]5,781
)46,605

14,7 35

28,650

4

2l1,185

5

8

243,479
I54,1 4l
425.178
496,595

9

568,401

l0

640,601

42,637

56,696
70,828
85,036
99,119
I I 1,680
128,121

0.51616

1884.5

510.9t

Fireplace

o.697 67

0.63006

Lot Area

9027 .7

3950.9

258,495
271 ,574

7

.39"/"

9.14v"

]01,850

10.17 v"
10.85 7.
't
I .10%

319,375

11

)38,744

1

2A5.97 4

360,197

5r.196

22.297

(I _ AADUMXDIST)

7.8895

l4.l l8

(AADUMXDIST)

16.942

1

(AADUM)

o.74419

0.43632

Sale

.61v"

I .81%
12.O1v"
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t.617

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

x2
xr
x.
xs
x6
Xz
xs

0.6718

0.5045
0.0562
- 0.1084
0.3132
O.0o24
0.6252
x,

0.5380

o.o742

-

o.2443

o.2o47

0.2645

0.6816

-0.8150

0.1035

0.2262

0.Bl9'l

0.7651

0.s069

0.04t2

- 0.9532
- 0.ool6

xr

xr

x.r

The model for determining the relationship between
va

lue a nd the specific characteristics of the loca-

tion utilizes the following function:
Sp, = f(Xr,, X:,, .., Xn,)
where SP, is the selling price of the ith property and the X,s
are defined as follows:
X1,

=

X.?,

=
=

Xr,

Xs,

=
=

X1,,

=

X.r,

the number of bathrooms in the ilh
property
the living area (sq. ft.) of the ith property
the number of fireplaces in the ith
property
the lot area (sq. ft.) of the ith property
the sale month of the ith property from 0

to 46

X7,
X6;

:
=

distance of the ith property to Southgate
times (l Xn)
distance to Southgate times XB
after announcement dummy: O = before

and I

:

0.8r 45

-o.2567

centers.
property

-

0.1041

ln this resp€ct, external costs capitalized into value decreases for the most proximate properties, may outweigh
the benefits offered by the neighborhood shopping

54,667

Equity

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.08r 4

Living Area

After T.r
C.sh fbw

4.O4v"
3.89%

o

Bathroom

rbr

Procerds

)

6
7

C.sh

225,924

141,252

71,67

After Tax

Bclort Tar

889

l

2

Standard Devialion

Xs= Month of

1.84

Dcprcci-

Tax On

Xr=

6%

kircipel

Iotal

Years

StraiSht Line

Anfrtiratirn
lrrorE trFlr
119,263 108,503 4,142
120,456 107,902 4,783
121,660 107,215
5,470
122,877 106,429 6,255
124,106 105,531 7,154
125,f47 104,503 8,182
126,600 tO3,327 9,358
10,702
127 ,A66 r 01,983
129,145 100,445 12,240
r 10,436 9a,6a7
13,998

lecaptur€
Depred-

Mean

Variable

DEPRECIATION INFORMATION FOR ASSEI I

MORTGACE INFORMATION FOR LOAN I

I

after

The first four variables relate to the characteristics of the

sampled prop€rties and the fifth variable provides a record of the sale month in order to capture overall trends in
the selling prices. The last three variables are included in
the model to capture the effects on the property values in
the neighborhood following the announcement of the

x5

0.8550
0.r r r9

o.o)47

x,,

xr

shopping center. The first of these variables, Xo,, can be
viewed as a control in the sense that its coefficient will
measure the effect of proximity prior to the announcement data.

Before running the reBressions, hypotheses were developed with regard to the signs of the explanatory variables. The coefficients of variables X,, to Xor were
hypothesized to be positive meaning that an increase in
any one of these variables would tend to increase the
selling price of the ith property, other things being equal.
The coeffic ient of variable Xu;, the month of sa le of the ith
property, was also hypothesized to be positive. The before announcement distance variatrle Xr,;, on the other
hand, was hypothesized to be zero on the assumption
that distance from Southsate before the announcement
would not be expected to affect the property values. The
variable X7,, distance to SouthSate iI the sale was after the
announcement, was assumed lo have a positive coeffi
cient since properly values might be expected to increase
as distance from Southgate increased. That is, the shopping center was expected to depress values of the nearesl
prop€rties relative to those at some distance. Finally, the
coefficient of xsi was hypothesized to be negative on the
assumption that diseconomies associated with the presence of a shopping center would cause an aLrsolule decline in the values of the nedre5t properlies.

Functional Form Analysis
Six functional forms were tested. The results are summa-

rized in Table 2. The magnitude of the maximum log
likelihood is determined to be -428.661. This magnitude is not significantly less at 95 percent level of
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values of properties. These regulations restrict commercial and industrial land uses within residential neighborhoods on the ground that the disamenities generated by
commerce and industry supposedly decrease lhe value
of residential properlies.
The effects of zoning and externalities on land prices have

been examined empirically in a number of important
studies. Most of these studies do not provide supporl for
zoning regulations. Reuter'sr I findings reinforce Crecine,
Davis and Jackson's" earlier results for Pittsburgh lhat
lhere are no systematic adverse ef{ects on lhe value of
single family homes in the neighborhood of nonresidential land uses. Maser, Riker and Rosett,rltusing a rather
large sample of Monroe County, .rlso conclude that zonin8 does not produce syslematic effects on property values. Crether and Mieszkowski's study, which considers
physical aspects of zoning in New Haven, again finds
"nonresidential land use per se has no systematic effect
on housing values".rt'r' r{ The .rbsence of measurable
externalilies may be explained by clientele effects that
those who care leasl about the externality will live closest. Alternatively, the design of the studies wh ich finds no
externality effecls may be faulty.

We are inclined to believe in the Blssibility raised by
Crether and Mieszkowski that "land use exlernalities may

be very lor:alized so that lhey are next door
phenomena".r r'

I'

i ln otherwords, the proximity
e'ffect

is

not likely lo extend very far in space. Furthermore, the
effects of proximity to a specific land use may vary across

locations. Proximity to churches, schools or shopping
centers may have different effects in different parts of a
metropolitan area or even in different parts of a large
municipality. Cenerally, the studies which have found no
externalities have either used aggregate data (e.g., census
tract JveraSes) and missed the proximity effecls, or used
microdalr (i.e., individual property data) but extended
the study.tcross large regions lhereby encountering the
nonstationarity of the rel.:rtionships across space.
There is some support in the literature for the notion that
proximity matters. Colwell and Foleyro have found an

effect for proximity to electric transmission lines. Kain
and QuigleytT have shown that proximity effects can
have a negative impact on apartment rents and on the
value of single-family homes. Tideman's analysis of zoning hearings in Chicago2a offers indirect support to the
propxrsition that the effects of externalities are localized.
He shows that indifference on the part of property owners
to zoning hearings increases as proximity decreases lo the

property. This suggests that property owners beyond
some critical distance do not regard the presence of disamenily as having any negative eflect on the value of their
property. To measure the amenity or disamenity effects of
zoninB, therefore, it would be necessary that the localized effect be lxrunded by some critical distance so as not
to tre swanrped by other major determinants of residential
property values.

Tht'question is whether neighborhrrc<l shopping ( cnters
inrrease, rlecrca:t, or bclth incrr,.rse .rnrl de( re.rse lhe

value of l)ro\im.lle residenti.tl l)rol)erty. This paper

l6

analyzes the impact of a small neightrorhood shopping

center in Urbana, lllinois on lhe value of surrounding
prop€rties. A hedonic regression model is developed to
explain the variations in property values before and after
the announcement of the proposed shopping center. Six
functional forms (linear, semilog, exponential, log linear,
inverse and inverse-inverse) ofthe model are considered.
The best model is selected using functional form analysis.

Finally, the implications of the model are explored.
The Neighborhood Shopging Center
The neighborhood shopping center, the subject of this
study, is typical of lhe many small neighborhood shopping centers throughout the country. This newly constructed center, opened for businbss in 1982, is called
SouthBate; it is located at 2110 Philo Road, Urbana,
lllinois. The center has a lot area of 252,000 square fe€t
and consists of five small retail stores and one independent grocery store. On its west, Southgate borders a
fully developed section of Urbana, the Ennis Ridge
Subdivision.
The center was initially proposed to the Urbana Planning
Commission on June 7, 1979. The local newspaper car-

ried a story the next day on the proposed shopping center's construction. Although the commission approved
the center a short time later. construction did not begin
until 'l98l and the premises were not cleared for occupancy until the beginning of Seplember, 1982. The date,
june 7, 1979, when the proiect was publicly announced,
is of special significance for the empirical analysis presenled in this study.

The Dala
The data on the selling prices and characteristics of 43
singleJamily homes and condominiums sold from 1976
to 1982 in Ennis Ridge Subdivision, were gathered from

the Champaign County Multiple Listing Service.
Although the public records on measurements of lot area

or living space might be prefened over data supplied by
multiple listing services, the marginal differences are not
likely to have any discernible impact on this study's findings. All of the 4.1 properties lie within three-quarters of a
mile from the Southgate shopping center. Distances from
the center of Southgate Io each property sold were recorded with the aid of plal maps. Summary statistics are in
Table 'l .
The Model Specifications
To analyze the impact oi a shopping center on neighborht.rod prr.rperty values, one might contpare prope'rty val

ues in two homogene<>us neighMrhoods, ont, with

.r

neighborhorxl shopping t entcr and the other without. But
ideal situations are har<l to find and the two ncighlnrhoo<ls are bounrl lo be dissinrilar with re\pect to t)hysical
( har.rcleristi( s or sot io-r< onomi< condilions. This study
uses only th(, alleck,d nr:ighlxrrhootl, ltut rontrols for
proximity antl for before and after effccts.rs well .rs ronrt,nlirrntl hr.rlunir r,,nalrle.. ll lhc eller I ,)l l)ro\imrl) i\
rlif{ere nt lrforc.rnd ailer llre ,rnnounrem('nl llren we nl.ty
< onr lud<, th.rt property owners Jre jLritiiied in ol)por,ing
shopping cenlers lret.rust. o[ tlre ,rs:ot i.ttt'tl dis.rntcnities.
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4- Partitioning The Return-Assi8ning Rates
Now we parlition the return into its seven components:
(l) return of ori8inal equity investment; (2) growth of
equity from amortization; (3) growth of equily from
value appreciation; (.1) value of cash flows at first year
level; (5) growth or decline of cash flow stream; (6) tax
shelter of subject's cash flow; and (7) tax shelter of external income. With each component, we gingerly differentiate between before-tax and afler-tax returns.
txhibit

how this nrosl probable purchaser would look.rt each of
these components o{ that value.
Exhibit

5

Partitionin8-Assignins weiBhts
gives lwo option5. The first, shown in

Tht, program

Exhibit 4, lets us.lssillr r.rtes lo each component. Tlrc
olher r4:tion, shown in Exhibil 5, lets us assi8n weights,
or prob.rbilities, to each component. We c.rn look.rt this
as lhe lrrrrltllrrlitv

oI n'ccning lhr\ (()ml)(,nenl ur J\

.)

equity is a pretty sure thinB, so we assign the base rate of
l2 percent b this component. ()n the other hand, tax

nreasure of its desir,lbility. ln this instance, we.rre s.ryinB
we are 100 percenl sure of receiving tlre cash flow ;rt its
firsl year ltvel-or thal il llr.rtk,rs 100 percent to us. C)n
tht, other hand, we assign only an tlO percent probability
to lhe (hance of re(eivinB return Bener.rted by growth of
the cash ilow or we can 5Jy we.rre weighting its v.rlue
.rt only 80 per( ent. I believe thinking o[ lhese as weights

this component of return. The result of this program is an

con(ept since this would obviate possible confusion in
r ort.,irk'ralrrrn rri tlte ot r asiun,tl n(.gJli\e ( r)mpon('nl).

Now lhat we know the contribution of each of these
components to the relurn, we can assign separate appropriate discount rates to each component. For example,

we feel {or the clienl feels) that return of the original
shelter of other income may appear not only more
chancy but not .ls importanl; we assign 16 percent to

adjusted after{ax discount rate which combines.rnd
properly weights each of these seven separate discount
rates, giving a weighted IRR of 1 J.6 percent.

Exhibit

6-

Exhibit

6

This program partitions the lnternal Rate of Return and
the Equity lnvestment into their 7 componenls:

I.

Return of original equity investment.

Partitioning-Eliminating A Component
of th(, p.lrtitioning

Crowth ol equity from value .rpprer iation.

4. Value of cash flows at I st year level.
5. Growth (decline) of c.rsh flow stream.
6. Tax shelter of subject's cash flow.
7. Iar shelter o[ erternal income.

tquity-t tquity-%

1. Relurn Orig eq
2. Eqty grwlh frm am(rrl
l. tq grwlh (decl) irm rppr
4. Csh Flw (ar l!r yr lvl
5. Crwrh (d{\ l) oi csh ilw
6. Tax thltr of sub csh flw
7. Tax shltr of other in(

$

$

$

8{,,450
26,516

j,008
I8,584

$
$ r 2.,69

]220

O.0-l8tr

t).0t I9

0.01

l2

0.0692
0.0461

0.tt5l
0.I7{,
t268,51t ] 0000
$
$

IRR

o.098n

0.

10,951
90,61J

0.001 j
(J.008l
o.0055

0 0t il)
o.04{)5

0.1200

The andividual IRR's.r\signrd to lhe (omF)nents reflect rdtes
adjuste(l upwnrd for ri\k.
The fin.rl weighttxl IRR is n risk-ldiusted inlern.ll rate oi return.
% of
Weighted

IRR/
Equity lR*

CoInpon€nt
1

Relurn ori8 eq

2. tqty grwlh lrom amort
]. tq Brwlh (de.l) frm dppr/dep
4. (lsh Jlw (a, lsl yr lvl
5. (;rwth (de(l) ()f (sh flw
6.

fax shltr ol

7. Tax \hhr oi

sub csh

ilw

olhrr in(

ltR

r) 12 20
{).0988

0 t 200

o o.l8{,

o.1250

0.01l2

{).1lu)

0012]
o o0l5

O.0(,92
0.0461

{) l-l(x)
o l.{00

o.o08l

0.1 Joo

o.t)l50

0.1600

o o5{r)

oII5l
0. ]

t76

This program partitions the lnternal Rate of Return and
the Equity lnvestment into their 7 components:
l. Return of original equity investment.

2. Growth of equity from amortization.

L

Crowth o[ equity from value apprec ialion.

For subject, the relurn is partitioned as follows:

For subiect, the return is partitioned as follows:

Componenl

EXHIBIT 5

4. Value of cash flows at lst year level.
5. Crowth (der line) o{ cash flow stream.
6. Tax shelter of subject's cash flow.
7. Tax shelter of external income.

2. Crowlh of equity from anrortization.

l.

more.rccurate

shorvs .rnother funrtion

lI the ol]je( tive oi tlre v.l lu.rtion is to esl in],rte v,l lue to lhe
nr.rrkt,t in Beneral, we woulrl still h,rve lxrsitecl .r nrosl
prob.r/;ie llurt harcr, ancl it woulcl lrchoovt'us Io con:itler
EXHIBIT 4

r

ralher thnn prob.rbilitie5 m.ry be

o.o064

oI

DILM()Rt: C()MP()NINl CAI'lTAtlZATl()N

16.l

Cornpooenl

tquity-l Equity-%

l.

$ 86,4t0
$ 26,s1{,

Relurn Orig eq

2. fqty grwth frm .rmorl
l. tq grwrh (d(rl) frm appr
4. Csh Flw @r lst yr lvl
5. CrMh (de(l) of c\h {lw
6. T.rx shltr of sub rsh flw
7. Tax shltr of other inr

s
$

0.0186

1.008

0.01

I2

0.01l9
0.mr l

r

8,584

0.0{,92

0.0081

r

2,t{,9

0.0461

0.(n55

5l

0.01t8

0.1t76

0.0405

$

$
$

0.-t120
0.0988

IRR

,95l
90,6.r

l

{).1 |

$268,51I 1.0000

0.I200

The weights assigned lo lhe rcturn components may be considered
either as lhe p()bability o[ re<eiving e;rch component of the return,

or as.i r.rling of the componenl as to ils atlraction for the mosl
probable invest(r. RdlinBs are on a s(ale of 0 to l.
The final weiJghted IRR i\ r risk'adiusl€d intern.rl rate of return.

lRRy
WeiShted
Equit WeiSht lll
O.t22O I.0OOO 0-0.i86
2- Eqly Brwth lrom rnrorl
0.0988 {J.9500 0.01 I l
.1. €q Brwrh (de( l) irm appr/dep 0.01 I 2
0.9OO0 0.0012
4. Csh ilw (a' trr yr lvl
0.0692 1.0(x)o 0.0081
5. Crwth lde(l) of csh flw
0.0461 0.8500 0.0047
6. Tax shltr oi sub <sh flw
0.1l51 0.9OO0 0.0125
7 Tax shltr of olher inc
0.1]76 0.7500 0 0.104
Compon€nt
l. Relurn orig .'q

% of

0.t069
Rrrk ad

u\litl

IRR

r)

I i{7

EXHIBIT 6

This program partitions the lnternal Rate o{ Return and
the tquity lnvestment into their 7 components:
l. Return of original equity investment.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Growth of equity from dmortizdtion.
Crowth of equity from value appreciation.
Value of cash flows at 1st year level.
Crowth (decline) of cash flow stream.
Tax shelter of subiect's cash flow.
Tax shelter o[ external income.
For subject, the return is partitioned as follows:

Conrpo.rit

l. Return Orig eq
2. Eqty Brwth frm amon
l.

Eq grwth (decl) frm appr

4. C5h tlw @ lsl yr lvl
5. Crwth (de(l) of csh flw
6. Tax shltr of sub csh flw
7. fax shltr ol other inc

given the parameters assigned by the analyst, is from
low of 1 2.6 percent to a high of '14.8 percent with
standard deviation of 0.37 percent.

tquity-t tquily-% IRR
t 86,450 o.3220 0.0t86
$ 26,516 0.0988 0.0r r9
t r,008 0.0r r2 0.oor l
t 18,584 0.0692 0.008.)
i 2,169 0.0461 0.0055
r

$

t0,951

0.1t53

$

90,6.,1

0.]]76

0.0118
0.0405

1.0000

0.t 200

$268,5t

I

The weights assiSned to the return components may be considered
either as the probabality of receiving each component of the return,
or as a ratrng of the component as to its atlraclion for the most
probable inveilor. Ratings are on a scale oi 0 to I The final wei8hted IRR rs a n5k adlustei internal rate of return.

CornporErt
l.

Relurn oriB eq

2. tqty Srwth from amon
L tq Srwrh (decl) irm appddep
4. Csh flw @ lst yr lvl
5. Crwth (deci) of csh llw
6. Tax shltr of sub csh flw
7. Tax shltr ol olher inc

of IRR/
Weithted
tquily weitht IRR

%

0.t220
0.0988
0.01 t 2

0.0692

0.046t

0.1r5l

0l]76

l
l
l
l
l
l
0

of relurn to be applied to the components. (Perhaps you
feel we have now advanced from a backdoor approach
to a second-story window approach.) We may assign, as
shown here, most likely, high and low estimates of the
internal rate or, alternatively we may assign a standard
deviation to the return for each component.
A rough rule of thumb suggests 20 iterations per variable. With 140 simulations, then, we oblain a distribution with a mean of 13.6 percent. The extreme range,

0000

o.or86

u)00
0000

0.01l9
0.001l

uloo

0.0081

rx)oo
0000

0.005

ul00

0.0fi)0

IRR

Exhibit 8-Slochastic Component Discountint-"As
ln Exhibit 8 we see the output of an alternative approach
to applying Monte Carlo simulation to the selection of a
weighted partitioned rate of return.

ln this version, we assign probabilities for the possible

rates of relurn in the categories of l. .9, .5, .1, and 0. ln
other words, we say (Line 62050) it is absolutely certain
(probability 1.0) that, for Component l, Return of Original Equity, we will accept a return as much as 14 percent and price the component on that basis; we say

there is a 90 percent probability we

13

EXH|E|T 7
Stochastic Component Discountin u
Assit,led IRR for Cornpomnt
Most

Componenl

Exhibit 7-Slcchastic Component Discounting
Exhibil 7 shows a (ombination for parlitioning the return
with a stochastic selection of the weighted internal rate

a

lf we feel more confident with this type of probability

0.t8ll

particular property. A crude overall rale or an unpartitioned IRR would nol tell us this.

accept

and so on, until we say there is no likelihood (probability
0.0) we would accept '10 percent.

5

By assigninB this component a weight of zero, we find
that he would have to price the property on the basis of
an l8 percent afterlax return. The net ef{ect in this specific case, of course, would be to remove him from serious competition to purchase this building since this
would be unacceptable to the seller. A point is illuminated however: the various return components do place
properties into entirely different markets for different investors, and although the property is marketable, the
investor we have described has no business buying this

will

percent return and price the component accordingly,

0.0138

program. Suppose the investor w.rnts to know what investment is iuslified if he entirely eliminates one of the
relurn components from consideralion. Let's assume he
can meet the down p.ryment but would €xpect the investment to supply virtually his only income, and tax
shelter of other in( ome is simply of no v.rlue to him.

by Peter F. Colwell, Surinder S. Cuiral and Christopher Coley

Much As"

o 0795
Rrsk'adlusled

a
a

The lmpact Of A Shopping Center On The
Value Of Surrounding Properties

%

of lRnYEqty

eq
amon
apfrdep
yr
flw
sub
olh

l. Return oriS
0.1220
2. Eq 8rth
0.0988
l. tq frm
0.01 l2
4. Csh flw lsr
0.0692
5. CrMh cah
0.0461
6. Tx shltr
0.1 I5l
7. Tx shhr
0.1176
Monle Carlo simulation, I40 iterations
SAMPL€ MIAN = 11.5871
sTD DtVtATtON

=

.3661 54

=

r4.8471

tilely Hith low
12
ll
ll
5

have been opposed to such commercial activity, fearing a

12

12

1l

r15

l4

17

t2
\2
t4

loss in their property's value resulting from the disamenities of noise, traffic and crime. The growing popularity of the centers seems to b€ at odds with the tradi-

I35

ll

rl

t4

t6

20

Frequency Distribution

f.om
To
Freq,
o
2.7 241A
O
2.72418 5.44816 0
5.44836 8.17254 0
8.17254 10.8967 0
10.4967 I t.6209 79
11.6209 t6.3451 6l
16.345t t9.0691 0
19.0693 21.7934 0
21.79)4 24.5176 0
24,5176 27.2414 O

cial inslitutions and local public officials.
The emergence of the cenlers suggests developers find
them to be profitable. While the centers do offer many
conveniences, the neighborhood residents generally

15

125

sMAt-ttsl vAtu€ = 12.5535
IARCIST VALUT

ln the last two decades, a great deal of research has been
conducted on residential property values. Apart from the
physical characteristics ofproperty and the financial conditions of the sale, location factors have been found to be
among the primary determinants of property values.re
These locational determinants include proximity to highways, mass transit, parks, nuclear power plants and utility
lines. This study examines the influence of another locational factor, a neighborhood shopping center. on property values in the surrounding area. Neighborhood shopping centers are becoming increasingly popular throughout the United States. The impact of these centers is not
only a malter of concern to the owners of residential
properties, but also to the real estate community, finan-

Pct.

Cum. Pct

0
o

0
0
0
0
56.4) 8(,

0
0

56.4246

$.5714
0

o
o
o

00
00
00

00
00
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tional posture of neighborhood residents. One of lhe
many possible explanations is that increases in the cost of
transportation and the value of leisure time may have
muted the opposition from local residents.
The establishment of lhese centers, however, does not
result only from the market {orces of supply and demand. The land use in urban areas is governed by zon-

i

Itr

ing ordinances, and approval from the zoning boards is
Pelet f .Colwell i\

Univet\ity oi
ISSUES

ud

n

pft,ft\st, ofl,nrn{

lllinoit lle

('. \pt{ ia h,/'nB n rerlestnl.'auhc
prcvt()u\ly has published rn RtAt tSTATt

nraay oth|r.r(rdenr,( prrrc{1()nr/ r.)urnJ15

Surirrd€r S. Gujtal is t letturu in (Yononrics .n HowaKl Untvet\ity
s$\:ialttfiB in demogntphr ea()nonr,( 5, st.tlisl,( ! an(/ rn ononrc(ri(\.

Christq,,€f Coley, an mvt'tnri,nl anJly\t w,lh Mountati Coa!t lnverlmenl\, ,nr., lJs ycgri, Nevida, ri{ently ft\ et\|\l nn M.A in [inan<e fntm lhe Unwr\tly ttl llltnoi\.

a necess.lry prerequisite for the ( onstruclion and

olrra-

tion of :hopping centers in residential neightxrrh<xds.
Although tht, wi<lespread growth of lhese centers would
lend to suggest.r more [.rvorable disposition on the Dart

of zoning authorilies, zoning regulations hislorically
have been.rinr('d.rl preserving and l)rontoting nrore
honrogenous l.rnd uses in order to stabilize lh(' m.lrket

C()LWELL, GUIRAL, (.OLEY: IMI)ACT OF A SH()PPINC CENT[R

i5

own all or a maior portion of the land, they have no
reason to sell their holdings for private office building
developmenl. These governments and their agencies,
namely the U.S.S.R., the People's Republic of China,
Sudan, Tanzania and 8urma, wish to retain ownership
and only extend leases for the land use. The Eastern
European countries that are Soviet satellites tend to own
the land within their boundaries. Some governments such
as the United Kingdom, Nigeria, South Africa (and other
African sub-Sahara countries), own large portions of the
country's land.

New office building land has been developed due to
recent land reclamation in some countries. The Hong
KonB government continues to en8age in large land
reclamation proiects as do the governments of Bahrain,
Singapore and the United States. ln the U.S., new office
and residential large-scale proiects are being built and
have recently been completed on reclaimed land in Manhattan and Chicago. The World Financial Center is being
constructed on reclaimed land in Manhattan and many
apartment, hotel and office buildings are being built on
reclaimed waterfront land in Chicago's Loop area.
Land vacated for office building development via urban
redevelopment projects is being constructed on the
waterfronts ofYokohama, japan; Liverpool, England; and
the older major cities on the east coast of Australia.

Title problems may inhibit land acquisition in various
locations and countries- For example, in Africa, among
the sub-Saharan countries, title uncertainties arise from
inadequate title re8istration systems and the conflicting
land ownership claims of tribal groups, municipal and
central governments and private individuals and organizations. Developing countries often regard tille registration problems as an area needing further development
for economic progress.
Strict and comprehensive urban planning controls may
depress the level of office building development and
construction. The particularly rigid controls of the United
Kingdom, France, West Germany and Japan tend to
prompl such results in the office building sector.
Relatively high construction costs have occurred in Hong
Kong, Singapore, West Germany, the United Kingdom
and Switzerland while low construction costs have been
associated with ltaly, Belgium and France.
Hong Kong imports lhe vast majority of its building materials. The island and Kowloon Peninsula do not offer an
abundance of natural resources for quality building products and this same situation is true lo a lesser extent in
Singapore. Some building materials are procured from
the Southeast Asian area rather than imported from Europe. Japan and other such distant sources. ln Singapore,
construclion labor and mandSement experlise is imported, and by usinB the competitive bidding process, the

cost for imported construction labor, materials and man-

ln the United Kingdom most of the hi8h quality office
buildings are built in London. Other metropolitan areas
also have substantial office centers but the office building
construction costs for the U.K. generally reflect the high
level of office bu ildinB construction in London. Hereand
in West Cermany the building regulatory authorities
promulSate stringent building codes and enforce detailed
zoning ordinances to promote high quality, durable construction. The highest building costs are associated with
newer office buildings which have central heating and air
conditioning.

Statistics for 7 Runs of 30 Samples Each
Seed = 78
Sld- Devn

AvB. Oulcome

Run
2

1).7424
r 1.9981

I

79893
.516565
.7

.54S886

1.6.)71

)

r

4

I1.552

5

B.5tlt5

6

1].7192
I1.6655

7

AvB

=

.668t33
.591t25
39049
.579242
Std Devn = .156822
.5

I ).6952

=

oUTCoMES TOR 2]O SAMPLES SETD

lnvestment Yields
Some of the highest investment yields from of{ice buildings come from the United States, lndonesia and Spain.
However, the numerical yields are not reliable because
the published and unpublished sources do not reveal
how the office buildinB investment yields are calculated.
Since a number of calculation methods are used with
differing responses from even a single property, the numerical quotas are not particularly significant. For example, annual office building yields from the U.5.,
quotd on an inlernal rate of return basis, have approximated 12-'15% in the last two years- The internal rate of
return calculations in the U.S. usually reflect relatively
short investment holding periods with estimates of net
cash proceeds from eventual property sale. Quotes from
lndonesia reveal annual returns of 12-15%. These yields
may or may not be calculated by the same methds used
in the U.S. Most Western European yields are based on
net operating cash flows, very long institutional investment holding periods and no allowances for capital appreciation at the time of property sale. The 'l0olo annual
yield quoted for Spain may be calculated the same way as

the five percent annual yield for the U.K, and the 6 to
71/qyo annual yields for central Paris. Cenerally these
three yield quotes come from EnSlish chartered surveyors
who reflect the Western European calculation methods.

Whether the appraiser considers this as an indep€ndent
value indication from the income approach, or as a testing of the probable price indicated by analysis of the
market data, is a matter of individual choice. ln either
case, a report section on externalities should {ollow
these calculations giving consideration to the external
factors (money markets, investor moods, political contin8encies, local phenomena altering market expectations, etc.) which can push the indicated price in either
direction.

EXHIBIT 8

agement are kept down.

%

Chance

Oulcome

r00

12.4641

90
80

r

70
50
50

1

40
30
20

13.8715

lo

I4.)9l

=

78

l0
lo

analysis in Quantilative Techniques in Real fstate

1.1285
11.4654

Counseling, pages 204-2208, we now use a few optional

I1.709!

analysis of the investment. An after-tax safe rale is added
along with a specified reinveslment rate for computation
of a modified internd/ rate of return. A discount rate for
net present r a/ue is rncluded, and a minimum reinvestment amount is set for calculation o( a modilied financial management rate of retun. (The modification omits
borrowing from the immediate preceding year's positive
cash flow to compensate for a negative cash flow. lnstead, any negative cash flows are discounted to the

features in our cash-flow program for a more detailed

14.OO7 3

14.17a9
14.9463

13.69t,

std Devn

=

.611288

DATA 1 4,1 3,12,1 1,10
DATA 1,.90,.50,. r 0,0
DATA r 4.5.13.5.12.5.1 I .5.10.5
DATA 1,.90,.50,.10,0

62150 DATA 1,.9,.5,.1 ,O
62160 DATA 16,15,14,t 3,12
62165 DATA 1,.9,.5,.1,0
.t
62167 DATA 5,1 4, t 3,.t 2,1
62170 DATA 1 ,.9,.5,.1 ,O
62180 DATA 20,18,16,1 4,1 2
1

Conclusion

Many international real estate investors diversify their
real estate portfolios to increase their yields commensurate with risk reduction. The United States'office
building market has been the prime target for most of the
available overseas money for such investment. Since
many U.S. office markets are saturated for some years to
come, many international investors continue to review
yield prospects in other countries. As a worldwide economic recovery occurs, the inlernational real estate in-

vestor can expect many profitable, prospective office
building locations and existing buildings to surface in
many countries.

ranking-and many people do (probably)-this may be
a preferable Monte Carlo procdure. This method also
makes a number of smaller runs and combines them in

order lo reduce the standard deviation. With this
approach, we get a weiShted IRR of 13.7 percent with a
very tight range of 13.53 percent to '14 percent, and a
standard deviation of 0.157 percent.

Exhibil 9-Pricing Ihc Properly Wilh Weighted
Component Rate
Let's suppose we are comfortable with the adiusted IRR
from individual component discountinS of 13.6 percent.
Our next step is to price the property on this basis, as
$993,500 under the terms we have previously assignd.
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single beginning point and added to the equily
investment.)
This lime, instead of assuminB a growth rale for the prop-

erty resale value, the resale value is determined by

a

te(minal cap rale. Separate Browth rates for gros5 ,ncome
and operaling expen5es are specified.
Since the outputs are routine, down through the internal

of return calculation, look only at the columns
following the internal rate: the first nine additional
ratios, aside from their descriptive value in regard to a
rate

partir ular yedr's operation, also serve d more imporlant
function as tests for the reasonability and consistency of
the assumptions and premises of the projections. Any

or unusual appearing results in these
ratios (exp€nse ralio declinin8 to 7 percent, breakeven
point of I 10 percent, 'l 2th year OAR of 3 percent, net
income increasinB l2 percent per year, lhree-year
payback, etc.) are slrong indicators of possible inconsistency in lhe assumptions made in outlininB the
projection, such as the rate ofchange in resale value, the
lerminal cap rale, (hanges rn Bros5 rncome or e\pen\e\,
sudden iumps

shown in Exhibit 9, Biving an indicated price of

t,t

inal Proiection

Using the procedures described in the shopping center

2.806

DATA 15,14,13,12,11
DATA r,.90,.50,.10,0
62140 DATA 1 4,13,12,1 1,10
621
621

f

income productivity.

3r020 50
=A'.322 + 8+.0988+C'.01 I 2 + D'.0692 + E'.0461
+ F..l t 5l + c'.3376
62(X0 DATA r , .90, .50, .r0,0
62050
62070
62080
62100

l0-A

Suppose the client now wants lo make an offer on the
prop€rty of $'1,000,000, under some specific conditions,

and would like to know the probable outcome of its

Exceed

13.O97

0

Avg

Will

txhibit

DILMORE: COMP()NENT (,APITALIZATION

etc.
The measures include overall rate, equity dividend, debt
servr(e (overa8e, brea[even poinl, expense rdtio, 8ros5
income multiplier, payback on a tolal value basis,
payback of equity on a before-tax basis and payback of
equity on an after-tax basis. The OAR column relates
currenl NOI to the original price, since the yearly resale
price is that year's income capitalized at a stated cap
rale.

2J

EXHIBIT 9

Montclair Road Office
INPUT DATA SUMMARY
MORTCACE INFORMATION FOR LOAN
lnitial Mongage
Morlgage lnterest Rate
Mort8age Term

DEPRECIATION INFORMATION FOR ASSET I

$745,000
1).5"/"
25 Years

1t.9877%

MorlSaBe Constant
Perjodic Paymenl
Annual Payment

8684.05
$ 104,209

Total Depreciable Assets

$825,000
$168,500
$993,s00
$74s,000
$248,500

Land

Total lnveshent
Total Debt

lnitial Equity
Ordinary lncome Tax Rate
Capital Cains Tax Rate
Safe Rate for Mod IRR
Reinvest Rate for Mod IRR
Minimum Reinv Amt for FMRR
Discount Rate for NPV

50%
20v"
o%
o"/"

$0
0"1,

modiiied FMRR.lc(ounts for the minimum inve\lment
accumulation which can be reinvested.
The next column calculates net presenl value, we derive
the annua/ized net present value, a measure suggested
by Larry E. Wofford and Lawrence l. Citmane, dividing
the NPV by lhe annuity factor for th.rt year. This risk
measure reflects the maximum amount by which the
cash flow in each year could be reduced without reducing net present value below zero, or reducing the rate of
return below the specified rate of return used in calculatRisk

Absotption Ratio column which converts the annualized
NPV to a relative measure by dividing the annualized
NPV by lhe beginning equity. Thi\ grves us a r omparison on lhe basis of risk, as well as return, eilher with
alternative properties ()r with alternative assumptions for
the subiect property. The final column is the familiar

Profilability lndex.
Now we can report to the client some specific probable
outcomes based on the stated assumptions: NPV becomes positive in five years; there is no taxable income
until the eiShth year; about the eighth or ninth ye.rr the
IRR stabilizes at around l6 percent; the equily is paid
back in the eighth year, and so on.

Years

StraiBht Line
0
6"/"

1.84

7

Before Tar
Cash

flow

5,054
16,247
r

17.452
r tt,668
19,A97

2t,t3B
22,)91
23,657

24.936
26.22a

DeFeci-

alioo TaxaHe Tax Saviits
GPaynErt)
45,833 26,9 t 2
13,456
45,8)3 25,164 12,582
45,833 -21,124 11,662
45,831 -21,380 r 0,690
45,813 -19,320
9.660
45,813 17,129 8,564
45,833 -14,7AA 7,194
45,831 12,279 6.139
45,831 9,578
4,789
45,811 -6,661
t,ll0
Sellint Price Mo.t8a8e Adirrsted
Afler Cornmisn Balance Tar Basis
951 ,O7 4
741 ,t33 947,667
968,573 736,710 901,8.]l
986,395 731,652 856,000
1,m4,540 725.867 Bl0.t 67
r,o2 l,ol0
719,251 764)J3
1,o41,850 7.t 1,6A5 718,500
1,061 ,O20
701,031 672,667
1,080,540 691,134 626,A33
1,100,430 68r,Br 5 581.000
1,120,670 66A,870 515.167

Year Expense lncome

Ye.r
1
2
I
4
s
6
7
8
9
10

Iotal
Year
I

Cain

t,407
66,7 40

2
3

1l0. r9s

4

194.178
2

]2.t.)5)

Using seven cap rates rather than one generales a good

7

lBr], ]55

counselor's basic raw material and, once processetl, the
essential final product. The microcomputer ntakes the

9

8

t0

5rJ,69 5

45],711

5l (.i,426
585.5ori

RIAL

Recaplu.€
Depreci-

ation
0

{
,o
-{)
-{)

-{
{
-{

Tax on
Sale

{,81
I

l,148

After Tax
Cash

flow

28,510
28,429
29,11 |
29,I5ti
29,557
29.702
29.7 86
29,797
)9 ,7 25
29,5 5B

Straithl
Line Easis

779,167
1,33 |

7 .t

6B7,500
641 ,667

595,81i
5s0,000
504,167

45B.l t
4t

l

2,500

366,667

Afler Tax

lnt ROR
ON lnit

Procecds

Equity

209,2\9

1.))"/"

2rB,5t5

5.67"/"

26.O79

228.664

9.16"/0

lB,ti76

2

t9,802

t0.89%

5t .7 j9
64,670
77 ,67

252.0.]8
265,497

11

1

280,3 ).0

I

.90"/"

The highest office rents per square foot in U.S. dollars are
in London, New York, Tokyo and Paris. The high rents

reflect the high land values and the ratio of the high
land-to{ot.rl property value. London's Rich.rrd Ellis and
Weatherall Green and Smith have maintained research
sludies of internalional office rent levels which confirm
the cities that offer the highest, lowtst and middle-range
rents.

90,7 42

296,669

1

1.26./"

114,726

I

-0

| 1 7.101

).t4,70l

J.46%

|

1.60%
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Hong KonB
LenSth of Lease: 2 to 5 years

Renewal Provisions: Renewal clause if the oriBinal lea5e term
exceeds three years
Rent Review trequency: Every lhree years

full payment of landlord
costs by the tenant

Extent of Net Leas€ Terms: Partial, not

since lheir peak in 198'1, office rents in the Uniled States
and Japan have tended to continue their upward trend.
Higher annual increases occurred in many U.S. cities
during 1979-19B2. This changed from 1982-U4duetoan
oversupply of office space. AccordinB to an .lrticle in the
October l, 1984 Wall Streel lournal, office rents in mid-

town .rnd downlown Manhattan rose at a compound
annual rale o{ I I % over the past l3 years. ln iust the lasl
six years, the .rnnual c<lmlxrund rale of of{ice rental rate
increase was even more impressive at 22 %. I Th is stal]gering office rent increase occurred while an average of six
million s<1uare feet of office space has bet'n added an,

nually to the Manhatlan market.
The rent decline in Hong Kong has been lrl.rmed on the
approaching land lease terminrtion date and the resulting
business uncertainty due to the impending Chinese gov-

ernment control. The lapanese office rental increases
have been due lo the scarcity of office space. As the
economy continues to flourish, land owners relain their
ownership and reiecl purchase offers just as land use
controls discourage land developmenl.
Renl Controls
Most p"rrts of the world do not utilize commercial rent
controls. They do exist thouSh in the Middle Easl, Africa,
the U.S.5.R. and Central and South America. The followin8 reSions/countries n]ainlain commercial renl controls:
Middle E.rst, Iran; Afric.r, Zimbabwe; Central America,
Mexico; Soulh America, Brazil and Venezuela; ancl the

l.

l

or 5 years

Renewal Provisions:

I

years plus J years or 5 years plus 5 years

Service Charge: Yes
Extent of Net Lease Terms: Full payment by tenant of traditional

landlord costs
Spain

I

or 6 years

Renewal Provisions: None

While office rents have taken a nose dive in Hong Kong

Cuenlher, Robed, "lnvestors Seek sazJble Return on Manhattan

Offi(e Renlals," fhe Wall \leel lournrl, Wrdnelday, ()ctotr€r
p. 15.

Length of Le.l5e:

Length of Lease:

Trends ln OIIice Rents

2.97 V.

t0l,nB5

Selected lnternational Office
Build ing Lease Exam ples

Singaporr

12.540/o

-{)

TAETE

advance (Table).
Rent Levels

Oper.tint lnlcrest Principal
Year lncorne [xpeose AnFrlizatbo
1 I r 9,261 100,342 3,A67
2 120,456 99,7A6 4,423
I 121,660 99,15 r
5,058
4 122.877 98,424
5,7a5
5 t 24,t 06 97,593
6,616
6 25 ,147 96 ,642
,567
7 126,600 95,555
A,654
8 127,A66 94.112
9,897
9 129,145 92,A90 I l,l 19
l0 I 30,436 91 ,263
12,94s

I
2
I
4
5
6
7
8
9
t0

and may cover the first three months or more renl in

I

Net

5

many numbers, but numbers are the appraiser/

l8

Depreciable Life
Depreciation Method
Non-recurrinB lst Year Exp.
Commission Rate on Resale
CroMh Rates (% Compounded Annually)
Property Value
Net Operating lncome

6

The Seven-fold Way: Conclusions

.t.1

$825,000

1

Next we have a nrodilred /RR which discounts any negative cash flows al lhe safe rate, to increase lhe beginning
equity; a modilied /RR wilh rcinvestment has the additional feature of reinvestment at a specified rate; the

ing net present value. This is followed by the

Amount Depreciable

before with less renewal provisions incorporated into the
original lease, if included at all. Covered in the agreements are indexing of base rents with periodic rent renewals to assure market rents regardless of indexing palterns. Mosl office leases have service charges and may be
characterized by partially net terms. The landlord still
pays a minimal amount of building insurance, property
tax and maintenance costs. lncluded in their rent the
tenant usually pays a proportionate share of the bu ilding's
operating costs. Many landlords ask for key money deposits. Such deposits are generally not interest b€aring

l,

1984,

Rent Review Frequency: Every J years

Indexing Base: Annual Consumer Price lndex
Service Charge:

l0 to

15 percenl of prime rents

United Kingdorn
Length of Lease: 20 lo 25 years

Renewal Provisions: None
Rent Review Frequency: 3 or 5 years

lndexing Ba5e: None
Servrre Charge:

l5 lo 20 per( ent of prime renls

Extenl of Net Lease Terms: Full payment by tenant of traditional
landlord costs
Sou,(e5: Annu.)lrnd rlf,,.ialrcFx)ns oi tn8lith ( hadered surveyinslims,
rnl€rviewing and olher !{{ondary ddta 5ources

pe&,n.|

U.S.S.R. Other countries including lhe United Kingdom,
Hong Kong an(l Spain have utilized office building rent
control5 in emergency situations when lhe government
saw a Lrst rise in renls occurrinB that could be detrimental
to the business community. ln contrast, many countries
maintain residential rent controls.

Land Acquisition Complexities

There are problems in acquiring the right location for
office building development. A number of complexilies
or barriers exisl to frustr.rte the international office building devcloper or investor. F<lr ex.rmple, in many countries
land owners refuse to sell such sites. Some of these own,
ers are private parties; some are municipal and central
governments .rnd their agencies; and some are native
tribal groups. Priv,lte l.rnd owners in Switzerland and
lapan are slow to sell urban land. Where governments

HINES: ()FFICE UUILDING DEVEL()PMENI AND INVESTMENI

ll

headquarters and regional adminislrative space. Since

lndia has not exhausted its credit potential and

EXHIBIT
Design of the Bank of China Building

in Hong Kong

develops. ll5 nJturnl resources, including

oil and

a

trained workforce, promise (ontinued econonric
growth.

ln Central and South America the economic, political and

financial lroubles have discouraged company expansion
and subsequently there has been limited need for office
space. The high levels of in{lation and unemployment
must be overcome.lnd positive foreign trade balances
established in order to increase the financial reserves of
the various Latin American counlries. For the present,
financial inslitulions and the lnternational Monetary
Fund forecast a long road back to economic stability and
adequate financial reserves with low levels of inflation.
Western Europe has long represented a stagnant economy and the African countries' economies, with the exception of South Africa, are very depressed. ln general the
independent African nations are trying to raise their economies by their boot straps though some of the vesliges of
colonial rule have aided in their development. The African counlrie5.rre d lonS wdy from eronomic prosperity.
Recent droughts and floods have been devastating to
Zimbabwe and South Africa, and the drop in oil prices
has been felt in N iBeria, Libya and the other oil producing

t

areas of Africa.

.)

L

--F

h-

i

-_*-s L
t,

^,

- i-

Sou.(c: Hont Kont Trader, Augusvseplembe.. 198,1, No 14.
of lhe HonS Kd8 T,ade DeveloprEnl Council)

p I {Apubh(alion

and affiliated businesses prompted an expectation of full
occupancy in the new building by just the bank. Consequently, the Bank of China now has announced plans
for an even higher Hong KonB structure to be located in
the central district of HonB Kong lsland close to the new
bank building. The 7O-story Bank of China building, de,
signed by l. M. Pei the renown archilect, is scheduled for
completion by 1988. (see Exhibit).
As the indu5trializalion of lndia conlinues, more of[ice
space in South Asia will trc nee(led for the f()reign ioinl

venture c()mp.rnies .rnd domestic firms nt'eding
\2

ln the Middle [ast of{ice building demand is generally
depressed compared with the previous demand in the
70s. This is due to the reduction in oil prices and the
military confrontation belween lraq and lran. The economic expansions of Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia
slowed in lhe early 80s even though some office building
development nnd construction continues.
Canada is still recovering from the recession of the B0s. lts
foreign exchange rates have suffered, and office space

,_-z7ttt\

|r..4

EXH|E|T r 0

has

rapidly increased its industri.ll b.rse, more quality office
space will lrc needed as new and higher industrial
plate.rus are reached and domestic and foreign trade

demand also has declined
Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. continue to suffer from
engineered economies where private business ownersh ip
is generally not permined and business interests are subservient to government interests and the Five-Year Plans.
As long as the barter system is necessary because the
Soviet satellite countries of Eastern Europe do not have
the necessary foreign exchange for the traditional financial transactions, the economies of these bartering nations will not encouraBe major business expansion wilh

high levels of of{ice space demand. As growth does
occur, however, the space will be provided by the government and not from development activity and construction expertise of private, domestic or foreign organizations. The U.5.S.R. and its satelliles do not permit
office building development and investment by foreign
investors, public or private, within their national
bou ndaries.

Office Building Leasing
Office building leases are written for fewer years than
REAL ESTATE ISSUES, SPRIN(;/SUMMER i9B5

Montclair Road Of{ice
Net

INPUT DATA SUMMARY
MORTCACE INFORMATION FOR LOAN

lnitial Mortgage

$

7s0,oo0

I1.5%

Mort8age lnteresl Rate
Mortgage Term

Total Depreciable Alsets
Land

Total lnvestmenl
Tolel Debt

$r.000,L$0
$750,000
$ 250,000

lnitial Equity
Ordinary lncome Tax Rate

50"/"

Capital Cains Tax Rate
Safe Rate for Mtxl IRR
Reinvest Rate for Mod IRR
Minimum Reinv Amt for FMRR

207"

Discounl Rate for NPV

I

.],89:)

r 8,

99,816
99.084
98,247

5,O92

2r,985

5,824
6,660
7 ,617

25,8r

7

126,49 )
1
20
'O,7
1J4,5.19
I l8,lJ0
142,O77

8,712

8
9

145,757
149,148

l

| 1,195

37 ,169
40,850
44,440

t0

15),82)

9t,876

I1,012

47,914

t 56,r 50

90,00

14,904

59,lrx)

a7 ,86

51,241
54,t9 )
57,127
60,006

5

6

:l

Amount Depreciable
Depreciable Life
Depreciation Method
Non-recurrinS lsl Year Exp.
Commission Rate on Resale
Vacancy Rate
Crowth Rates (% Compounded Annually)
Properly Value: Current NOI @
Polenlial (,ross lncome
Operating Expenses

$831 ,500
18 Years

Straight Line
0
6%

5

8

85,41l

l9,495

164,91.1

42,612

r5

167

79,404

22,296
25,499

9

Depreciatk r
Ixpense
46,194
46,194
46,194
4b,194
46,194
46,r 94
46,194
46,194
46,194

t0

46,r94

l

4
5

6
7

I

l
2

2r8.r90

4

240,554

5

6

252,51t2
265,211

)o,207
)1,217

7

27 A,47 2

8
9
10

292, )95

)2,278
2],J92

l

lt
1)
l)
t4
t5

229.O99

]07,ot 5
t22,165

]t8,484
t]55,408
173,178

Year

24,561
25,7 89
27,O79
2A,4

)3

)91,4)7

29,854
t1,147

411,429

12,9t 4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o

71 .91
77

l

GPaynEnt)
I j,97 )
r 1,790

24,)24

14,5 58

9,559
7,279

1t,543
l.],o92

9,901
5,154

1,952

14,581

t.i

157

4,619

-2,309

l9,t t8

]

9,640

9.976

I5,1t4
18,054

20,445

MorlFte
8.lan(e
746,104
741 ,652
7 36,560

4

1,021,980

7 30,7

90,590
97,817
t 05,554

5

7

6

t,051,890
r,081,590

7

1

114,117

B

r

9

I1,r 06

lo

141,754
r 55,255
167,675

l1
12

'I

,247

,850

36

24,07 6

716,458
707,747
697,781
686,388

673,356
658,452
641,406

{)

I8r,089

l3

1,270,840

621 ,91

0
0

t

95,576

14

1

,820
I ,l I0,450

599,615

l5

211)22

,291

40,518
41,266
41 ,770
42,O1]
41 ,952
41,540

12,622

8.1,879

l2 t,246

]9,620

-7,376

I9,951

Sellint Price

57

1

4,t 16

17.126
18,540

4,820

25,244
10,627

16,r07
4r,689

,112,940
1 ,141 ,770
I ,l 69,890
I ,I 97,100
1 ,223,180

29,952

l6,ooo

14,752

99l,9BB

After Tax
Cash Flow

-21,541

Aft r Co.nmisn

l

,666

T.r Savin$

lncofiE
27,946

934,227
964,018

62,t84

T.r.ble

46,194
16,194
46,194
46,194
46,194

l

Ixpenses

,292

l

I1,421

l7,046

162,2:t5

l4

Operitint
Allowance
16,624
17,455
r8,128
19,244

)

14

l5
Potenlial
Cross lncorlta
207,u00

t

t3

lt
12
tl

2

91,51

l6l

29,611

9,961

r

I
2

DEPRECIATION INFORMATION FOR A55ET I

97,290
96,196
94,944

12

eaa

I ol,

r

Eefore Tax
Cash Flow
r 4,155

4.4\2

9"k
13v"

$250,000

119,26

Principil
Arnortiz.tioo

01,015

4

$831,500
$r 68,500

Expense

i00,455

l

8742.3
$ t 04.90B

lnlcrest

lncome

12t,069'

I

2

25 Years
1 t.9877"/"

Mo.tBage Conslant
Periodic Payment
Annual Payment

Year

Operitint

Adiusted

Iat Eisis

951,806
907,611
861,417
a1 5

,222

769,O28

Straitht
Line Basis

785.106
739.111
692,917
646 ,7 22

600,528
554,J13
508,139
461,944
415.750
169,556

722,81)
676,639
610,445
584,250
518,056
491,86r _\23,.t61
445,667 277,167
399,472 230,972
t53,278 184,774
307,083 i 18,5B3
cclnlrnued on PaBr, 26

of the seven income components
practicable app()ach to the capitalization of income.

separate anJlysis

a

Moreover, this approach spotlights points about the income stream which are not apparent without totally
partitioning lhe return. For example, one analysis of an
apartment proiect in which the client thought residual
DILM()RE : C()MPONENT CAPITALIZATION

value and amortiz.rtion were substantial factors, showed
105 p€rcent of the projected return was from the tax
shelter componenls with some of the other elements
makinS neSative contributions to the return. Like a doctor's proper diagnosis, this did not necessarily cast a ray
of sunshine on the client's day, but knowing it now was
better than knowing it {our or five years later. Seven cap

25

EXHIBIT

l0-(i)nlrnurd

from prge 25

DeF€ci-

iliorl

-19,579

o

),916

2

56,427

0
0

l1,285

2 .t0l

26,514

l

1

12,57)

-{
-{
-{
{)
-o
-{
{)
{
-{
-{

204,7 s4
284,858
360,755
416,297
511.321
585,640
659,049

4
5

6
7

8
9

lo

7)1,315
802, r 83

12

ll

471

,365
918,546
1,003,170

l4
l5

O.t

Ye.t
I
2

l

4
5

6
7

I
I

l0
t1
12

l)

14

l5

Eq Div

f2.13"A

49.17 V"

12.32%

5

41.98"/"

12.12"

6

57

13.82y"

.t5%

61.00%
77.40%

7

7

2.2.t v.

92.)]1"

8
9

88.55%

107 .7 5v"

15.640,6

12.42"k I1.85%
13.67% 12.967"
14.)5% r l.5l %
14.71"/" 17.76"k
14.90% 14 .901"

06.l l./"

123.59"/"
I19.81"/6

15.86%

14

156.12%

15.99%
16.06v"

14.99V" 14.99%
14.96% 14.966/0

3.O2v"

I6.08%

1

89.81%
206.61"k
223.21v"

16.O7%

r

16.03%
15.99%

14.75v"

14.90y"
14.83%
14.75%

1

t

27

72,151

294.979
117 ,9)O

14.7

34 |

15.64"/o

),83n

)v"

15.29v"

,718

t66,37l

15.867.

l1,Bl0 )91,938

15.99%

187,709

l5

200,67 4

5

)5,664

15.99"/"

Brlavn

3

446,OO7
47

txp
Bitio

t

J!.60%
12.79%

54. ()%

I16.6]%

76.70%
3)9
16))% )2.9 t% 154.1r5Y. 76.64%
t.t
1649% )4 00
157 )Ov" 76.6.r% 54.25% 2.98
16.7 t% )4.95% t59.47% 76.A4% 55.80% 2.84
6v"

r

51 .85%

l

5.29%

{.682%

114 )6%

7,42.)

9

5

129.99

14

| 41.{,.}%

t5

58,r 18
59,942
6 r ,0{i0

1t7.\1%

2.971%
3.294%

i5,648
42,2\6
47,699
52,0{t8
5,5 J0

85.54%
92.17
97.97%
r0l 02%

l07.t7"h

6,27 4

12

Pi

78.O1%

L844%
2.5t0%

50

,7

4.66%

o.a57%

)7

8,2J4
8,790
9,159
9,184
9,494

9,51I
9,452

II

l.t0%

t.516%

I16.90%
I I9.08%

L6U%

r

.t.7

53%

20.84%
122.21y"

)5%

L797%

123

1.804%
1.78i %

1D.9A"A
121.41%

t71.62

.

t

by Mary Alice Hines

14 9A%

),141

7

tl

4.66v"

-t,706

t9

4,610

]I
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OFFICE BUILDINC DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT: SELECTED INTERNATIONAL
REGIONS AND COUNTRIES

85.94%

Office building development and investment is a strategic
area for scrutiny by international real estale investors as a
prrme form o[ int <.rme property inveslment no maller
what region of the world, country involved or city.rnalyzed. Many inlernalional invesk)rs have observed some
extraordinary office bu ilding yields in recent years, and as
the world's economy recovers from lhe recession, yields
from office buildings will remain attractive as the businesses and governments of the various countries expand.

ln this article, the focus will be on the demand for o{fice
building spacc', le.rsing, lhe complexities of land acquisition, construction costs and investment yields throughout
the world.

Office Euilding Space Demand
On a nationnl scale, the developing countries probably
rates are better than one when they are applied to the

portion of return atlributable lo each component, for
those components clearly reflect varying levels of risk for

the majority of investors.
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exhibit the highest demand for office space. For example,
lhe economy of the People's Republic of China is rapidly
expanding under the current national economic policies
which encourage a free market system and an elemenl of
capitalism within the socialist economic structure of the
(ommuni\l ( ountry. As foreign joint venlur(,\ .rre pro
moted and domestic business thrives, office space is
needed f<x bdh the domestic and foreign companies who
do business on PRC soil or offshore. The economic expansion of lapan and S()utheasl Asia in the industrial,
shipping and financial sectors is very promising, and
consequently, there is also a strong demand for office
space.
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lf Hong Kong loses some of its vitality as an offshore
banking center when the British Colonial land leases
expire in 1997, Singapore and lapJn hope to altracl the
business that leaves. Similarly, if industry and shipping
declines in HonB Kong, Taiwan, along with the other
countries of the Far Easl and Southeast Asia, hopes to
benefil. For these reasons, as 1997 approaches office
space demand may increase in Singapore, lapan and
Taiwan.
Even with the uncerlainty about HonB Kong's fulure, high
quality office space is being bu ilt and occupied by foreign
companies who continue b establish branch and regional offices in HonB Kong so lhey can benefit from the
potentially profitable Hong Kong and Chin.r trade. Hong
Kong is becomin8 an entrance way to the vast markets of
China, and China will alk.rw Hong KonB to retain its
financial, legal and industrial systems that currently provide prosperity. Two years ago the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Bank announced plans to build its new headquarters which when completed would be the highest
building in Hong Kong. Just the expansion of its banking
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modeler, has a much better understanding of his hypothesis and results. The model is clearly not more (or less)

are packaged such programs also can turn out to be
immutable and expensive black-boxes. We believe the

accurate but at leasl the soft spots are identified clearly
and can lrc taken into account.

major advantage of spreadsheet programs is they can be
user designed and tailor-made. This advantilge is lost
when canned programs (spreadsheet or large-scale models) are purchased.

Capability
Advanced spreadsheet programs (such as EPS or IFPS)
deal easily with portfolio effecls through consolidation
routines and are equipped with powerful financial capabilities: direct multi-variable what-if analysis, probabilistic simulation of the input variables, impact analysis and
goal seeking procedures. No existing large-scale model
offers such options.
Cenerality
Spreadsheet programs can be used for any type of tabular
analysis whether it is real eslate analysis, an .rrcane tax or
accounting problem, a cash manaBement problem or an

inventory management problem. Because of the very
Beneral nature of the master spreadsheel program, any
specific adaptation can be produced at a fairly low mar,
Binal (ost. Master programs retailfor $400 kr $1,200, but

each specific program can be stored on a disketle or
hard-disk with no other cosl than the time required for
writinB. A general purpose discounted cash-flow real
estate program can be wrillen, debugged, tested and
pretlied up in a normal work day.
lntegrability
Recenl packages (example, Symphony) integrate spreadsheet capabilities with graphic production, word processing, data base management and communications. Thus

the financial analysis of a proiect may use previously
stored market information, can be directly inlegr.rted in a
formal regrrt illustrated with graphs and even transmitted
directly through.l terminal lo a client; no exisling largescale model can matt h such a performance.
Of course, the user who is still reluctant k) desiSn his own
programs may lrc lempted to buy existing r:ommerr:ial
spreadsheet real estate programs. Such programs are now
widely advertised in computer maBazines, bul since they

Conclusion
Large-scale real estate compuler programs have been
precious and powerful instruments for analysis and
pedagogy. Their retent availability has transformed the
teaching and practice of real eslate valuation and analysis, but their reign has been quite short. They should and

are rapidly being replaced by smarter, cheaper and
friendlier instruments. lnstructors, analysts and pr<>
fessionals now shou ld red irect lheir atlention to lhe I,row-

ing panr.rply of spreadsheet and integrated proS,rams.
They also should resist the temptation to purchase
canned real eslate spreadsheel programs since they will
realize that the required amounl of honrework needed lo
design their own packages is both gratifying and
profitable.
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REQUTEM FOR LARGE-SCALE MODETS lN
REAT ESTATE ANALYSIS

minor, changes are suggested. Because of the tightly knit
nature of such models, they tend to be error-prone since
minor changes may generate frustrating domino effects.
Since, for tax-related reasons, real estate models have a
high rate of obsolescence, the relative immutability of
large-scale models is a serious handicap.

effects are considered and single asset models can lead lo

inappropriate decisions.
Cost/rness

Good software in tradilional languages does not come
cheap. A large-scale interactive model conservatively
u ires a few hundred hours of programming lime. Since
many models have been developed by university professors and their graduate students, no cost accountinB
has been performed but we may conjecture that an operational, fool-proof and bug-free documented real estate
package would cost at least $20,000 to produce. The

req

lnscrutability
Listings of programs usually are not provided to the users
because of their size and the author's copyriSht protection. Even when listin8s are provided, they still remain
rather opaque to most users. This black-box aspect of
large-scale models reinforces their immutability; the user
is frustrated in his attempts to modify the instrument for
his own needs.

by Dominique Achour

Crossness

Despite their relative complexity, large-scale models do
rely on simplifying assumptions and somewhat uncomplicated trealments. Typically they deal with yearly
cash flows, simplify the timinB of tax payments .lnd reimbursements, rely on some taxation clarifications and have
a limited range of financing oplions. Only a few models
deal d irectly with parlnership ownersh ip or with complex
leasing arrangements. The birth oi real estate proiects is
not usually analyzed. Such simplifications are usually
harnrless, but since they mostly are implicit, they c.rn

Requiems now have established a decennial quasitradilion in urban economic literature. ln 1964 ,ohn
Repsr attacked lraditional modes of land use controls and

heralded the use of mathematical and computer models.
ln '1974, Dougl..rs B. Leer voiced general dissatisfaction
with such constructs and announced his own requiem for
large-scale models. ln this article we are simply following
up and suggesling a requiem for Iarge-scale compuler
models in rtal estate analysis. But the analogy should not
be carried too far. We do not suggest formal models in
real estate valu..tlion and analysis will disappear, neither
do we quesl ion the validity of the existing p.r rad igm- the

mislead the analyst and give him a false sense of
accuracy.

Delermini5lic
Almost no model allows [or the def inition of probabilislic

discounled cash-flow equity models. What we simply
want lo report is a signific.rnt change in the form of the
design, writing and use of computer models.

F

irst we

will

define, describe and criticize lhe av.rilable large-scale
computer models, and then stress the advJnlages of
small-srale general spreadsheel types of computinB
procedures.
Large Scale Models For Real Estate
lnvestment Analysis
ln the last 10 years, a number of computer models have
been developed in U.S. and Canadian university rlepartments where real estate is beinB taught. An even

greater number of similar products have been commercialized by private so{tware firms.' All these models
are variations around the standard discounted cash-flow
analysis; thus the lerm large-scale model, as used here,

does not allude lo lheir scope but only to form and
programming medium. Large-scale models moslly are
used on mainframe computer5 and are written in traditional languages (Fortr.rn, APL or Basic); thus they require
Dominique Achour, I'h-D , r a tull proit::'or ol rea/ ertrte .rnd urban
orrnnSen)enl .rl trv.rl I ltlivet\ily in ()uebs , (anad.r, and rs the author
oi rwmuou: .rrl( k,r .rnd tr'xtbtnls rn the aru ol urban e(onon,ci.
rei, ejut(, linanr e and.tppr)t\al lheot\,- lle piuneered Ihc ure r.r/ iarge
scah,real est.rte r omprller nrode/r rn the /.rte l,lls, dnd now r' Jdrptinl
hA ,lrrtrume,lt\ l{} , r})orc (on8en,a/ prc*ramminc envtu.,)nlenl.
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large machines and large programs (up to 10,00O statements). Their power and efficiency comes with their size,
bul also causes their weaknesses.
The Albatross Syndrom

Complexity
Conceptually simple, discounted cash-flow analysis does
require extensive programming modeling o{ various
complex subroutines to deal with the aspects of taxation
and financing. The very nature of income tax legislation,
particularly the necessary relationships between lax regulations, depreciation schedules and financing options,
imposes the use of interlocking routines and creates interesting programming problems. ln their final forms,
adorned by sundry bells and whistles, discounted cashflow models are arcane enough to discourage scrutiny
from users moderately trJined in programming.

lmmutability
Eecause o[ their complexity, large-scale models are not
amenable to tinkering. Authors and proSrammer! tend to
exhibit a f,)irly conservative attitude when major, or even
REAL ESIATE ISSUES, SPRING/SUMMER I9B5

distribution of the input variables. Onepoint estimates
musl be assumed lor renl.rl revenues, v.rcancy rales,
mortgage r,ltes, etc., consquently the resulls are also
one,point resullr. Most users do not {eel comfortable with
such deternrinistic results and the forced ac(uracy required for the inpul varrables. Seri<lus.tnalysts are painfully aware of the uncerlainty of their hypolhesis and thus
the contin8ent nature of the re:ults. Careless analysts, on
the other hand, may be carried away by the apparent
accuracy of the forecasts. This carelessness, unfortunatL,ly, is reinforced by lhe quasi'mythical power of
persuasion attributed to computer print-outs (50 million

bits cannol be wrongl). Again the inscruLrbility (the
black-txrxness) of large-scale models does not allow for
the requ ired demystification.
5ing/e Asset Analysis

Mosl existing models are not designed to deal with a
port{olio of real estale .rssets. This is unforlun.rle not only
due to the importance of portfolio compt.rsition on the
risk-return trade-off bul also because lax rules may have
different effects depending on lhe number of assets and
their relative p€rformance. One would even like kr combine real estateand nonreal assets ina single model. Here

again tax rules

(fr.rr example,

on capital and terminal

losses) are affected by the composition of the p<irtfolio.
The inveslmenl separ.rtion principle recommended in

corporJle finance does break down whcn lax-portfolio

retail price of commercialized microcompuler adapted
versions of such models range between $400 and $800.
fven al these prices, such packages are stillquite attractive when one considers the time and alerlness required
for similar manual computation, bul we think cheaper
and better alternalives now are available.
Small-Scale Models

Sm;rll-scale models{ are typi<ally homemade ad hoc
models written in.rn advance.d spreadsheet (template)
format and specifically designed for microcomputers. A
spreadsheet pro,lram can lrc described as .rn accounting
matrix entirely defined and manipulatecl by the user.
Columns and rows.rre ( re.rled lo solve.rny tabular problem (computalion of cash-fkrws, ntortgage payments,
deprecinlion sr herlules, etc.) .lnd m()st financi.rl compuLrtions (internal r.rte ()f returns, net present value, etc.)
are performed <lirer tly through a very sinrple comm.rnd
language.

Conceptually the manipulation ofsuch tables is perfectly
analogous lo the traditional pencil and paper labular
treatment, thus the intuitive understanding of such programs is almost immediate. The remarkable friendliness
of such a medium comes lrom the facl that general complex programming is, so kr speak, predigested, and the
user needs only to master a very intuitive and visual
command language.
The main advantages of such snrall-scale programs

are-

Accessibr/ity
A greal (and growing) number of commercial spreadsheet

programs are now available and lhe marketing accent is

on their friendliness. This learning process is very short
and any user can, within a week or so, create his own
complete discounted cash flow real estate model. The
requirements .rre not anymore on programming capability, but mostly on a clear understanding of the financial
and fiscal concepts of real estate analysis.
Transparency
Since they are homemade, such programs are perfectly
transp.lrent and the user is in lotal control of the program.
He can simplify, complexify, add all the bells and whislles he wishes and create specific routines as required.

Viability
The black-boxeness of such programs being eliminated,
so is the false sense of accuracy. The analyst, now the

ACHOUR: REQUIEM FOR LARGE-SCALT MODELS IN REAL
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minor, changes are suggested. Because of the tightly knit
nature of such models, they tend to be error-prone since
minor changes may generate frustrating domino effects.
Since, for tax-related reasons, real estate models have a
high rate of obsolescence, the relative immutability of
large-scale models is a serious handicap.

effects are considered and single asset models can lead lo

inappropriate decisions.
Cost/rness

Good software in tradilional languages does not come
cheap. A large-scale interactive model conservatively
u ires a few hundred hours of programming lime. Since
many models have been developed by university professors and their graduate students, no cost accountinB
has been performed but we may conjecture that an operational, fool-proof and bug-free documented real estate
package would cost at least $20,000 to produce. The

req

lnscrutability
Listings of programs usually are not provided to the users
because of their size and the author's copyriSht protection. Even when listin8s are provided, they still remain
rather opaque to most users. This black-box aspect of
large-scale models reinforces their immutability; the user
is frustrated in his attempts to modify the instrument for
his own needs.

by Dominique Achour

Crossness

Despite their relative complexity, large-scale models do
rely on simplifying assumptions and somewhat uncomplicated trealments. Typically they deal with yearly
cash flows, simplify the timinB of tax payments .lnd reimbursements, rely on some taxation clarifications and have
a limited range of financing oplions. Only a few models
deal d irectly with parlnership ownersh ip or with complex
leasing arrangements. The birth oi real estate proiects is
not usually analyzed. Such simplifications are usually
harnrless, but since they mostly are implicit, they c.rn

Requiems now have established a decennial quasitradilion in urban economic literature. ln 1964 ,ohn
Repsr attacked lraditional modes of land use controls and

heralded the use of mathematical and computer models.
ln '1974, Dougl..rs B. Leer voiced general dissatisfaction
with such constructs and announced his own requiem for
large-scale models. ln this article we are simply following
up and suggesling a requiem for Iarge-scale compuler
models in rtal estate analysis. But the analogy should not
be carried too far. We do not suggest formal models in
real estate valu..tlion and analysis will disappear, neither
do we quesl ion the validity of the existing p.r rad igm- the

mislead the analyst and give him a false sense of
accuracy.

Delermini5lic
Almost no model allows [or the def inition of probabilislic

discounled cash-flow equity models. What we simply
want lo report is a signific.rnt change in the form of the
design, writing and use of computer models.

F

irst we

will

define, describe and criticize lhe av.rilable large-scale
computer models, and then stress the advJnlages of
small-srale general spreadsheel types of computinB
procedures.
Large Scale Models For Real Estate
lnvestment Analysis
ln the last 10 years, a number of computer models have
been developed in U.S. and Canadian university rlepartments where real estate is beinB taught. An even

greater number of similar products have been commercialized by private so{tware firms.' All these models
are variations around the standard discounted cash-flow
analysis; thus the lerm large-scale model, as used here,

does not allude lo lheir scope but only to form and
programming medium. Large-scale models moslly are
used on mainframe computer5 and are written in traditional languages (Fortr.rn, APL or Basic); thus they require
Dominique Achour, I'h-D , r a tull proit::'or ol rea/ ertrte .rnd urban
orrnnSen)enl .rl trv.rl I ltlivet\ily in ()uebs , (anad.r, and rs the author
oi rwmuou: .rrl( k,r .rnd tr'xtbtnls rn the aru ol urban e(onon,ci.
rei, ejut(, linanr e and.tppr)t\al lheot\,- lle piuneered Ihc ure r.r/ iarge
scah,real est.rte r omprller nrode/r rn the /.rte l,lls, dnd now r' Jdrptinl
hA ,lrrtrume,lt\ l{} , r})orc (on8en,a/ prc*ramminc envtu.,)nlenl.
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large machines and large programs (up to 10,00O statements). Their power and efficiency comes with their size,
bul also causes their weaknesses.
The Albatross Syndrom

Complexity
Conceptually simple, discounted cash-flow analysis does
require extensive programming modeling o{ various
complex subroutines to deal with the aspects of taxation
and financing. The very nature of income tax legislation,
particularly the necessary relationships between lax regulations, depreciation schedules and financing options,
imposes the use of interlocking routines and creates interesting programming problems. ln their final forms,
adorned by sundry bells and whistles, discounted cashflow models are arcane enough to discourage scrutiny
from users moderately trJined in programming.

lmmutability
Eecause o[ their complexity, large-scale models are not
amenable to tinkering. Authors and proSrammer! tend to
exhibit a f,)irly conservative attitude when major, or even
REAL ESIATE ISSUES, SPRING/SUMMER I9B5

distribution of the input variables. Onepoint estimates
musl be assumed lor renl.rl revenues, v.rcancy rales,
mortgage r,ltes, etc., consquently the resulls are also
one,point resullr. Most users do not {eel comfortable with
such deternrinistic results and the forced ac(uracy required for the inpul varrables. Seri<lus.tnalysts are painfully aware of the uncerlainty of their hypolhesis and thus
the contin8ent nature of the re:ults. Careless analysts, on
the other hand, may be carried away by the apparent
accuracy of the forecasts. This carelessness, unfortunatL,ly, is reinforced by lhe quasi'mythical power of
persuasion attributed to computer print-outs (50 million

bits cannol be wrongl). Again the inscruLrbility (the
black-txrxness) of large-scale models does not allow for
the requ ired demystification.
5ing/e Asset Analysis

Mosl existing models are not designed to deal with a
port{olio of real estale .rssets. This is unforlun.rle not only
due to the importance of portfolio compt.rsition on the
risk-return trade-off bul also because lax rules may have
different effects depending on lhe number of assets and
their relative p€rformance. One would even like kr combine real estateand nonreal assets ina single model. Here

again tax rules

(fr.rr example,

on capital and terminal

losses) are affected by the composition of the p<irtfolio.
The inveslmenl separ.rtion principle recommended in

corporJle finance does break down whcn lax-portfolio

retail price of commercialized microcompuler adapted
versions of such models range between $400 and $800.
fven al these prices, such packages are stillquite attractive when one considers the time and alerlness required
for similar manual computation, bul we think cheaper
and better alternalives now are available.
Small-Scale Models

Sm;rll-scale models{ are typi<ally homemade ad hoc
models written in.rn advance.d spreadsheet (template)
format and specifically designed for microcomputers. A
spreadsheet pro,lram can lrc described as .rn accounting
matrix entirely defined and manipulatecl by the user.
Columns and rows.rre ( re.rled lo solve.rny tabular problem (computalion of cash-fkrws, ntortgage payments,
deprecinlion sr herlules, etc.) .lnd m()st financi.rl compuLrtions (internal r.rte ()f returns, net present value, etc.)
are performed <lirer tly through a very sinrple comm.rnd
language.

Conceptually the manipulation ofsuch tables is perfectly
analogous lo the traditional pencil and paper labular
treatment, thus the intuitive understanding of such programs is almost immediate. The remarkable friendliness
of such a medium comes lrom the facl that general complex programming is, so kr speak, predigested, and the
user needs only to master a very intuitive and visual
command language.
The main advantages of such snrall-scale programs

are-

Accessibr/ity
A greal (and growing) number of commercial spreadsheet

programs are now available and lhe marketing accent is

on their friendliness. This learning process is very short
and any user can, within a week or so, create his own
complete discounted cash flow real estate model. The
requirements .rre not anymore on programming capability, but mostly on a clear understanding of the financial
and fiscal concepts of real estate analysis.
Transparency
Since they are homemade, such programs are perfectly
transp.lrent and the user is in lotal control of the program.
He can simplify, complexify, add all the bells and whislles he wishes and create specific routines as required.

Viability
The black-boxeness of such programs being eliminated,
so is the false sense of accuracy. The analyst, now the
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modeler, has a much better understanding of his hypothesis and results. The model is clearly not more (or less)

are packaged such programs also can turn out to be
immutable and expensive black-boxes. We believe the

accurate but at leasl the soft spots are identified clearly
and can lrc taken into account.

major advantage of spreadsheet programs is they can be
user designed and tailor-made. This advantilge is lost
when canned programs (spreadsheet or large-scale models) are purchased.

Capability
Advanced spreadsheet programs (such as EPS or IFPS)
deal easily with portfolio effecls through consolidation
routines and are equipped with powerful financial capabilities: direct multi-variable what-if analysis, probabilistic simulation of the input variables, impact analysis and
goal seeking procedures. No existing large-scale model
offers such options.
Cenerality
Spreadsheet programs can be used for any type of tabular
analysis whether it is real eslate analysis, an .rrcane tax or
accounting problem, a cash manaBement problem or an

inventory management problem. Because of the very
Beneral nature of the master spreadsheel program, any
specific adaptation can be produced at a fairly low mar,
Binal (ost. Master programs retailfor $400 kr $1,200, but

each specific program can be stored on a disketle or
hard-disk with no other cosl than the time required for
writinB. A general purpose discounted cash-flow real
estate program can be wrillen, debugged, tested and
pretlied up in a normal work day.
lntegrability
Recenl packages (example, Symphony) integrate spreadsheet capabilities with graphic production, word processing, data base management and communications. Thus

the financial analysis of a proiect may use previously
stored market information, can be directly inlegr.rted in a
formal regrrt illustrated with graphs and even transmitted
directly through.l terminal lo a client; no exisling largescale model can matt h such a performance.
Of course, the user who is still reluctant k) desiSn his own
programs may lrc lempted to buy existing r:ommerr:ial
spreadsheet real estate programs. Such programs are now
widely advertised in computer maBazines, bul since they

Conclusion
Large-scale real estate compuler programs have been
precious and powerful instruments for analysis and
pedagogy. Their retent availability has transformed the
teaching and practice of real eslate valuation and analysis, but their reign has been quite short. They should and

are rapidly being replaced by smarter, cheaper and
friendlier instruments. lnstructors, analysts and pr<>
fessionals now shou ld red irect lheir atlention to lhe I,row-

ing panr.rply of spreadsheet and integrated proS,rams.
They also should resist the temptation to purchase
canned real eslate spreadsheel programs since they will
realize that the required amounl of honrework needed lo
design their own packages is both gratifying and
profitable.
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OFFICE BUILDINC DEVELOPMENT AND
INVESTMENT: SELECTED INTERNATIONAL
REGIONS AND COUNTRIES

85.94%

Office building development and investment is a strategic
area for scrutiny by international real estale investors as a
prrme form o[ int <.rme property inveslment no maller
what region of the world, country involved or city.rnalyzed. Many inlernalional invesk)rs have observed some
extraordinary office bu ilding yields in recent years, and as
the world's economy recovers from lhe recession, yields
from office buildings will remain attractive as the businesses and governments of the various countries expand.

ln this article, the focus will be on the demand for o{fice
building spacc', le.rsing, lhe complexities of land acquisition, construction costs and investment yields throughout
the world.

Office Euilding Space Demand
On a nationnl scale, the developing countries probably
rates are better than one when they are applied to the

portion of return atlributable lo each component, for
those components clearly reflect varying levels of risk for

the majority of investors.
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exhibit the highest demand for office space. For example,
lhe economy of the People's Republic of China is rapidly
expanding under the current national economic policies
which encourage a free market system and an elemenl of
capitalism within the socialist economic structure of the
(ommuni\l ( ountry. As foreign joint venlur(,\ .rre pro
moted and domestic business thrives, office space is
needed f<x bdh the domestic and foreign companies who
do business on PRC soil or offshore. The economic expansion of lapan and S()utheasl Asia in the industrial,
shipping and financial sectors is very promising, and
consequently, there is also a strong demand for office
space.
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lf Hong Kong loses some of its vitality as an offshore
banking center when the British Colonial land leases
expire in 1997, Singapore and lapJn hope to altracl the
business that leaves. Similarly, if industry and shipping
declines in HonB Kong, Taiwan, along with the other
countries of the Far Easl and Southeast Asia, hopes to
benefil. For these reasons, as 1997 approaches office
space demand may increase in Singapore, lapan and
Taiwan.
Even with the uncerlainty about HonB Kong's fulure, high
quality office space is being bu ilt and occupied by foreign
companies who continue b establish branch and regional offices in HonB Kong so lhey can benefit from the
potentially profitable Hong Kong and Chin.r trade. Hong
Kong is becomin8 an entrance way to the vast markets of
China, and China will alk.rw Hong KonB to retain its
financial, legal and industrial systems that currently provide prosperity. Two years ago the Hong Kong and
Shanghai Bank announced plans to build its new headquarters which when completed would be the highest
building in Hong Kong. Just the expansion of its banking
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headquarters and regional adminislrative space. Since

lndia has not exhausted its credit potential and

EXHIBIT
Design of the Bank of China Building

in Hong Kong

develops. ll5 nJturnl resources, including

oil and

a

trained workforce, promise (ontinued econonric
growth.

ln Central and South America the economic, political and

financial lroubles have discouraged company expansion
and subsequently there has been limited need for office
space. The high levels of in{lation and unemployment
must be overcome.lnd positive foreign trade balances
established in order to increase the financial reserves of
the various Latin American counlries. For the present,
financial inslitulions and the lnternational Monetary
Fund forecast a long road back to economic stability and
adequate financial reserves with low levels of inflation.
Western Europe has long represented a stagnant economy and the African countries' economies, with the exception of South Africa, are very depressed. ln general the
independent African nations are trying to raise their economies by their boot straps though some of the vesliges of
colonial rule have aided in their development. The African counlrie5.rre d lonS wdy from eronomic prosperity.
Recent droughts and floods have been devastating to
Zimbabwe and South Africa, and the drop in oil prices
has been felt in N iBeria, Libya and the other oil producing

t

areas of Africa.
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Sou.(c: Hont Kont Trader, Augusvseplembe.. 198,1, No 14.
of lhe HonS Kd8 T,ade DeveloprEnl Council)

p I {Apubh(alion

and affiliated businesses prompted an expectation of full
occupancy in the new building by just the bank. Consequently, the Bank of China now has announced plans
for an even higher Hong KonB structure to be located in
the central district of HonB Kong lsland close to the new
bank building. The 7O-story Bank of China building, de,
signed by l. M. Pei the renown archilect, is scheduled for
completion by 1988. (see Exhibit).
As the indu5trializalion of lndia conlinues, more of[ice
space in South Asia will trc nee(led for the f()reign ioinl

venture c()mp.rnies .rnd domestic firms nt'eding
\2

ln the Middle [ast of{ice building demand is generally
depressed compared with the previous demand in the
70s. This is due to the reduction in oil prices and the
military confrontation belween lraq and lran. The economic expansions of Kuwait, Bahrain and Saudi Arabia
slowed in lhe early 80s even though some office building
development nnd construction continues.
Canada is still recovering from the recession of the B0s. lts
foreign exchange rates have suffered, and office space

,_-z7ttt\

|r..4

EXH|E|T r 0

has

rapidly increased its industri.ll b.rse, more quality office
space will lrc needed as new and higher industrial
plate.rus are reached and domestic and foreign trade

demand also has declined
Eastern Europe and the U.S.S.R. continue to suffer from
engineered economies where private business ownersh ip
is generally not permined and business interests are subservient to government interests and the Five-Year Plans.
As long as the barter system is necessary because the
Soviet satellite countries of Eastern Europe do not have
the necessary foreign exchange for the traditional financial transactions, the economies of these bartering nations will not encouraBe major business expansion wilh

high levels of of{ice space demand. As growth does
occur, however, the space will be provided by the government and not from development activity and construction expertise of private, domestic or foreign organizations. The U.5.S.R. and its satelliles do not permit
office building development and investment by foreign
investors, public or private, within their national
bou ndaries.

Office Building Leasing
Office building leases are written for fewer years than
REAL ESTATE ISSUES, SPRIN(;/SUMMER i9B5

Montclair Road Of{ice
Net

INPUT DATA SUMMARY
MORTCACE INFORMATION FOR LOAN

lnitial Mortgage

$

7s0,oo0

I1.5%

Mort8age lnteresl Rate
Mortgage Term

Total Depreciable Alsets
Land

Total lnvestmenl
Tolel Debt

$r.000,L$0
$750,000
$ 250,000

lnitial Equity
Ordinary lncome Tax Rate

50"/"

Capital Cains Tax Rate
Safe Rate for Mtxl IRR
Reinvest Rate for Mod IRR
Minimum Reinv Amt for FMRR

207"

Discounl Rate for NPV

I

.],89:)

r 8,

99,816
99.084
98,247

5,O92

2r,985

5,824
6,660
7 ,617

25,8r

7

126,49 )
1
20
'O,7
1J4,5.19
I l8,lJ0
142,O77

8,712

8
9

145,757
149,148

l

| 1,195

37 ,169
40,850
44,440

t0

15),82)

9t,876

I1,012

47,914

t 56,r 50

90,00

14,904

59,lrx)

a7 ,86

51,241
54,t9 )
57,127
60,006

5

6

:l

Amount Depreciable
Depreciable Life
Depreciation Method
Non-recurrinS lsl Year Exp.
Commission Rate on Resale
Vacancy Rate
Crowth Rates (% Compounded Annually)
Properly Value: Current NOI @
Polenlial (,ross lncome
Operating Expenses

$831 ,500
18 Years

Straight Line
0
6%

5

8

85,41l

l9,495

164,91.1

42,612

r5

167

79,404

22,296
25,499

9

Depreciatk r
Ixpense
46,194
46,194
46,194
4b,194
46,194
46,r 94
46,194
46,194
46,194

t0

46,r94

l

4
5

6
7

I

l
2

2r8.r90

4

240,554

5

6

252,51t2
265,211

)o,207
)1,217

7

27 A,47 2

8
9
10

292, )95

)2,278
2],J92

l

lt
1)
l)
t4
t5

229.O99

]07,ot 5
t22,165

]t8,484
t]55,408
173,178

Year

24,561
25,7 89
27,O79
2A,4

)3

)91,4)7

29,854
t1,147

411,429

12,9t 4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
o

71 .91
77

l

GPaynEnt)
I j,97 )
r 1,790

24,)24

14,5 58

9,559
7,279

1t,543
l.],o92

9,901
5,154

1,952

14,581

t.i

157

4,619

-2,309

l9,t t8

]

9,640

9.976

I5,1t4
18,054

20,445

MorlFte
8.lan(e
746,104
741 ,652
7 36,560

4

1,021,980

7 30,7

90,590
97,817
t 05,554

5

7

6

t,051,890
r,081,590

7

1

114,117

B

r

9

I1,r 06

lo

141,754
r 55,255
167,675

l1
12

'I

,247

,850

36

24,07 6

716,458
707,747
697,781
686,388

673,356
658,452
641,406

{)

I8r,089

l3

1,270,840

621 ,91

0
0

t

95,576

14

1

,820
I ,l I0,450

599,615

l5

211)22

,291

40,518
41,266
41 ,770
42,O1]
41 ,952
41,540

12,622

8.1,879

l2 t,246

]9,620

-7,376

I9,951

Sellint Price

57

1

4,t 16

17.126
18,540

4,820

25,244
10,627

16,r07
4r,689

,112,940
1 ,141 ,770
I ,l 69,890
I ,I 97,100
1 ,223,180

29,952

l6,ooo

14,752

99l,9BB

After Tax
Cash Flow

-21,541

Aft r Co.nmisn

l

,666

T.r Savin$

lncofiE
27,946

934,227
964,018

62,t84

T.r.ble

46,194
16,194
46,194
46,194
46,194

l

Ixpenses

,292

l

I1,421

l7,046

162,2:t5

l4

Operitint
Allowance
16,624
17,455
r8,128
19,244

)

14

l5
Potenlial
Cross lncorlta
207,u00

t

t3

lt
12
tl

2

91,51

l6l

29,611

9,961

r

I
2

DEPRECIATION INFORMATION FOR A55ET I

97,290
96,196
94,944

12

eaa

I ol,

r

Eefore Tax
Cash Flow
r 4,155

4.4\2

9"k
13v"

$250,000

119,26

Principil
Arnortiz.tioo

01,015

4

$831,500
$r 68,500

Expense

i00,455

l

8742.3
$ t 04.90B

lnlcrest

lncome

12t,069'

I

2

25 Years
1 t.9877"/"

Mo.tBage Conslant
Periodic Payment
Annual Payment

Year

Operitint

Adiusted

Iat Eisis

951,806
907,611
861,417
a1 5

,222

769,O28

Straitht
Line Basis

785.106
739.111
692,917
646 ,7 22

600,528
554,J13
508,139
461,944
415.750
169,556

722,81)
676,639
610,445
584,250
518,056
491,86r _\23,.t61
445,667 277,167
399,472 230,972
t53,278 184,774
307,083 i 18,5B3
cclnlrnued on PaBr, 26

of the seven income components
practicable app()ach to the capitalization of income.

separate anJlysis

a

Moreover, this approach spotlights points about the income stream which are not apparent without totally
partitioning lhe return. For example, one analysis of an
apartment proiect in which the client thought residual
DILM()RE : C()MPONENT CAPITALIZATION

value and amortiz.rtion were substantial factors, showed
105 p€rcent of the projected return was from the tax
shelter componenls with some of the other elements
makinS neSative contributions to the return. Like a doctor's proper diagnosis, this did not necessarily cast a ray
of sunshine on the client's day, but knowing it now was
better than knowing it {our or five years later. Seven cap

25

EXHIBIT 9

Montclair Road Office
INPUT DATA SUMMARY
MORTCACE INFORMATION FOR LOAN
lnitial Mongage
Morlgage lnterest Rate
Mort8age Term

DEPRECIATION INFORMATION FOR ASSET I

$745,000
1).5"/"
25 Years

1t.9877%

MorlSaBe Constant
Perjodic Paymenl
Annual Payment

8684.05
$ 104,209

Total Depreciable Assets

$825,000
$168,500
$993,s00
$74s,000
$248,500

Land

Total lnveshent
Total Debt

lnitial Equity
Ordinary lncome Tax Rate
Capital Cains Tax Rate
Safe Rate for Mod IRR
Reinvest Rate for Mod IRR
Minimum Reinv Amt for FMRR
Discount Rate for NPV

50%
20v"
o%
o"/"

$0
0"1,

modiiied FMRR.lc(ounts for the minimum inve\lment
accumulation which can be reinvested.
The next column calculates net presenl value, we derive
the annua/ized net present value, a measure suggested
by Larry E. Wofford and Lawrence l. Citmane, dividing
the NPV by lhe annuity factor for th.rt year. This risk
measure reflects the maximum amount by which the
cash flow in each year could be reduced without reducing net present value below zero, or reducing the rate of
return below the specified rate of return used in calculatRisk

Absotption Ratio column which converts the annualized
NPV to a relative measure by dividing the annualized
NPV by lhe beginning equity. Thi\ grves us a r omparison on lhe basis of risk, as well as return, eilher with
alternative properties ()r with alternative assumptions for
the subiect property. The final column is the familiar

Profilability lndex.
Now we can report to the client some specific probable
outcomes based on the stated assumptions: NPV becomes positive in five years; there is no taxable income
until the eiShth year; about the eighth or ninth ye.rr the
IRR stabilizes at around l6 percent; the equily is paid
back in the eighth year, and so on.

Years

StraiBht Line
0
6"/"

1.84

7

Before Tar
Cash

flow

5,054
16,247
r

17.452
r tt,668
19,A97

2t,t3B
22,)91
23,657

24.936
26.22a

DeFeci-

alioo TaxaHe Tax Saviits
GPaynErt)
45,833 26,9 t 2
13,456
45,8)3 25,164 12,582
45,833 -21,124 11,662
45,831 -21,380 r 0,690
45,813 -19,320
9.660
45,813 17,129 8,564
45,833 -14,7AA 7,194
45,831 12,279 6.139
45,831 9,578
4,789
45,811 -6,661
t,ll0
Sellint Price Mo.t8a8e Adirrsted
Afler Cornmisn Balance Tar Basis
951 ,O7 4
741 ,t33 947,667
968,573 736,710 901,8.]l
986,395 731,652 856,000
1,m4,540 725.867 Bl0.t 67
r,o2 l,ol0
719,251 764)J3
1,o41,850 7.t 1,6A5 718,500
1,061 ,O20
701,031 672,667
1,080,540 691,134 626,A33
1,100,430 68r,Br 5 581.000
1,120,670 66A,870 515.167

Year Expense lncome

Ye.r
1
2
I
4
s
6
7
8
9
10

Iotal
Year
I

Cain

t,407
66,7 40

2
3

1l0. r9s

4

194.178
2

]2.t.)5)

Using seven cap rates rather than one generales a good

7

lBr], ]55

counselor's basic raw material and, once processetl, the
essential final product. The microcomputer ntakes the

9

8

t0

5rJ,69 5

45],711

5l (.i,426
585.5ori

RIAL

Recaplu.€
Depreci-

ation
0

{
,o
-{)
-{)

-{
{
-{

Tax on
Sale

{,81
I

l,148

After Tax
Cash

flow

28,510
28,429
29,11 |
29,I5ti
29,557
29.702
29.7 86
29,797
)9 ,7 25
29,5 5B

Straithl
Line Easis

779,167
1,33 |

7 .t

6B7,500
641 ,667

595,81i
5s0,000
504,167

45B.l t
4t

l

2,500

366,667

Afler Tax

lnt ROR
ON lnit

Procecds

Equity

209,2\9

1.))"/"

2rB,5t5

5.67"/"

26.O79

228.664

9.16"/0

lB,ti76

2

t9,802

t0.89%

5t .7 j9
64,670
77 ,67

252.0.]8
265,497

11

1

280,3 ).0

I

.90"/"

The highest office rents per square foot in U.S. dollars are
in London, New York, Tokyo and Paris. The high rents

reflect the high land values and the ratio of the high
land-to{ot.rl property value. London's Rich.rrd Ellis and
Weatherall Green and Smith have maintained research
sludies of internalional office rent levels which confirm
the cities that offer the highest, lowtst and middle-range
rents.

90,7 42

296,669

1

1.26./"

114,726

I

-0

| 1 7.101

).t4,70l

J.46%

|

1.60%
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Hong KonB
LenSth of Lease: 2 to 5 years

Renewal Provisions: Renewal clause if the oriBinal lea5e term
exceeds three years
Rent Review trequency: Every lhree years

full payment of landlord
costs by the tenant

Extent of Net Leas€ Terms: Partial, not

since lheir peak in 198'1, office rents in the Uniled States
and Japan have tended to continue their upward trend.
Higher annual increases occurred in many U.S. cities
during 1979-19B2. This changed from 1982-U4duetoan
oversupply of office space. AccordinB to an .lrticle in the
October l, 1984 Wall Streel lournal, office rents in mid-

town .rnd downlown Manhattan rose at a compound
annual rale o{ I I % over the past l3 years. ln iust the lasl
six years, the .rnnual c<lmlxrund rale of of{ice rental rate
increase was even more impressive at 22 %. I Th is stal]gering office rent increase occurred while an average of six
million s<1uare feet of office space has bet'n added an,

nually to the Manhatlan market.
The rent decline in Hong Kong has been lrl.rmed on the
approaching land lease terminrtion date and the resulting
business uncertainty due to the impending Chinese gov-

ernment control. The lapanese office rental increases
have been due lo the scarcity of office space. As the
economy continues to flourish, land owners relain their
ownership and reiecl purchase offers just as land use
controls discourage land developmenl.
Renl Controls
Most p"rrts of the world do not utilize commercial rent
controls. They do exist thouSh in the Middle Easl, Africa,
the U.S.5.R. and Central and South America. The followin8 reSions/countries n]ainlain commercial renl controls:
Middle E.rst, Iran; Afric.r, Zimbabwe; Central America,
Mexico; Soulh America, Brazil and Venezuela; ancl the

l.

l

or 5 years

Renewal Provisions:

I

years plus J years or 5 years plus 5 years

Service Charge: Yes
Extent of Net Lease Terms: Full payment by tenant of traditional

landlord costs
Spain

I

or 6 years

Renewal Provisions: None

While office rents have taken a nose dive in Hong Kong

Cuenlher, Robed, "lnvestors Seek sazJble Return on Manhattan

Offi(e Renlals," fhe Wall \leel lournrl, Wrdnelday, ()ctotr€r
p. 15.

Length of Le.l5e:

Length of Lease:

Trends ln OIIice Rents

2.97 V.

t0l,nB5

Selected lnternational Office
Build ing Lease Exam ples

Singaporr

12.540/o

-{)

TAETE

advance (Table).
Rent Levels

Oper.tint lnlcrest Principal
Year lncorne [xpeose AnFrlizatbo
1 I r 9,261 100,342 3,A67
2 120,456 99,7A6 4,423
I 121,660 99,15 r
5,058
4 122.877 98,424
5,7a5
5 t 24,t 06 97,593
6,616
6 25 ,147 96 ,642
,567
7 126,600 95,555
A,654
8 127,A66 94.112
9,897
9 129,145 92,A90 I l,l 19
l0 I 30,436 91 ,263
12,94s

I
2
I
4
5
6
7
8
9
t0

and may cover the first three months or more renl in

I

Net

5

many numbers, but numbers are the appraiser/

l8

Depreciable Life
Depreciation Method
Non-recurrinB lst Year Exp.
Commission Rate on Resale
CroMh Rates (% Compounded Annually)
Property Value
Net Operating lncome

6

The Seven-fold Way: Conclusions

.t.1

$825,000

1

Next we have a nrodilred /RR which discounts any negative cash flows al lhe safe rate, to increase lhe beginning
equity; a modilied /RR wilh rcinvestment has the additional feature of reinvestment at a specified rate; the

ing net present value. This is followed by the

Amount Depreciable

before with less renewal provisions incorporated into the
original lease, if included at all. Covered in the agreements are indexing of base rents with periodic rent renewals to assure market rents regardless of indexing palterns. Mosl office leases have service charges and may be
characterized by partially net terms. The landlord still
pays a minimal amount of building insurance, property
tax and maintenance costs. lncluded in their rent the
tenant usually pays a proportionate share of the bu ilding's
operating costs. Many landlords ask for key money deposits. Such deposits are generally not interest b€aring

l,

1984,

Rent Review Frequency: Every J years

Indexing Base: Annual Consumer Price lndex
Service Charge:

l0 to

15 percenl of prime rents

United Kingdorn
Length of Lease: 20 lo 25 years

Renewal Provisions: None
Rent Review Frequency: 3 or 5 years

lndexing Ba5e: None
Servrre Charge:

l5 lo 20 per( ent of prime renls

Extenl of Net Lease Terms: Full payment by tenant of traditional
landlord costs
Sou,(e5: Annu.)lrnd rlf,,.ialrcFx)ns oi tn8lith ( hadered surveyinslims,
rnl€rviewing and olher !{{ondary ddta 5ources

pe&,n.|

U.S.S.R. Other countries including lhe United Kingdom,
Hong Kong an(l Spain have utilized office building rent
control5 in emergency situations when lhe government
saw a Lrst rise in renls occurrinB that could be detrimental
to the business community. ln contrast, many countries
maintain residential rent controls.

Land Acquisition Complexities

There are problems in acquiring the right location for
office building development. A number of complexilies
or barriers exisl to frustr.rte the international office building devcloper or investor. F<lr ex.rmple, in many countries
land owners refuse to sell such sites. Some of these own,
ers are private parties; some are municipal and central
governments .rnd their agencies; and some are native
tribal groups. Priv,lte l.rnd owners in Switzerland and
lapan are slow to sell urban land. Where governments

HINES: ()FFICE UUILDING DEVEL()PMENI AND INVESTMENI
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own all or a maior portion of the land, they have no
reason to sell their holdings for private office building
developmenl. These governments and their agencies,
namely the U.S.S.R., the People's Republic of China,
Sudan, Tanzania and 8urma, wish to retain ownership
and only extend leases for the land use. The Eastern
European countries that are Soviet satellites tend to own
the land within their boundaries. Some governments such
as the United Kingdom, Nigeria, South Africa (and other
African sub-Sahara countries), own large portions of the
country's land.

New office building land has been developed due to
recent land reclamation in some countries. The Hong
KonB government continues to en8age in large land
reclamation proiects as do the governments of Bahrain,
Singapore and the United States. ln the U.S., new office
and residential large-scale proiects are being built and
have recently been completed on reclaimed land in Manhattan and Chicago. The World Financial Center is being
constructed on reclaimed land in Manhattan and many
apartment, hotel and office buildings are being built on
reclaimed waterfront land in Chicago's Loop area.
Land vacated for office building development via urban
redevelopment projects is being constructed on the
waterfronts ofYokohama, japan; Liverpool, England; and
the older major cities on the east coast of Australia.

Title problems may inhibit land acquisition in various
locations and countries- For example, in Africa, among
the sub-Saharan countries, title uncertainties arise from
inadequate title re8istration systems and the conflicting
land ownership claims of tribal groups, municipal and
central governments and private individuals and organizations. Developing countries often regard tille registration problems as an area needing further development
for economic progress.
Strict and comprehensive urban planning controls may
depress the level of office building development and
construction. The particularly rigid controls of the United
Kingdom, France, West Germany and Japan tend to
prompl such results in the office building sector.
Relatively high construction costs have occurred in Hong
Kong, Singapore, West Germany, the United Kingdom
and Switzerland while low construction costs have been
associated with ltaly, Belgium and France.
Hong Kong imports lhe vast majority of its building materials. The island and Kowloon Peninsula do not offer an
abundance of natural resources for quality building products and this same situation is true lo a lesser extent in
Singapore. Some building materials are procured from
the Southeast Asian area rather than imported from Europe. Japan and other such distant sources. ln Singapore,
construclion labor and mandSement experlise is imported, and by usinB the competitive bidding process, the

cost for imported construction labor, materials and man-

ln the United Kingdom most of the hi8h quality office
buildings are built in London. Other metropolitan areas
also have substantial office centers but the office building
construction costs for the U.K. generally reflect the high
level of office bu ildinB construction in London. Hereand
in West Cermany the building regulatory authorities
promulSate stringent building codes and enforce detailed
zoning ordinances to promote high quality, durable construction. The highest building costs are associated with
newer office buildings which have central heating and air
conditioning.

Statistics for 7 Runs of 30 Samples Each
Seed = 78
Sld- Devn

AvB. Oulcome

Run
2

1).7424
r 1.9981

I

79893
.516565
.7

.54S886

1.6.)71

)

r

4

I1.552

5

B.5tlt5

6

1].7192
I1.6655

7

AvB

=

.668t33
.591t25
39049
.579242
Std Devn = .156822
.5

I ).6952

=

oUTCoMES TOR 2]O SAMPLES SETD

lnvestment Yields
Some of the highest investment yields from of{ice buildings come from the United States, lndonesia and Spain.
However, the numerical yields are not reliable because
the published and unpublished sources do not reveal
how the office buildinB investment yields are calculated.
Since a number of calculation methods are used with
differing responses from even a single property, the numerical quotas are not particularly significant. For example, annual office building yields from the U.5.,
quotd on an inlernal rate of return basis, have approximated 12-'15% in the last two years- The internal rate of
return calculations in the U.S. usually reflect relatively
short investment holding periods with estimates of net
cash proceeds from eventual property sale. Quotes from
lndonesia reveal annual returns of 12-15%. These yields
may or may not be calculated by the same methds used
in the U.S. Most Western European yields are based on
net operating cash flows, very long institutional investment holding periods and no allowances for capital appreciation at the time of property sale. The 'l0olo annual
yield quoted for Spain may be calculated the same way as

the five percent annual yield for the U.K, and the 6 to
71/qyo annual yields for central Paris. Cenerally these
three yield quotes come from EnSlish chartered surveyors
who reflect the Western European calculation methods.

Whether the appraiser considers this as an indep€ndent
value indication from the income approach, or as a testing of the probable price indicated by analysis of the
market data, is a matter of individual choice. ln either
case, a report section on externalities should {ollow
these calculations giving consideration to the external
factors (money markets, investor moods, political contin8encies, local phenomena altering market expectations, etc.) which can push the indicated price in either
direction.

EXHIBIT 8

agement are kept down.

%

Chance

Oulcome

r00

12.4641

90
80

r

70
50
50

1

40
30
20

13.8715

lo

I4.)9l

=

78

l0
lo

analysis in Quantilative Techniques in Real fstate

1.1285
11.4654

Counseling, pages 204-2208, we now use a few optional

I1.709!

analysis of the investment. An after-tax safe rale is added
along with a specified reinveslment rate for computation
of a modified internd/ rate of return. A discount rate for
net present r a/ue is rncluded, and a minimum reinvestment amount is set for calculation o( a modilied financial management rate of retun. (The modification omits
borrowing from the immediate preceding year's positive
cash flow to compensate for a negative cash flow. lnstead, any negative cash flows are discounted to the

features in our cash-flow program for a more detailed

14.OO7 3

14.17a9
14.9463

13.69t,

std Devn

=

.611288

DATA 1 4,1 3,12,1 1,10
DATA 1,.90,.50,. r 0,0
DATA r 4.5.13.5.12.5.1 I .5.10.5
DATA 1,.90,.50,.10,0

62150 DATA 1,.9,.5,.1 ,O
62160 DATA 16,15,14,t 3,12
62165 DATA 1,.9,.5,.1,0
.t
62167 DATA 5,1 4, t 3,.t 2,1
62170 DATA 1 ,.9,.5,.1 ,O
62180 DATA 20,18,16,1 4,1 2
1

Conclusion

Many international real estate investors diversify their
real estate portfolios to increase their yields commensurate with risk reduction. The United States'office
building market has been the prime target for most of the
available overseas money for such investment. Since
many U.S. office markets are saturated for some years to
come, many international investors continue to review
yield prospects in other countries. As a worldwide economic recovery occurs, the inlernational real estate in-

vestor can expect many profitable, prospective office
building locations and existing buildings to surface in
many countries.

ranking-and many people do (probably)-this may be
a preferable Monte Carlo procdure. This method also
makes a number of smaller runs and combines them in

order lo reduce the standard deviation. With this
approach, we get a weiShted IRR of 13.7 percent with a
very tight range of 13.53 percent to '14 percent, and a
standard deviation of 0.157 percent.

Exhibil 9-Pricing Ihc Properly Wilh Weighted
Component Rate
Let's suppose we are comfortable with the adiusted IRR
from individual component discountinS of 13.6 percent.
Our next step is to price the property on this basis, as
$993,500 under the terms we have previously assignd.
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single beginning point and added to the equily
investment.)
This lime, instead of assuminB a growth rale for the prop-

erty resale value, the resale value is determined by

a

te(minal cap rale. Separate Browth rates for gros5 ,ncome
and operaling expen5es are specified.
Since the outputs are routine, down through the internal

of return calculation, look only at the columns
following the internal rate: the first nine additional
ratios, aside from their descriptive value in regard to a
rate

partir ular yedr's operation, also serve d more imporlant
function as tests for the reasonability and consistency of
the assumptions and premises of the projections. Any

or unusual appearing results in these
ratios (exp€nse ralio declinin8 to 7 percent, breakeven
point of I 10 percent, 'l 2th year OAR of 3 percent, net
income increasinB l2 percent per year, lhree-year
payback, etc.) are slrong indicators of possible inconsistency in lhe assumptions made in outlininB the
projection, such as the rate ofchange in resale value, the
lerminal cap rale, (hanges rn Bros5 rncome or e\pen\e\,
sudden iumps

shown in Exhibit 9, Biving an indicated price of

t,t

inal Proiection

Using the procedures described in the shopping center

2.806

DATA 15,14,13,12,11
DATA r,.90,.50,.10,0
62140 DATA 1 4,13,12,1 1,10
621
621

f

income productivity.

3r020 50
=A'.322 + 8+.0988+C'.01 I 2 + D'.0692 + E'.0461
+ F..l t 5l + c'.3376
62(X0 DATA r , .90, .50, .r0,0
62050
62070
62080
62100

l0-A

Suppose the client now wants lo make an offer on the
prop€rty of $'1,000,000, under some specific conditions,

and would like to know the probable outcome of its

Exceed

13.O97

0

Avg

Will

txhibit

DILMORE: COMP()NENT (,APITALIZATION

etc.
The measures include overall rate, equity dividend, debt
servr(e (overa8e, brea[even poinl, expense rdtio, 8ros5
income multiplier, payback on a tolal value basis,
payback of equity on a before-tax basis and payback of
equity on an after-tax basis. The OAR column relates
currenl NOI to the original price, since the yearly resale
price is that year's income capitalized at a stated cap
rale.

2J

EXHIBIT 6

This program partitions the lnternal Rate o{ Return and
the tquity lnvestment into their 7 components:
l. Return of original equity investment.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Growth of equity from dmortizdtion.
Crowth of equity from value appreciation.
Value of cash flows at 1st year level.
Crowth (decline) of cash flow stream.
Tax shelter of subiect's cash flow.
Tax shelter o[ external income.
For subject, the return is partitioned as follows:

Conrpo.rit

l. Return Orig eq
2. Eqty Brwth frm amon
l.

Eq grwth (decl) frm appr

4. C5h tlw @ lsl yr lvl
5. Crwth (de(l) of csh flw
6. Tax shltr of sub csh flw
7. fax shltr ol other inc

given the parameters assigned by the analyst, is from
low of 1 2.6 percent to a high of '14.8 percent with
standard deviation of 0.37 percent.

tquity-t tquily-% IRR
t 86,450 o.3220 0.0t86
$ 26,516 0.0988 0.0r r9
t r,008 0.0r r2 0.oor l
t 18,584 0.0692 0.008.)
i 2,169 0.0461 0.0055
r

$

t0,951

0.1t53

$

90,6.,1

0.]]76

0.0118
0.0405

1.0000

0.t 200

$268,5t

I

The weights assiSned to the return components may be considered
either as the probabality of receiving each component of the return,
or as a ratrng of the component as to its atlraclion for the most
probable inveilor. Ratings are on a scale oi 0 to I The final wei8hted IRR rs a n5k adlustei internal rate of return.

CornporErt
l.

Relurn oriB eq

2. tqty Srwth from amon
L tq Srwrh (decl) irm appddep
4. Csh flw @ lst yr lvl
5. Crwth (deci) of csh llw
6. Tax shltr of sub csh flw
7. Tax shltr ol olher inc

of IRR/
Weithted
tquily weitht IRR

%

0.t220
0.0988
0.01 t 2

0.0692

0.046t

0.1r5l

0l]76

l
l
l
l
l
l
0

of relurn to be applied to the components. (Perhaps you
feel we have now advanced from a backdoor approach
to a second-story window approach.) We may assign, as
shown here, most likely, high and low estimates of the
internal rate or, alternatively we may assign a standard
deviation to the return for each component.
A rough rule of thumb suggests 20 iterations per variable. With 140 simulations, then, we oblain a distribution with a mean of 13.6 percent. The extreme range,

0000

o.or86

u)00
0000

0.01l9
0.001l

uloo

0.0081

rx)oo
0000

0.005

ul00

0.0fi)0

IRR

Exhibit 8-Slochastic Component Discountint-"As
ln Exhibit 8 we see the output of an alternative approach
to applying Monte Carlo simulation to the selection of a
weighted partitioned rate of return.

ln this version, we assign probabilities for the possible

rates of relurn in the categories of l. .9, .5, .1, and 0. ln
other words, we say (Line 62050) it is absolutely certain
(probability 1.0) that, for Component l, Return of Original Equity, we will accept a return as much as 14 percent and price the component on that basis; we say

there is a 90 percent probability we

13

EXH|E|T 7
Stochastic Component Discountin u
Assit,led IRR for Cornpomnt
Most

Componenl

Exhibit 7-Slcchastic Component Discounting
Exhibil 7 shows a (ombination for parlitioning the return
with a stochastic selection of the weighted internal rate

a

lf we feel more confident with this type of probability

0.t8ll

particular property. A crude overall rale or an unpartitioned IRR would nol tell us this.

accept

and so on, until we say there is no likelihood (probability
0.0) we would accept '10 percent.

5

By assigninB this component a weight of zero, we find
that he would have to price the property on the basis of
an l8 percent afterlax return. The net ef{ect in this specific case, of course, would be to remove him from serious competition to purchase this building since this
would be unacceptable to the seller. A point is illuminated however: the various return components do place
properties into entirely different markets for different investors, and although the property is marketable, the
investor we have described has no business buying this

will

percent return and price the component accordingly,

0.0138

program. Suppose the investor w.rnts to know what investment is iuslified if he entirely eliminates one of the
relurn components from consideralion. Let's assume he
can meet the down p.ryment but would €xpect the investment to supply virtually his only income, and tax
shelter of other in( ome is simply of no v.rlue to him.

by Peter F. Colwell, Surinder S. Cuiral and Christopher Coley

Much As"

o 0795
Rrsk'adlusled

a
a

The lmpact Of A Shopping Center On The
Value Of Surrounding Properties

%

of lRnYEqty

eq
amon
apfrdep
yr
flw
sub
olh

l. Return oriS
0.1220
2. Eq 8rth
0.0988
l. tq frm
0.01 l2
4. Csh flw lsr
0.0692
5. CrMh cah
0.0461
6. Tx shltr
0.1 I5l
7. Tx shhr
0.1176
Monle Carlo simulation, I40 iterations
SAMPL€ MIAN = 11.5871
sTD DtVtATtON

=

.3661 54

=

r4.8471

tilely Hith low
12
ll
ll
5

have been opposed to such commercial activity, fearing a

12

12

1l

r15

l4

17

t2
\2
t4

loss in their property's value resulting from the disamenities of noise, traffic and crime. The growing popularity of the centers seems to b€ at odds with the tradi-

I35

ll

rl

t4

t6

20

Frequency Distribution

f.om
To
Freq,
o
2.7 241A
O
2.72418 5.44816 0
5.44836 8.17254 0
8.17254 10.8967 0
10.4967 I t.6209 79
11.6209 t6.3451 6l
16.345t t9.0691 0
19.0693 21.7934 0
21.79)4 24.5176 0
24,5176 27.2414 O

cial inslitutions and local public officials.
The emergence of the cenlers suggests developers find
them to be profitable. While the centers do offer many
conveniences, the neighborhood residents generally

15

125

sMAt-ttsl vAtu€ = 12.5535
IARCIST VALUT

ln the last two decades, a great deal of research has been
conducted on residential property values. Apart from the
physical characteristics ofproperty and the financial conditions of the sale, location factors have been found to be
among the primary determinants of property values.re
These locational determinants include proximity to highways, mass transit, parks, nuclear power plants and utility
lines. This study examines the influence of another locational factor, a neighborhood shopping center. on property values in the surrounding area. Neighborhood shopping centers are becoming increasingly popular throughout the United States. The impact of these centers is not
only a malter of concern to the owners of residential
properties, but also to the real estate community, finan-

Pct.

Cum. Pct

0
o

0
0
0
0
56.4) 8(,

0
0

56.4246

$.5714
0

o
o
o

00
00
00

00
00
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tional posture of neighborhood residents. One of lhe
many possible explanations is that increases in the cost of
transportation and the value of leisure time may have
muted the opposition from local residents.
The establishment of lhese centers, however, does not
result only from the market {orces of supply and demand. The land use in urban areas is governed by zon-

i

Itr

ing ordinances, and approval from the zoning boards is
Pelet f .Colwell i\

Univet\ity oi
ISSUES

ud

n

pft,ft\st, ofl,nrn{

lllinoit lle

('. \pt{ ia h,/'nB n rerlestnl.'auhc
prcvt()u\ly has published rn RtAt tSTATt

nraay oth|r.r(rdenr,( prrrc{1()nr/ r.)urnJ15

Surirrd€r S. Gujtal is t letturu in (Yononrics .n HowaKl Untvet\ity
s$\:ialttfiB in demogntphr ea()nonr,( 5, st.tlisl,( ! an(/ rn ononrc(ri(\.

Christq,,€f Coley, an mvt'tnri,nl anJly\t w,lh Mountati Coa!t lnverlmenl\, ,nr., lJs ycgri, Nevida, ri{ently ft\ et\|\l nn M.A in [inan<e fntm lhe Unwr\tly ttl llltnoi\.

a necess.lry prerequisite for the ( onstruclion and

olrra-

tion of :hopping centers in residential neightxrrh<xds.
Although tht, wi<lespread growth of lhese centers would
lend to suggest.r more [.rvorable disposition on the Dart

of zoning authorilies, zoning regulations hislorically
have been.rinr('d.rl preserving and l)rontoting nrore
honrogenous l.rnd uses in order to stabilize lh(' m.lrket

C()LWELL, GUIRAL, (.OLEY: IMI)ACT OF A SH()PPINC CENT[R
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values of properties. These regulations restrict commercial and industrial land uses within residential neighborhoods on the ground that the disamenities generated by
commerce and industry supposedly decrease lhe value
of residential properlies.
The effects of zoning and externalities on land prices have

been examined empirically in a number of important
studies. Most of these studies do not provide supporl for
zoning regulations. Reuter'sr I findings reinforce Crecine,
Davis and Jackson's" earlier results for Pittsburgh lhat
lhere are no systematic adverse ef{ects on lhe value of
single family homes in the neighborhood of nonresidential land uses. Maser, Riker and Rosett,rltusing a rather
large sample of Monroe County, .rlso conclude that zonin8 does not produce syslematic effects on property values. Crether and Mieszkowski's study, which considers
physical aspects of zoning in New Haven, again finds
"nonresidential land use per se has no systematic effect
on housing values".rt'r' r{ The .rbsence of measurable
externalilies may be explained by clientele effects that
those who care leasl about the externality will live closest. Alternatively, the design of the studies wh ich finds no
externality effecls may be faulty.

We are inclined to believe in the Blssibility raised by
Crether and Mieszkowski that "land use exlernalities may

be very lor:alized so that lhey are next door
phenomena".r r'

I'

i ln otherwords, the proximity
e'ffect

is

not likely lo extend very far in space. Furthermore, the
effects of proximity to a specific land use may vary across

locations. Proximity to churches, schools or shopping
centers may have different effects in different parts of a
metropolitan area or even in different parts of a large
municipality. Cenerally, the studies which have found no
externalities have either used aggregate data (e.g., census
tract JveraSes) and missed the proximity effecls, or used
microdalr (i.e., individual property data) but extended
the study.tcross large regions lhereby encountering the
nonstationarity of the rel.:rtionships across space.
There is some support in the literature for the notion that
proximity matters. Colwell and Foleyro have found an

effect for proximity to electric transmission lines. Kain
and QuigleytT have shown that proximity effects can
have a negative impact on apartment rents and on the
value of single-family homes. Tideman's analysis of zoning hearings in Chicago2a offers indirect support to the
propxrsition that the effects of externalities are localized.
He shows that indifference on the part of property owners
to zoning hearings increases as proximity decreases lo the

property. This suggests that property owners beyond
some critical distance do not regard the presence of disamenily as having any negative eflect on the value of their
property. To measure the amenity or disamenity effects of
zoninB, therefore, it would be necessary that the localized effect be lxrunded by some critical distance so as not
to tre swanrped by other major determinants of residential
property values.

Tht'question is whether neighborhrrc<l shopping ( cnters
inrrease, rlecrca:t, or bclth incrr,.rse .rnrl de( re.rse lhe

value of l)ro\im.lle residenti.tl l)rol)erty. This paper

l6

analyzes the impact of a small neightrorhood shopping

center in Urbana, lllinois on lhe value of surrounding
prop€rties. A hedonic regression model is developed to
explain the variations in property values before and after
the announcement of the proposed shopping center. Six
functional forms (linear, semilog, exponential, log linear,
inverse and inverse-inverse) ofthe model are considered.
The best model is selected using functional form analysis.

Finally, the implications of the model are explored.
The Neighborhood Shopging Center
The neighborhood shopping center, the subject of this
study, is typical of lhe many small neighborhood shopping centers throughout the country. This newly constructed center, opened for businbss in 1982, is called
SouthBate; it is located at 2110 Philo Road, Urbana,
lllinois. The center has a lot area of 252,000 square fe€t
and consists of five small retail stores and one independent grocery store. On its west, Southgate borders a
fully developed section of Urbana, the Ennis Ridge
Subdivision.
The center was initially proposed to the Urbana Planning
Commission on June 7, 1979. The local newspaper car-

ried a story the next day on the proposed shopping center's construction. Although the commission approved
the center a short time later. construction did not begin
until 'l98l and the premises were not cleared for occupancy until the beginning of Seplember, 1982. The date,
june 7, 1979, when the proiect was publicly announced,
is of special significance for the empirical analysis presenled in this study.

The Dala
The data on the selling prices and characteristics of 43
singleJamily homes and condominiums sold from 1976
to 1982 in Ennis Ridge Subdivision, were gathered from

the Champaign County Multiple Listing Service.
Although the public records on measurements of lot area

or living space might be prefened over data supplied by
multiple listing services, the marginal differences are not
likely to have any discernible impact on this study's findings. All of the 4.1 properties lie within three-quarters of a
mile from the Southgate shopping center. Distances from
the center of Southgate Io each property sold were recorded with the aid of plal maps. Summary statistics are in
Table 'l .
The Model Specifications
To analyze the impact oi a shopping center on neighborht.rod prr.rperty values, one might contpare prope'rty val

ues in two homogene<>us neighMrhoods, ont, with

.r

neighborhorxl shopping t entcr and the other without. But
ideal situations are har<l to find and the two ncighlnrhoo<ls are bounrl lo be dissinrilar with re\pect to t)hysical
( har.rcleristi( s or sot io-r< onomi< condilions. This study
uses only th(, alleck,d nr:ighlxrrhootl, ltut rontrols for
proximity antl for before and after effccts.rs well .rs ronrt,nlirrntl hr.rlunir r,,nalrle.. ll lhc eller I ,)l l)ro\imrl) i\
rlif{ere nt lrforc.rnd ailer llre ,rnnounrem('nl llren we nl.ty
< onr lud<, th.rt property owners Jre jLritiiied in ol)por,ing
shopping cenlers lret.rust. o[ tlre ,rs:ot i.ttt'tl dis.rntcnities.
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4- Partitioning The Return-Assi8ning Rates
Now we parlition the return into its seven components:
(l) return of ori8inal equity investment; (2) growth of
equity from amortization; (3) growth of equily from
value appreciation; (.1) value of cash flows at first year
level; (5) growth or decline of cash flow stream; (6) tax
shelter of subject's cash flow; and (7) tax shelter of external income. With each component, we gingerly differentiate between before-tax and afler-tax returns.
txhibit

how this nrosl probable purchaser would look.rt each of
these components o{ that value.
Exhibit

5

Partitionin8-Assignins weiBhts
gives lwo option5. The first, shown in

Tht, program

Exhibit 4, lets us.lssillr r.rtes lo each component. Tlrc
olher r4:tion, shown in Exhibil 5, lets us assi8n weights,
or prob.rbilities, to each component. We c.rn look.rt this
as lhe lrrrrltllrrlitv

oI n'ccning lhr\ (()ml)(,nenl ur J\

.)

equity is a pretty sure thinB, so we assign the base rate of
l2 percent b this component. ()n the other hand, tax

nreasure of its desir,lbility. ln this instance, we.rre s.ryinB
we are 100 percenl sure of receiving tlre cash flow ;rt its
firsl year ltvel-or thal il llr.rtk,rs 100 percent to us. C)n
tht, other hand, we assign only an tlO percent probability
to lhe (hance of re(eivinB return Bener.rted by growth of
the cash ilow or we can 5Jy we.rre weighting its v.rlue
.rt only 80 per( ent. I believe thinking o[ lhese as weights

this component of return. The result of this program is an

con(ept since this would obviate possible confusion in
r ort.,irk'ralrrrn rri tlte ot r asiun,tl n(.gJli\e ( r)mpon('nl).

Now lhat we know the contribution of each of these
components to the relurn, we can assign separate appropriate discount rates to each component. For example,

we feel {or the clienl feels) that return of the original
shelter of other income may appear not only more
chancy but not .ls importanl; we assign 16 percent to

adjusted after{ax discount rate which combines.rnd
properly weights each of these seven separate discount
rates, giving a weighted IRR of 1 J.6 percent.

Exhibit

6-

Exhibit

6

This program partitions the lnternal Rate of Return and
the Equity lnvestment into their 7 componenls:

I.

Return of original equity investment.

Partitioning-Eliminating A Component
of th(, p.lrtitioning

Crowth ol equity from value .rpprer iation.

4. Value of cash flows at I st year level.
5. Growth (decline) of c.rsh flow stream.
6. Tax shelter of subject's cash flow.
7. Iar shelter o[ erternal income.

tquity-t tquity-%

1. Relurn Orig eq
2. Eqty grwlh frm am(rrl
l. tq grwlh (decl) irm rppr
4. Csh Flw (ar l!r yr lvl
5. Crwrh (d{\ l) oi csh ilw
6. Tax thltr of sub csh flw
7. Tax shltr of other in(

$

$

$

8{,,450
26,516

j,008
I8,584

$
$ r 2.,69

]220

O.0-l8tr

t).0t I9

0.01

l2

0.0692
0.0461

0.tt5l
0.I7{,
t268,51t ] 0000
$
$

IRR

o.098n

0.

10,951
90,61J

0.001 j
(J.008l
o.0055

0 0t il)
o.04{)5

0.1200

The andividual IRR's.r\signrd to lhe (omF)nents reflect rdtes
adjuste(l upwnrd for ri\k.
The fin.rl weighttxl IRR is n risk-ldiusted inlern.ll rate oi return.
% of
Weighted

IRR/
Equity lR*

CoInpon€nt
1

Relurn ori8 eq

2. tqty grwlh lrom amort
]. tq Brwlh (de.l) frm dppr/dep
4. (lsh Jlw (a, lsl yr lvl
5. (;rwth (de(l) ()f (sh flw
6.

fax shltr ol

7. Tax \hhr oi

sub csh

ilw

olhrr in(

ltR

r) 12 20
{).0988

0 t 200

o o.l8{,

o.1250

0.01l2

{).1lu)

0012]
o o0l5

O.0(,92
0.0461

{) l-l(x)
o l.{00

o.o08l

0.1 Joo

o.t)l50

0.1600

o o5{r)

oII5l
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This program partitions the lnternal Rate of Return and
the Equity lnvestment into their 7 components:
l. Return of original equity investment.

2. Growth of equity from amortization.

L

Crowth o[ equity from value apprec ialion.

For subject, the relurn is partitioned as follows:

For subiect, the return is partitioned as follows:

Componenl

EXHIBIT 5

4. Value of cash flows at lst year level.
5. Crowth (der line) o{ cash flow stream.
6. Tax shelter of subject's cash flow.
7. Tax shelter of external income.

2. Crowlh of equity from anrortization.

l.

more.rccurate

shorvs .rnother funrtion

lI the ol]je( tive oi tlre v.l lu.rtion is to esl in],rte v,l lue to lhe
nr.rrkt,t in Beneral, we woulrl still h,rve lxrsitecl .r nrosl
prob.r/;ie llurt harcr, ancl it woulcl lrchoovt'us Io con:itler
EXHIBIT 4

r

ralher thnn prob.rbilitie5 m.ry be

o.o064

oI
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16.l

Cornpooenl

tquity-l Equity-%

l.

$ 86,4t0
$ 26,s1{,

Relurn Orig eq

2. fqty grwth frm .rmorl
l. tq grwrh (d(rl) frm appr
4. Csh Flw @r lst yr lvl
5. CrMh (de(l) of c\h {lw
6. T.rx shltr of sub rsh flw
7. Tax shltr of other inr

s
$

0.0186

1.008

0.01

I2

0.01l9
0.mr l

r

8,584

0.0{,92

0.0081

r

2,t{,9

0.0461

0.(n55

5l

0.01t8

0.1t76

0.0405

$

$
$

0.-t120
0.0988

IRR

,95l
90,6.r

l

{).1 |

$268,51I 1.0000

0.I200

The weights assigned lo lhe rcturn components may be considered
either as lhe p()bability o[ re<eiving e;rch component of the return,

or as.i r.rling of the componenl as to ils atlraction for the mosl
probable invest(r. RdlinBs are on a s(ale of 0 to l.
The final weiJghted IRR i\ r risk'adiusl€d intern.rl rate of return.

lRRy
WeiShted
Equit WeiSht lll
O.t22O I.0OOO 0-0.i86
2- Eqly Brwth lrom rnrorl
0.0988 {J.9500 0.01 I l
.1. €q Brwrh (de( l) irm appr/dep 0.01 I 2
0.9OO0 0.0012
4. Csh ilw (a' trr yr lvl
0.0692 1.0(x)o 0.0081
5. Crwth lde(l) of csh flw
0.0461 0.8500 0.0047
6. Tax shltr oi sub <sh flw
0.1l51 0.9OO0 0.0125
7 Tax shltr of olher inc
0.1]76 0.7500 0 0.104
Compon€nt
l. Relurn orig .'q

% of

0.t069
Rrrk ad

u\litl

IRR

r)

I i{7

EXHIBIT 3

TABI.T

Montclair Road Office
INPUT OATA SUMMARY

lnitial MortSaBe
Mortg,age lnterest Rate
MortSa8e Term
Mort8a8e Constant
Periodic Payment
Annual Payment

s80s,600
13.5%

25 Years
13.9877%
9390.4
$r r 2,68s

Total Depreciable Assets

t905,500

Land

$168,500

t805,600
t268,500

lnitial Equity
Ordinary lncome Tax Rate

50%

Capital Gains Tax Rate

20%

for Mod IRR
Reinvest Rale for Mod IRR
Minimum Reinv Amt for FMRR
Discount Rate for NPV

o%
0%
$0
0%,

and apply a Monte Carlo program to simulate 100
versions of the possible combinations of these factors.
We have estimated likely values for the four major
factors with estimates of the most likely value, the
highest and lowest value for each. To demonstrate the
straighdorward mechanics involved, I have reproduced
the p€rtinent lines in the program. ln Line l0 we enter
the mean and standard deviation for each of the four
variables. ln Line 50 we specify an 80o/o correlation
between Variable No. I (rent) and Variable No. l
(operating exp€nses). ln Lines 1600-1604 we slate a
funclion, which, after running '100 simulations with
random combinations of the stated px.rssible values, will
calculate the justified investmenl in the same manner
the backdoor approach.

as

This {unction could have been stated more elegantly in

one line, but going through the intermediate steps. with
remarks inserted, leaves the process clear for later
reference. This technique results in an estimated justified
investment of $1 ,140,000.
Exhibit 3-Component Discounlin8-Preliminary Cash
Flow
Exhibit 3 is the preliminary step in applying component
discounting in the investment analysis of the property,
the separate capitalization for each of the seven components of the income stream.
First we tentatively price the property usinS a safe, or
prime, or base or ideal (choose one of the above) aftertax equity yield or lRR. ln this case, we select a discount
rate of 12 percenl, projectin8 a 20 percent total increase
in price over a t o-year projection period and net income
increase of one percent per year. This gives a preliminary price indication of $1,074,000, with initial eq-

uity of $268,500.
20

Amount Depreciable
Depreciable Life
Depreciation Method
Non-recurring lst Year Exp.
Commission Rate on Resale
CroMh Rates (% Compounded Annually)
Propeny Value
Net Operatin8 lncome

N.l

$t,074,t00

Total lnvestment
Total Debt

Safe Rate

Summary Statistics for Data

Yarr
'I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
lo

Oper.lint lnlertst

$90s,600

l8
0

I

.lirl

Texeblc T.t S.Yinp
Year Expeose lmo.r*
GPaym€nr)
19,776
I 50,1r r -t9,551
2 50,11 1 -37,75A 18,879
I 50,31 I -35,866 17,933
4 50,11 I -33,a64 16,932
15,868
5 50,11 I -31 ,716
29,467 14,734
6 50,1r I
7 50,311 27,03A 13,519
8 50,11 I -24,428 12,214
10,806
9 50,111 -21 ,611
9,241
l0 50,111 -18,562
Adiusted
Sellint Prke lro.lt te
Year Aft6 Co.nmisn 8.lame T.x Sasis
'I
I ,O2A,230 80r,415
,O2l,790
2
.047.150 796,633 973.478
1,066,420 791,163 923.167
I
1,0A6,040 744,908 872,856
4
r,r 06,020 777,754 822,544
5
1,126,370 769,572 772,233
6
1.147.100 760,214 721,922
7
t,16B,210 749,512 671,6.1.1
8
r,l89,700 737,27) 621,300
9
r,2r 1,590 723,274 570,989
l0
1

1

Yeat
I

Gain

etidr

S.h

4.44]

0

6,574
7.771
4,97 5

t0,r 92
11

,421

12,662

I1,915

I5,18r
r

6,460

17,751

26,354
26,650
26,909
27 ,.t

24

,289
,395
27,434
27 ,395
27
27

17

,266

27

,032

Str.itht
Line 8.sis

855,289
ao4,97 B
7

704,356
654,O44

603,713
553,422
503,1r l
452,800
402,4A9
lnt ROR
On lnir

2]5,781
)46,605

14,7 35

28,650

4

2l1,185

5

8

243,479
I54,1 4l
425.178
496,595

9

568,401

l0

640,601

42,637

56,696
70,828
85,036
99,119
I I 1,680
128,121

0.51616

1884.5

510.9t

Fireplace

o.697 67

0.63006

Lot Area

9027 .7

3950.9

258,495
271 ,574

7

.39"/"

9.14v"

]01,850

10.17 v"
10.85 7.
't
I .10%

319,375

11

)38,744

1

2A5.97 4

360,197

5r.196

22.297

(I _ AADUMXDIST)

7.8895

l4.l l8

(AADUMXDIST)

16.942

1

(AADUM)

o.74419

0.43632

Sale

.61v"

I .81%
12.O1v"
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t.617

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

x2
xr
x.
xs
x6
Xz
xs

0.6718

0.5045
0.0562
- 0.1084
0.3132
O.0o24
0.6252
x,

0.5380

o.o742

-

o.2443

o.2o47

0.2645

0.6816

-0.8150

0.1035

0.2262

0.Bl9'l

0.7651

0.s069

0.04t2

- 0.9532
- 0.ool6

xr

xr

x.r

The model for determining the relationship between
va

lue a nd the specific characteristics of the loca-

tion utilizes the following function:
Sp, = f(Xr,, X:,, .., Xn,)
where SP, is the selling price of the ith property and the X,s
are defined as follows:
X1,

=

X.?,

=
=

Xr,

Xs,

=
=

X1,,

=

X.r,

the number of bathrooms in the ilh
property
the living area (sq. ft.) of the ith property
the number of fireplaces in the ith
property
the lot area (sq. ft.) of the ith property
the sale month of the ith property from 0

to 46

X7,
X6;

:
=

distance of the ith property to Southgate
times (l Xn)
distance to Southgate times XB
after announcement dummy: O = before

and I

:

0.8r 45

-o.2567

centers.
property

-

0.1041

ln this resp€ct, external costs capitalized into value decreases for the most proximate properties, may outweigh
the benefits offered by the neighborhood shopping

54,667

Equity

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2.08r 4

Living Area

After T.r
C.sh fbw

4.O4v"
3.89%

o

Bathroom

rbr

Procerds

)

6
7

C.sh

225,924

141,252

71,67

After Tax

Bclort Tar

889

l

2

Standard Devialion

Xs= Month of

1.84

Dcprcci-

Tax On

Xr=

6%

kircipel

Iotal

Years

StraiSht Line

Anfrtiratirn
lrrorE trFlr
119,263 108,503 4,142
120,456 107,902 4,783
121,660 107,215
5,470
122,877 106,429 6,255
124,106 105,531 7,154
125,f47 104,503 8,182
126,600 tO3,327 9,358
10,702
127 ,A66 r 01,983
129,145 100,445 12,240
r 10,436 9a,6a7
13,998

lecaptur€
Depred-

Mean

Variable

DEPRECIATION INFORMATION FOR ASSEI I

MORTGACE INFORMATION FOR LOAN I

I

after

The first four variables relate to the characteristics of the

sampled prop€rties and the fifth variable provides a record of the sale month in order to capture overall trends in
the selling prices. The last three variables are included in
the model to capture the effects on the property values in
the neighborhood following the announcement of the

x5

0.8550
0.r r r9

o.o)47

x,,

xr

shopping center. The first of these variables, Xo,, can be
viewed as a control in the sense that its coefficient will
measure the effect of proximity prior to the announcement data.

Before running the reBressions, hypotheses were developed with regard to the signs of the explanatory variables. The coefficients of variables X,, to Xor were
hypothesized to be positive meaning that an increase in
any one of these variables would tend to increase the
selling price of the ith property, other things being equal.
The coeffic ient of variable Xu;, the month of sa le of the ith
property, was also hypothesized to be positive. The before announcement distance variatrle Xr,;, on the other
hand, was hypothesized to be zero on the assumption
that distance from Southsate before the announcement
would not be expected to affect the property values. The
variable X7,, distance to SouthSate iI the sale was after the
announcement, was assumed lo have a positive coeffi
cient since properly values might be expected to increase
as distance from Southgate increased. That is, the shopping center was expected to depress values of the nearesl
prop€rties relative to those at some distance. Finally, the
coefficient of xsi was hypothesized to be negative on the
assumption that diseconomies associated with the presence of a shopping center would cause an aLrsolule decline in the values of the nedre5t properlies.

Functional Form Analysis
Six functional forms were tested. The results are summa-

rized in Table 2. The magnitude of the maximum log
likelihood is determined to be -428.661. This magnitude is not significantly less at 95 percent level of
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Donald Valachia partitioned the internal rate of return
into three components: annual cash flows, tax shelter

TABLE 2

and cash proceeds from the resale. Robert Zerbsts separated the annual cash flow component into the beginninB before-tax cash flow and growth (or decline) in the
cash flow. He then separated the cash proceeds of sale
into the recapture of the original equity investment, equity buildup through loan amortization and expected
appreciation in property value, alonB with the tax shelter
component, thus analyzing a total of six components.

Regression Results
Model Number
Functional Form

x,=

Sathroom+

Iavin8 Area'

tireplace

x.=

lot Area'

1

[inear

S€mi-to8

trc=l

trr=0

t 1 ,798

24,357

t3.279t

=

(I

AADUMXDIST)

=

{AADUM){DIST)

toB tineal

lnvers€

\r=0

trr=0
trr=0

lnverselnverse

)\r=1

4,785.1

0.8347 x t 0-r

0.12471

(0.5458)

tl.7428)

0.16r 2)

(

4,177

5274.1.

(1.656)

(2.0453)

0.03789
(1.i4271

0.04697
(1.7435t

(

L9033
143.47
.4444)

0.3361 x l0
(5.7814)

6,150.8

0.00185

(l.55]7)

0.6502)

246.71

-321.61

-

{

489.91

514.12

0.004r

(2. r

12.2252t

989)

(-

Adiusted Rl

0.8450

Lo8 tikelihood

-

442 .287

-

I 1,621

-

L86r

'

(4.418)

11.7925t
7)

-

(

(

o.2776 x 1o
4.0586)
r.803r

(

-

-

0.53697)

l0

'

O.2649 x 10

7

r.4025)

l0

6

.i 302 x

|.5426)

\1.9275t

l2.9l5l

-

.6405)

fl.9t38)

to.5a797t

0.r5478

0.21754 x

19,579

10.316
(78.417)

9.9491

0.281I x

04.485)

(12.628)

o.4299

0.9055

0.91

-

- 432.859

1.3168)

411

.649

l0

fl.04t1)

l0'

r

6

l0

6

)

.4117 x

( l.ll4l)

10/

.2412 x lO r

d.6085)
.81l8 x '10

s

\3.7612)

o.4976

.9408

-

-

440.936

l0

s

429.2123

t-ralios in parentheses
'variables subie(t to transformalion

confidence from thal of the inverse-inverse function, the
function with the highest log likelihood l-429.213).
Neither is the log likelihood of the log linear function
significantly different from the maximum log likelihood
at the 95 percenl level of confidence. From these two
functional forms, we selected the log linear model (Model 4) bec.ruse of the ease for interpreling the regression
coefficients. The log likelihoods of all other well-known
functional forms are significantly less than the maximum. A similar application of the test ior choosing the
model that best fits the data is explained more fully in
Brennan, Cannaday Jnd Colwell.-'

percentage increase in variable X, (bathroom), for in,
stance, increases the selling price of the dwelling unit by
about four-tenths of one percent when the influence o{
other independenl variables is held constanl. The coeffi,
cient on lhe nronth of sale variable, X5, has a similar
interpretation. ll indicates property values appreciated at
an overall monthly rate of aboul one{enth of one percent
for every one percent increase in time measured in
months from 'l976lo 1982. The coefficienton X1, however, has a different interpretation. lt indicates that a fireplace adds about 5 percent lexp .04697 = L048) to the
value of a residential property.

Regression Resuhs

The interpretation of the coefficients on X,,, X7 and Xs is of
primary interest. The coefficient on X,,, the before announcement distance effect, shows a pxtssible small decrease in selling price as dislance (in feet) increases away

The regression results confirm most of the hypotheses
developed above. The hypothesized signs of coefficients
for all variables in all models are consistent with the
regression results. The results for Model 4 suggest a fairly
strong relationship between the dependent and independent variables. The R' shows that 91 percent of the
variation in lhe dependenl variable is explained by the
regression.
The va lues of regression coefficients (except on X r, Xr,, X7,
& X8) represent partial elasticilies. Th.rt is, these coeffi

cients me.rsure a percent change in selling price for one
percent chanBe in each of lhe independent vari..rbles
when the influence of otht,r variables is held constant. A

Thus, at various points in the literature we have all of the
building blocks for our heptamerous approach to value,
and only need to combine and refine them a linle in
order to capitalize separately each of the seven income
components.

L1704)

0-1093 x

/
-0.2491 x 10

10"6

r.1560)

.6885 x

sub-

components in tax shelter; cash flow shelter and tax loss
shelter.

']

-.1994 x l0
I 4,t647)
(

0.00462

(

-.4815 x

(-

Valachi meanwhile6 recognized the two

43)

0.005149

I

444.24

10 6

I

0.t 565
1.267s)

.32t5 x 10
(1 .47

0.6016 x
- 6.1465)

(

0.1 t 98

ts.272s)

)

-0.2559 x

L0489)
0..1r 22)

t

-0.1458x 103

0.277 x 104
o.o7 427

0.00625

o.7 434\

| .0787)

{4.4)

1 .7 52A
(2.9r 3s)

r 5,194
(1.2978)

Constanl

Exponential

0.25)

(

= AADUM

6

5.lt 8r

- l t,8l2
t- t.o787t

XA

5

12.99721

1X?

4

o.37 364

\1

X6

3

o.16978
(4.19r l)

0.68s)
Month ol sale'

.'

from Southgate (although this effect appears to be quite
sign ificanl in Model 6). While the variable X,, has a coefficient which is significantly negative at the 90% level of
confidence, the coefficient is not significantly dif{erent
from zero al the 90 percent level of confidence. ll may be
the SouthS.rte localion, or something near it, had some
amenily value prior to the announcement. Alternatively,
residents <ruld have h.rd different expectations for the
development o[ the South6ate site than lho:e realized.
However, it is rt asonable to assume there is n<l significant
distance effect prior to the Jnnouncement of the
REAL ESTATE ISSUES, SPRINC/SUMMER I985

An Office Building Example
For a practical example, lefs step through a portion of
the valuation of a (real) small suburban office building.
ln this particular case, we have already arrived at a prediction of most probable price using the quality point
rating method for the market comparison approach with
the value unit b€ing dollars/per quality poinvper square
foot. This approach has yielded an indication between
$819,000 and $l ,005,000, with most probable price of
$912,000. The use of regression analysis applied to the
point rating method gave a range of $823,500 to
$1,034,500 with prediction of most probable price at
$929,000. Approaching the problem with use of fuzzy
set theory, we obtained a prediction of probable price in
the range of $643,500 to $1,007,500, with most probable price of $825,000. (The ran8es reflect one standard
deviation.)
Since the mechanics of the marlet comparison section
of the appraisal are not within the scope of our inquiry,
let us pick up at the section in which we be8in testing
the indication of most probable price by analyzing the
income proiection for an indication of the justified investment value. The comments that follow will be keyed
to the exhibits.

Exhibit

|

-Graaskamp's

ln Exhibit

l,

Eackdoor Approach

we begin testing the probable price predic-

tion with application of lim Craaskamp's backdoor
approach to iustified investmentT. This is a variant of the

income approach in that we establish the amount of
income available for debt service resulting in an estimated mortga8e amounti then we back into the
anrount of the equity giving an estimate of the justified
investment in the property at $1,083,0OO.
Exhibit 2- Revolving Backdoor Approach
Next we use a revolving backdoor giving it a hundred
spins. Refining our lesting procedure a little, we select

the four most crucial variables-potential Bross,
vacancy rate, operating expense and annual constant,
DILMORE: COMPONENT CAPITALIZATION

EXHIBIT

1

Backdoor Approach to Justified lnvestment
Cross Potential Rental
20,780 sq. fi. @$ 10.00
Less Vacancy Allowance 8%
Effective Cross Rental
Less OperatinB Expenses:
R. t. Taxes (.65)

$207.800
16.624
$191,176
$r

Insurance (.10)
Repairs & Maint. (.10)

l,5ss

2,100
2,1 00
31,200
10,400

Utilities (l .50)
CleaninS (.50)
Management (5%)

9,5 58

Carb, Pesl

600
2,400

Acctg. misc.

7

1

3 ll .46)
$r r9,261

,91

Net Operating lncome

NOI $l19,26111.20 (Debt Service CoveraSe Ratio) =
Available for debt service:
$ 99,386
$99,3861.1 3987 7 (annual constant Co
13.5%-25 yrs) = Morlga8er
$ 710,500
Plus Equity:
.25 (equity ratio)

x

(equity dividend)

$l 19,263 {NOl)/.08

=

Equity:

,ustified lnvestment:

$

372,5N

$r.083,000

EXHIBIT 2

Operating Statement-Monte Carlo Version
Component

Likely High
Low
$lO
$11
$9
.10
.03
-05
$3.45 $4.00
$3.00
.1398771 I49222'z .135340]
' t4vot2oyrs t 't3./"/25 yrs

Most

Pol Cr Rent
Vacancy Rate
Operating Exp
Ann Constant
r 13.5%/25 yrs

= 1 ,14O,A7O
= 48,986
SMALLEST VALUE = 1,0O6,720
LARCEST VALUE = 1,242,060
SAMPLE

MEAN

STD DEVIATION

f requency

Distribution

From
To
Freq Pct
o 227,994 0
0
227,994 455,988 0
0
455,988681.982000
683,982 911 ,976 0
0
91 I ,976 ,139,970 52
52
48
,139,970 ,367 ,960 48
1,367,960 1,595.960 0
0
1.595,960 r,823.950 0
0
r,823,9502,05r,95000r00
2,051,950 2,279,940 0
0

Cum. Pct
0
0
0
52

1

1

1

I OO

rO0

loo
IOO

l0

DATA I 0,.I1,.0 t ,.o1 17 ,3.46,.17 ,.1 39a7 7 ,.U)23
50 DATA I,3,.8
I 600 LETVI = 20780' Xll Xl-X(2)) - 20780' X(3): REM =
NOr
LETV2 = Vl/1.2:REM = AVAIL FOR DEBT SERVICE

l60l

l602 LETVI = V2lX(4): REM = MTCE
r 603 LET V4 = V3 + (.25'Vr /.08): REM = IUST|FtED
INVESTMENT

l604lETY:V4

l9

COMPON ENT CAPITALIZATION

forthcoming shopping center as hypothesized. The variable X7, the distance to South8ate after announcement,
however, proved to be a significant determinant of the
selling price. As exp€cted, the reBression coefficient revealed that after the announcement property values increased as distance from the site of impending construction increased. That is, the coefficient on X7 is significantly positive at the 90 percent level of confidence.
The after announcement price effect, variable Xn, tends to
confirm the general apprehension on the part of residen-

by Gene Dilmore

tial property owners that the location of commercial
activity in the immediate neighborhood tends to adversely affect property values. The regression coefficient,
which is significantly negative at the 90 percent level of
confidence, indicates prop€rties located adjacent to the
center decreased in value after the announcement in
1979. The results from Model 4 are depicted in FiBUre l.
FICURT

All right; that does it. I opened a real estate publication,
see, and there it was: one more final, ultimate, definitive
article on how to get the perfect cap rate. Since fighting
fire with fire is reportedly an efficacious response to this
sort of thing, I thought, why not avenge these algebraic
slings and arrows by inflicting on their authors my own

PRICE

INDEX
looexp(

Gc,,e Dilmoe opeates Realty ReJearchers, e real elate appGisine
and counseling fim in Bimingham, Alabama. He ir the authol of The
New Approach to Real Eslale ApgaisinS (Prentice-hall, l97l), Quanlitative Techniques an Real Estate Counselin8 (D. C. Heath & Co.,
1981) and numercus atlicles in vatious U-S-, Canadiaa, Ausralian and

Southeast

fuian rea, estate iounals.

Ihis adicle is based in pan on a tection of a paqt p.esented al lhe
Colloquaum on a Redefinition of Apprf,isal Precepts and Practices,
Lincoln lnstilute of Land Policy, 1984, and in pan on maletial in A
Conlemporary Approach to Real Estale Appraisal and Analysis,
Dryden Press, work in prcBrcss by lames A. Craaskamp and Cene
Dilmorc.

l8

-0.15478 + 0.00462

map daslance units)

100
I Ooexp(

postultimate, metadefinite version of a cap rate? Perhaps
"A Final word on . . ."? No, the topic of the last "A Final
word on . . -" article in one of our journals has been
'149
articles, '14 books, 9 doctoral
addressed to date by
dissertations, and one presidential prayer breakfast. "A
cap Rate to End All ..."1 No, a slight note of uncharacteristic chutzpah there. So, to cap it all, as it were,
let's talk about component capitalization.

Obligatory Aclnowledgemenl Of
Roots And Precedents S€ction
Analysts of real estate have always attempled to live up
to their name- breakers-down of things. The efforts to
break down an income stream beSan with breaking it
into two components: land and improvements, leading
to the building and land residual techniques. Some segments of the market actually did reason in this way; for
example, some fast food investors for a while bought on
the basis of l0 percent on land and 12 percent on improvements. Cenerally though, we had too many conceptual reservations aboul this method, since it did not
reflect the market overall. Too, in extracting these

1

- 0.0O5149 map distance units)

proximate to the shoppinS center and prop€rties served

by the center, but removed from its neBative effects,
would seem to su8sest there may be an optimal spatial
frequency of these small shopping centers.
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residual rates from comparable sales, the elements were
too subjecl to arbitrary manipulation toward a pre-
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conceived conclusion.
Built-up rates, with safe rales, plus rates for non-liquidity
and risk also led to a dead end since the safe rate
appeared to be the only component amenable to separate measurement. and the components could not be
precisely extracted from the market.
The financial structure offered a more logical avenue to
breaking down the income stream. Thurton Ross took
the first step in this directionr by proposing a band of
investment method with the capitalization rate comprising an interest rate times the mortSa8e component plus
an equity rate times the equity componenl.
Edwin Kazdin2 improved upon this concept by substituting the mortgaSe constant for the interest rate, thus

recognizing the finite life of the mort8a8e. L. W.
Ellwoodr added consideration of finite life for the equity
interest also by accounting for resale along with value
appreciation or declineLater, fllwood and others carried this analysis to the
point of after{ax equity yield. Further breakdowns of the
resultin8 afler-tax internal rate of return \.vere proposed.
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map distance units

The downward sloping curve in Figure I illustrates the
impact on selling price before announcement and the
upward sloping curve illustrates the impact after the announcement. The intersection of the two curves shows
that properties located beyond 15.53 map distance units,
or approximately 1,500 feet, from the shopping center
were valued more after the announcement than before.

I illustratetheimpactofthe
announcemenl on the price-distance relationship indicated by Model 4.
The results depicted in Figure

Conclusion
The announcement ofthe proposed shopping center had
both negative and positive effects on the value of residen-

tial properties. At distances closer than 1,500 feet, diseconomies app€ar to dominate. Beyond 1,500 feet, economies appear to dominate. The trade-off between values
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CATIFORNIA REAL PROPERTY TAXATION OF
TIMESHARE INTERESTS

capital gains tax will be paid until the option is exercised
at which time the debt will be cancelled. No mortgage

recording tax was paid because the notes were
unsecu red.

During the life of the notes, the cor@ration is able to use
the cash flow from the property to offset the interest
payments made on the notes. The after-tax cost of the
transaction to the corporation was estimated at 8 percent, which represented a below-market cost of funds at
the time.

by Karl O. Tuschka

The lender group gaind the benefit of a substantially
higher initial return than would have been the case if the
prop€rty were purchased outright. However, at the time
the option is exercised, the cash flow from the property
is expected to exceed the interest payments on the notes
by a comfortable margin, and the value of the property is
proiectd to be substantially in excess of the outstanding
balance of the notes.
The lender group also has strong management and leas-

From a national perspective, California is often viewed
as developing distinct approaches to new problems in
addition to being the harbinger of things yet to come in
the rest of lhe country. Though it may be early to suggest
a national trend, this article presents an interesting and
worthwhile review of California's taxation for timeshare

ing control through a management contract that provides for a subsidiary of the investor group to be the

managins agent for the building. This management
arranSement assures the investor group that all management and leasing decisions will be made with the longterm value of the property as the paramount concern,
thus maximizing pntential apprecaation upon exercise of

the option.

mdel for any property
sale involving a high-credit, taxable seller and a taxexempt purchaser. lt is particularly applicable at those
times during the economic cycle when medium{erm
interest rates are high and near{erm property appreciation expectations are moderate. Obviously, unless the
unsecurd notes are issued by a high-credit entity, the
potential of default on the notes would make such a
transaction very risky. lf the lender has reservations
This transaction can serve as a

about the borrower's credit status, the loan should then
be secured by the property itself. The real estate fundamentals of the prop€rty also must be thoroughly analyzed to assure the value will be sufficient to iustify
eventual exercise of the option. Otherwise, the investor
could be left with a below-market return if the option is
not exercised and the notes are paid off when due.

interests.

California's Real Property Tax Syslem
The Califrxnia approach to real property taxation differs
from the national norm in several ways. lts system is a
creature o[ the state's constitution rather than being a
mere statutory enactment. This limits the legislature's
power to substantially modify the basis of real property
taxation. However, the constilution does not exclusively
control this taxation; it is supplemented by the Revenue
and Taxalion Code enacted t y the legisl.tture. Among its
many other [unctions, the state's Board of Equaliz.:tion
insures the prcpert)- tax is levied on an equalized basis;

it drafts regulations which become codified and
letters of instruction to the county,]ssessors.
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California voters through referendums have had a signif,
icant and revolutionary effect on the state's real property
tax syslem. ln 1978, California voters amended their
state constitulion with the passage of Proposition I l. Put
very simply, prior to the enaclment of Proposition 13,
valuation of real property in California was the duly of
the counly assessor in each oi the 58 counties. All property was assessed on an annual tlasis at a specified percentage of value. The Board of Supervisors, in each o{

Iuschka's practica

Should you expect
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the counties, determined what percentage of the total
real property valuation within the county was sufficient
to generale funds for the counly's annual budget, and
that p€rcentage was the tax rate for the ensuing fiscal
year.
The revolution wrought l;y the pass.rge of Proposition I J
can best lrt'seen with a quick overview of the changes it
crealed. R.rther than undertaking an.rutomatic valu.rtion
of all real property on an .rnnual basis, the county.tssessors dre now permined to reas:,ess only in the following
inst.lnces: .r change o[ ownership; new construction; or

lhrelopmenl
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mortgaSee effects the exercise of the option by means of
an offsefting partial reduction or complete cancellation
of the outstanding amount of the morlgage balance at
the time the option is exercised. Any circumstance can
be readily calculated.

Due to the independence of the option and the mortgage, this form of financing reduces the legal and income tax risks associated with a convertible morlgage.
Two examples of actual transactions are described below, demonstratinS the use of debt instruments with
additional equity {eatures.
Ptorytty A
Property A is a mixed-use complex in a major East Coast
city containing more than a million square feet of office,
luxury hotel and retail space. The property was planned
by a well-known developer as an urban renewal project
and was completed in phases during the late '1960s and
early 1970s. lt was determined that at least $4 million in
new capital was required to support lease-up of the
propeny and the existing investors were unwilling to
invest more equity.
The property initially suffered from lack of demand due
partially to depressed market conditions and partially to
its relative isolation from the existin8 concentration of
prime office space. The real estale fundamentals of the
property were attractive, however- The quality of design
and construction of the project were excellent; the location was favorable for certain tenants and offered access
to bus, subway and airport transportation.
Landauer Associates, Inc. was first retained by the own-

in8 corporation to appraise the property and thus became aware of its potential. Subsequently, Landauer
structured a transaction to obtain the new infusion of
capital from a foreign pension fund. The pension fund's
investment was made in the form of a second monga8e
loan plus an option to purchase 50 percent of the stock
of the owning corporation.
The loan was funded in the mid-I970s, and 20 percent
of the proceeds were reserved as security against any
deficiency in payment of debt service. The interest rate
was l2 percent, and the loan had an intermediate term.
Fifty percent of the stock of the owning corporation
could be purchased at any time during the term of the
loan at a nominal cost, and the loan would be cancelled
upon exercise of the option.

which $14 million was cash and the balance in the form

of mort8a8es on the property. The property

was

appraised about the time the remainin8 interest was ac-

quired at a total value of $56 million of which nearly
$36 million was the equity value and approximately $20
million was the outstanding balance of the mortgage
debt.

It should be noted that the pension fund's investment
was of an exceptional nature and resulted from a combination of favorable timing, aggressive investment policies and tough neSotiation. While the iormat of a mortgage plus an option to acquire an equity interest is
applicable to other situations, the spectacular returns
Benerated by this specific investment were far in excess
of normally expected performance.

PrcWrty

I

Landauer Associates was retained by a major corporation to sell an office building located in a large metropolitan city. The corporation's obiective was to raise the
maximum amount of cash, net of taxes and transactional
costs.

While major office buildings had sold at very low initial
cash-on-cash returns in recent years, prior to the offering

of this property, the market at the time reflected lower
inflation rate expectations. At the estimated all-cash
value for the property, an investor would have realized
an initial cash-on-cash yield of about 5 percent. and
potential investors expressed some reluctance to invest
in real estate equities at such low returns at a time when
yields on Treasury bills were in excess of '15 percent and
inflation rates were trendinB downward.
The transaction structured by Landauer, with the assistance of a prominent law firm, successfully met the
objectives of both the corporation and the investor market. The transaclion raised more cash than would have
been obtained from an outright sale and eliminated the
necessity for current payment of Federal capital gains
taxes.

The investor group purchased a series of unsecured
notes from the corporation all o{ which matured in 10
years and bore interest at I I percent per annum, payable quarterly in arrears.
Coinciding with the purchase of the notes, the corpora-

the stock of the owning corporation was purchased by a

tion granted an option to purchase the leasehold interest
in the building. The option may be exercised by the
investor group eight years in the future. The exercise
price of the option is the same as the outstanding balance of the notes, thereby facilitating an exercise of the
option in exchanSe for extinguishing the notes. The exercise price of the option (i.e., $100 plus the cancelled
original amount of the loan) is expected to be considerably below the fair market value of the building at the
time the option can be exercised, thus seeming to assure
the exercise of the option.

foreign pension fund for approximately $'10 million.
The total cost to the pension fund of 100 percent ownership of the property was approximately $34 million, of

The transaction offered a number of advantages to the
corporation, the primary advantage beinB that it provided cheap financing on an after-tax basis. No federal

Three years later, the loan was partially prepaid, and the
Ioan was restated in a reduced amount. The due date of
the loan was extended to a lo-year term as was the
period during which the option could be exercised.
Whereas the loan originally was cancelled on exercise
of the option, under the restatement the loan survived
the option exercise. The option was exercised well with-

in the loan term. The remaininS 50 percent interest in
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constituting the equivalenl of new construction. Thus
property held by one owner, absent of any new construction or substantial repairs, would never be subject

to

reassessment. This situalion could continue in-

definitely unlil the occurrence of an event to trigger a
change. Year after year the assessment would remain
stalic wilh only a slight addition of up to two percent
annually as an inflation factor.
As a result of Proposition 13, the tax rale was fixed
statewide at one percent of assessed value. This fixed
rate no longer bears any relationship to the fiscal year
budget of the counties. The rate no longer merely tracks
the budget, but rather the budget must now reflect available revenue in a controlled system.

Taxation OI Timeshare lnleresls
The absence of legislation and courl cases, coupled with
the hunger of local governmental entities for additional
revenue sources, has resulted in undue confusion and
inequity with respect to the initial real property laxation
of timeshare interests. At firsl the tax system did not
contemplale the new timeshare product. The timeshare
interest was not defined by statule and lhere were no
rules on valuati<ln o[ timeshare.
The unfortunate by-product of this confusion is that California's timeshare proiects have initially borne the brunt
of the local Sovernmental entities hunger for additional
revenues. Because timeshares at first had no tax status,
statutory definition or precise rules for valuation, local
county assessors proclaimed open season with a view to
maximizing local governmental revenues from this new
target. The attack has resulted in multiple increases in
valuation over prior assessments without any substantial
change in the existing physical plant or the value of the
underlying real estate. This has been the case not only

with recently constructed proiects, but also with conversions of older holels, condominiums or apartment
houses.

Such an approach only could have a very significant
adverse impact on the timeshare industry. The problem
nol only was the impacl of the tax levy, but also the
chaos resulting from trying to implement future proiects
without any set of clear rules.
ln response to the resulting furor and under strong pressure from the timeshare industry, the state legislature
enacted new slatutes specifying the manner in lvhich
assessments are made; and the state's Board of Equalization followed with an assessment reSulation directed to
the county assessors. The timeshare concept now has

been defined by statute. However, given lhe impact of
Proposition l3's passage and the confusion and complexity of the resulling statutory law and regulations,
certain fundamental problems and anomalies remain.
lndeed, it may be said the recent legislation and regulations only gloss over the existing confusion.

Powell Place And Casitas Del Monte
ln order to evaluate the initial situation in California,
here are two specilic timeshare proiects. Both examples

are somewhat dated because the contested assessments
occurred before the enactment of Section 998 and the
Board of Equalizations issuance o{ Rule 472. However,
the examples illustrate the ma8nitude of the assessment
increases and certain unsolved problems.

Powell Place for many years had been a residential hotel

and apartment house located on San Francisco's Nob
Hill, a center for tourists and business travelers to the
Stanford Court, Fairmont and Mark Hopkins Hotels. Also

it is near the financial district, the center of the city's
business activity and immediately adjacent to lhe intersection of the two historic cable car lines. ln its urban
center location, the Powell Place timeshare project was
envisioned for use both by visiting tourists and by business travelers.

The other example is Casitas Del Monte, a low-rise resort complex situated in the Palm Springs area of Riverside County in Southern California. Unlike Powell Place,
Casitas Del Monte is a destination resort with swimming
pools, tennis courts and other sports and recreational
amenities.

Both case examples provide hotel-like services inclrrding maintenance, reception, reservations, kitchens and
linen service. Purchasers at bolh projects are provided
exchange privileges with other proiects.

lnitial Reassessment Method And Results
The county assessors of San Francisco and Riverside
Counties determined that valuation for real property tax
purposes would be made based upon the full price paid
for each timeshare interval. For each proiect, this
amount was determined by adding up inlerval purchase
prices as indicated by the value of the transfer tax stamps
placed on each of the conveyancing deeds. As a result of
this assessment technique, the assessed value of Powell
Place changed from fiscal year l98l-82 at$'1,120,7231o

the fiscal year '1983-84 at $9,802,668. ln the case of
Casitas Del Monte, the developer's purchase price and
rehabilitation costs totaled $2,7 25,OOO in 1981. For the
1982-83 fiscal year the new timeshare proiect was assessed at $6,038,422. lndeed, the reassessment for Casi-

las Del Monte actually exceeded the total of all

timeshare purchase prices paid. ln that case, the assessor
took the position that because all limeshares are fundable, he was not restricted to the actual price paid, but
rather was free to assess across the toard on the basis of

the highest price paid for any one unit.

Both case examples involved existing structures, and
although certain rehabilitation efforts had been undertaken, no significant physical plant improvements had
occurred in lhe inlerim between assessments. The
change to timeshare use alone was the basis for these
drastic increases in assessment. The county assessors
saw an opportunity to tarBet a new and as yet undefined
product, and they took advantaBe of that opportunity

with

BUsto.

By simply cumulatinB the various purchase prices, the
county assessors included not only the underlying land
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and physical improvements, but also all the tangible personal property items such as furnishings, sports equipment and office equipment since under California's real
property tax system, personal items are nol part of a real
property lax assessment; all the intangible personal
property items such as the value of management, main-

tenance, maid services, accounting, recreational services and reservations together with all of the other incidental services provided by a hotel-like timeshare project; and ri8hts to participate in exchanges with other
projects at different locations at different times. Addi'
tionally, no offset was allowed for mark€tin8 cosls or
special financing.

By using the purchase price as a criterion o[ value,.r
whole range of tang,ible and intangible personal prop
erty, together with the developer's entrepreneurial
efforts, were inrorrectly includeri in lhe.rsse:'smenls oi
value. The result w.rs.rn incre.rse in v.rluation and.r
correspon<ling increase in the tax levy from more lhan
200 percenl for Casit.rs Del Monte to almost 9(X) percenl

for Powell Place.
UnseSregated Tax Billing

ln addition to ulilizing lhis rluestionable purch.rse prict'
approach to v.rluation, tax collectors for San Fran< iseo
and Riverside Counties \(,nt tax bills not to the individual
unit owners, but rather to the timeshare owner's ass<lciation for paymenl. By this process, the counties sought k.r
shift the burden of Llx collection costs from the Bovernment to the privately organized owners'associ.rtions. A
segregation of the tax bill and collection procedures
needed to be devised in a fashion similar to the system
employed with multi-owner condominium proiects.
Now this h.rs been partly accomplished by recent statutory additions.
Use And Valuation
The manner in which Ihese initial .rssessments were
made and lhe process by which the tax bills were transmitted raised a wide range o{ questions with respect to
real property taxation of timeshare inlerests in California. California law requires that real property be assessed .rt its full value and at its highest and b€sl use. Is
the mere multiplication of the number of timeshare in'
terests sold by the various purchase prices a reflection o{
full value? lI highest and best use is the ultimate criteria,

are condominiums, hotels and apartment houses not
susceplible to timeshare usage; and shouldn't these
properties be valued on an identical basis? ls the tax lien,
as securily for payment o[ the lax bill, to be imposed on
the single defaulting timeshare interval or upon the
timeshare proje( I as a whole? The last question is further

complicated by the fact that lax bills were not being

transmitted to individual owners but rather to the
associalion which, in turn, has no direct liability for payment of the tax. What approa< h can be taken to remove
both tangible and int.rngible pt'rsonal property items not
otherwise susceptible to real properly tax frcm the overall assessment? ls there a rational formula k) determine
(he value of the exchanpie riBhts or must such rights be
42

valued and subtracted from the real property tax assessment only on a case-by-case basis?

have been attained on a more secure mortga8e inveslment in the same property.

Thmries Of Valuation

There are various forms of investment that seek to combine the benefits of both debt and equity investments,

There are three Benerally accepted theories to measure
the value of real property for tax purposes: the current
replacement cost of improvements toSether with the cost
of the land; sales data for comparable properties and the

capitalization of income approach. These melhods of
valuation .rre the basic and universally accepted
approaches to real property evaluation. The mere multiplication of purchase prir:es by the number of intervals
sold does nol fit any of the accepted criteria for appraisal. Time.,hare ( onveyirn( es dll ( ontain slringent restrictions for the use of the property by each timeshare own-

er; owner's rights are always restricted lo time.rnd
usu.rlly limited k) a particular unit or available model
type. Ordinarily the timeshare owner does not have lhe
ability to make changes in physical improvements such
as altering lhe room configurations or redecorating.
These limitations have a negative impact on the value of
the timeshare owner's real property inleresl in the projecl. Furthermore, the purchase price of an interval in a
timeshare project includes the right to use specified per-

sonal property items su(h a: furniture, d€cor, sp()rts
equipment, etc., toSether with lhe use of certain intangible personal property rights, including the riSht to receive hotel-like:ervices and to exchange for other intervals or locations at the same or different times.
The purchase price multiplicalion approach is not lhe
equivalent of full value, but is a highly inaccurale and
irralional overstatement of valuation. The whole v;rlue of
the timeshare proiecl does not equal the sunr of ils gross

parts as reflecled in the purchase price for each
timeshare inlerv;rl. Such an approach to valuation gives
no offsetting credit for the higher than usual marketinB

costs required to merchandise the timeshare product
and provides no discount for special financing.
The general criteria o{ value for real property tax assess-

ment purposes is market value. To determine market
value, one nlust contemplate a hypothetical purchase

inclurling < onvertible mortgdSe\, pJrli( ipdtinS mort.
gages, ioint ventures and mortgaSes with purchase options. The objectives of all these hybrid sophisticated
forms of investmenl are to provide higher initial yields,
more predictable income streams and greater security
than conventional all-equity purchases. The equily features seek to provide greater inflation-hedge apprecia'
tion than is possible with all-debt investments.

There is "r very wide range of variations that can be
struclured among the different investment formats. The
basic trade-off in any hybrid investment is current yield
versus fulure appreciation, but each property is unique,
and every hybrid investment must be hilored kr the eco
nomic expectation of the property as well as k) the in-

vestment Boals Of the investor.
lncome tax considerations play a very imX)rtant role in
the choice of an investment vehicle. While a tax-exempt
investor m.ry realize higher over.rll returns from a mortgage investment, a tax.rble investor may find the depreciation nnd interest deductions ass()ciated with leveraged rcal estate equity investnrents provide higher.rfter-

There are two principal legal problems associated with
convertible morlgages. The first is referred lo.,r: "ckrgBing the equity of redemption" and arises out of certain
leg.rl cases that held the option of the mortg.rgee was not
enforce.rble. ln these cases, lhe borrower was able to
simply pay r>ff the outstanding balance of the mortg.ige,
thereby effet ting the "equily of rtdemption" and was
relieved of the obliB.rtion ltl sell the prolxrty under the

alternnlive frlrm <li investmenl.

A st'cond legal problem <oncerns the enforceability of

It is import.lnt b consull wilh tax counsel to determine
the extent to which income tax consideralions will influence the choice of an investment stru(lure, particularly because the recently passed tax legisl.rtion has had
a rigni[it ant inrl,,.l( I on real e\tate rnv(,\tmenls.

the opti()n in the event o[ the borrower's b.rnkruptcy. ln
general, the trustee in bankruptcy r an void the convt rsion option. Not.rll states have had cases in which convertible mortBage options were declared void, but many
majt.rr U.S. lending institulions will not issue convertible
mortgage option:, as.r m.rner of policy. C)n the other
hand, there are numerous lenders who tlo m.tke convertible mortgages arrd are willing to.r(cept the leg.rl risks.

Convertible Morttages
The convertible mortBage is J debt instrument lhat has
an equity conversion option. DurinB the term of the
mortgage, interest is paid .rs it would be on a conventional mortSage; however, at some specified date in
the future, lhe mortSagee has the option of converting

lhe out:landing bal.rnce of lhe nrort8dSe ink) a

pre-

tion of market value. The best indication would come
from comparable units conveyed in a resale market. ln
that situation, the necessity of the developer to sell
would be absent as would the pressure of the marketing
campaign. Unforlunalely, there is no substantial resale
market from which to obtain the necessary comparabil-

to-value ratio is usually higher so the borrower can
obtain a gre,rter amount of financing and consequently
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However, if the property does not perform as expected,
the lender may have received a below-market, fixed relurn and have liltle or no (aprtal Jppre( iation upon ex
ercise of the option. The risk of foreclosure is greater
th.,rn with a conventional mortgage, because the loan{ovalue r,rtio is usually higher.

option provision.

determined percentage of ownership in the property.

go along with timeshare ownerships and the

ercised, the lender usually acquires a controlling interest
in a mature property, wilh the benefit of several years'
prior knowledge oI the property's operations.

tax relurns th;rn could be achieved with any other

and sale transaction belween an informed seller having
no compulsion to sell and an informed buyer having no
compulsion to buy. The actual selling price of the specific unit being asse:sed is not controlling in a determina-

ity data.
By oversimplificat ion, lhe equating of purchase pri<es
with market value has < aused assessors' offices to leap lo
the conclusion that an .rggregation of all purchase prices
is equivalent to the overall value of the p()perly as a
whole. However, lhat app().rch is an erroneous leap in
logic which disregards lnth the inherent restrictions th.rt

Lenders find convertible mortSaSes attractive because
the lender has lhe creditor priority of secured debt and
an assured immediate income stream from the fixed-rate
relurn on the debt. When the option is exercised, the
appreciation in property value can be realized. This position may not only assure a higher IRR over the term,
but also provides a good, up-front return as evidence of
the qu.:rlity of the investment. When the option is ex-

A convertible mortBaSe is attractive to a borrower for
several reasons: the interest rate is usually somewhat
below the rate for conventional mortgages, and the loan-

requires less equity capital. The borrower retains all the
tax benefits associaled with ownership unlil the lencler
exerciscs the conversion option. The conversion oplion
cannot be exercised until the borrower has exhausted
most o[ the avail;rble tax lrcnefits, typically a period of
seven k) l0 years. The borrower also usu,rlly, bul not
always, reLlins full mana8ement control over the prop-

erly and is relieved of the cumbersome process of
obtaining approvals frlr mana2lement decisions
characleristic oi a joint venture format. However, once
the option is exercised, control usually p.lsses to the
lender.

Convertible mortllages run lhe risk of being deemed
ioinl ventures by the lnternal Revenue Service, which

can ( ause tax and leplal problenrs for both the lender and

the lrorrower. lf deemed .] ioint venlure, the borrower
loses some portion of the deprecialion and possibly all
the interest deduclions. While lhis does not necessarily
reduce the econonric beneiits to the lender, il can create
cumbersome accountinB problems and increases the
legal risks [or the enforceability o1 the conversion
option.

Mortga8e Plus Oplion
A mortSage plus an option to acquire an equity interest
in a property is simil.rr economically k) a convertible
mortSage. The lender makes..r conventional mortgage
loan with a r.rte that is usually considerably llelow current market r.rtes. As.ur inducemenl to make the m()rtgage loan, he also rect,ives an option to purchase.rn
€quity interest for .rn additional sum of nroney.

Unlike the convertible mo(gaBe, the option to.r(quire
an equity interest is usually complelely independent of
lhe mortgage instrumenl, and the mortg.llle m.}y or may
not survive the exercise of the option. ()ftentimes the
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The New tegislation And Regulalions
The addition of Section 998 to California's Revenue and
Taxation Code is a mammoth step in the right direction.
No longer will the assessors be permitled (as in the cases
of Powell Place and Casitas Del Monte) to include not
only the kitchen sink, but also the cutlery, maid services,
receplion staffing and timeshare exchange rights.

by lohn R. White, CRE and Donald K. Wiest, fr.

However, the section falls woefully short of a panacea,
and many of the problems faced by the timeshare industry remain unsolved in California. By a quick reading
of the new section, one would infer the legislature had
adopted a comparable sales approach to valuation. The
section states the assessment is to be made "by reference
to resort properties, condominiums, cooperatives or
other ploperties which are similar in size, lype and location to the property."

The current real estate investmenl market is characterized by both historically high interest rates and low free
and clear initial equity yields. While interest rates in the
past have generally risen and fallen in resg;nse to the
underlying rale of inflalion, we dre now experiencing a
period of high interest rates relalive lo current inflation
rates. lnterest rates have remained high due to heavy
capitrl demands from both the public and private sectors. The l>udget deficil and uncertainty over our fiscal
policies have also contributed significantly.

However clear thal direction may appear on its face, the
statute is rendered vague because il requires that any
determination of such comparability be added to "an
amount necessary to reflecl an increase or decreasc to
the market value attributable lo lhe fact that lhe property
is marketed in increments o{ time." Even if we are to
accept arguendo that the fact of limesharing alone has
an effect on the value of the underlying real property
improvemenls, the statute provides no direction whatsoever on how such an effect on value is lo be de,
termined or quantified. What this means is that once the
assessor makes a comparability value delermin.ttion using like properties nol in timeshare use, he may then do
whatever he wants to add in or subtracl out value for the
timeshare quality of the proiect.

Despite the high current cosl o{ debt and a moderation
in inflation expectations, initial equity yields on unleverlged real estale have remained low. There is considerable demand for <luality real estate equities from
lrcth domestic and foreign buyers. The recent period of
overbuilding, particularly office buildings, led Io some
sales in many markels at distress prices in the last couple
of years. However, the market for property sales in over-

The statute goes on to provide that any alternate method

built cities remained surprisingly strong because

syndicators were able to bid aggressively for partially leased

properties due to the tax shelter benefits associaled with

this type of property.
The conlinuing growth of investment inlerest in real estate by domestic pension funds has provided a very
competitive markel for prime quality investments. The

pension funds became more active

in i984 than they

toh, *. White, CRE, is lhe chairman and chief exe(utive officet of
landauer Arriocialei, ,n(., lhe New York bitred intenalional rcal estate
consultinq (ompany. He was nalional prc\idenl of the Arneti.an 5,o.iely o/ Rea/ fslate Counsdors in 1969, and i\ a dire<lot of lhe Nalit nal
Rearly Committee.

h@ld

X. Wiesl, h., is d virc prcsident oi Landauer Asso(iates, ln.-,
New york Cily He is re4nnsible f<t provi<ling consulting senices {or
the a.quisilion, dis@stlion, k'asing and linan.ing oi rcal t'slale {ot
cor@late, inslitutional and individual invesbrs lhtoughoul lhe Uniled
Slale\ dnd furcR Previously, he wa5 vi.e president ol Paine Webhet
Prcpenies, lnc , Eoston, MassaahusettiReprinted wtth petmission from Mort8aSe BankinB Maliazine, Decem-

bet 1984, published by the Mo,tga9e Bankers A\\ociation of Ametica.
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simultaneous conveyance of both tangible and intangible
personal prop€rty rights. The mere multiplication of lhe
purchase prices bears no ralional relationship to actual
full market value of the real property interest to be taxed
and very greatly overslates the actual taxable values.

had been in 1982-83 in response b improved economic
conditions, a perceplion of increasing real estate values
as overbuilt space was absorbed, Jnd continuing pressure on pension funds to diversify their inveslments. Behind lheir strategy also was a belief that syndicators
would not lrc as competitive as in the past because of the
restrictive nature of the l9B4 tax act.

may be ulilized. Civen the drafting, one nrusl suppose
these alternates would include a cost analysis or capital,
ization of income. These are the other principally accepted theories. The result is an emasculated statute
which does not do what its timeshare industry proponents anticipated. Rather than linking timeshare
proiects directly to physically similar condominiums
or resort properties, the statute leaves wide open the
methodology for valuing the timeshare quality of the

project. This will undoubledly lead to yet further

IRR

lnstitutional equity investors in today's market generally
seek internal rates of return (lRR) on real estate investments in the 13-15 p€rcent range. To achieve these
returns, the inflation assumption for markel rental rates
must usually average about 5-6 p€rcent per annum over
the proiected holding period. Real estate equities are an
inflation-hedge investment, and the inlernal rate of return woukl increase in response to hiBher Srowlh rates
for market rents. The equity investor runs the risk that if
inflation rates average less than 5 percent over the holding period, the overall return may be less than could
REAL ESTATE ISSUES, SPRIN(7SUMMER I9B5
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ity.

To analyze the problem in yet another way, look again
at one of the two case examples. ln the case of Powell
Place, an existing 60-year old apartment hotel had an

assessed valuation

on the l98l-82 secured role of

$1,12O,72). To derive th.-rt value figure, the San Francisco County Assessor's O{fice used comparable sales data
or had capitalized the existing income stream. To that
assessmenl roll value the new statute would now have
the assessor add something lo reflect the fact that the

property has been converted to a timeshare proi€ct.

What is the increment of value (whether up or down)
that this conversion to timeshare has spawned? How
does the slatute assist the assessors and the timeshare
project developer in determining full value? ls there any
assurance this additional increment of value will be
equalized throuShout the state as to like projects?
The answer is simply no. The assessors are left to speculate as to what methodology should be employed; and
in the absence of any firnr rule or applicable formula, the

timeshare project developer, the owner's association
and the inlerval owners have no tools to use in planning

for the future.
As an outgrowth of the statutory changes discussed, the
Board of Equalization has drafted a new regulation. This

regulation is provisionally designated Rule 472, and

is

entitled, "Valuation of Real Property lnterests and

Timeshare Estates and Timeshare Uses." Rule 472 cor-

rectly addresses some of the basic problems. lt insures
that certain of the tangible and intangible personal property items ought to be excluded. These are the items
which had caused lhe greatest difficulty with the reassessments in our two case examples. ln addition, the
regul.rtion allows for a seasonal adjustment of value,
where appropnate, for seasonal re\orl proje( ls.

The troublesome parts of this reSulation are krund in
certain sections. The new regulation contains lhe same
vice as referenced in the b.rsic lext of its authorizing
statute, Section 998. Again it fails to provide sufficient
guidance on the specific methodology to be employed
in determining the influence of the limeshare use on
value. lt is simply not sufficient to state that lhe assessors
are to "add an.lmount necessary kr reflect any increase
or decrease in such value attributable k) the fact that lhe
subiect property is markeled in increments of time." All
this says is that the assessors m.ty lake into consideration
the properly being marketed on a limeshare basis rather
than otherwise.
Subsection (i) of the rule appears to empower the assessors to utilize any of the generally recognized alle'rnative
methods of evaluation whether it be cosl of replacement, comparable sales or capitalization of income. Yet

it Bives no guidance for utilizing these tools in the
timeshare context. The result is enough to be constitutionally suspecl.
Unfortunately, while Section 998 and Rule 472 may
help to avoid some of the dire problems faced in the
initial reassessments of the two case examples, neither
the statute nor the rule provide any specific guidance on
how the timeshare quality of the property is lo be valued
separately. Presumably different timeshares and locales
will have different bases of value. lt does not appear
there is any universal formula applicable to timeshare as
a whole. But perhaps a generalized methodology can be

developed which can be applied to take into.rccount
particular variations.

A discussion of Revenue and Tax.rtion Code Sections
2lBB.tt and 2188.9 could well be the subject o[.rn enlirely 5ep.rale discussion since lhe seclions raise a

TUSCHKA: CALIFC)RNIA REAL PROPERTY TAXATI()N ()F TIMESiIARE INTERESTS
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number of very interestinB public policy issues. The
following is a brief review of the leaseholds the statute
provides: upon written request, the assessor will prepare
separate assessmenls for the timeshare interests in a
timeshare proiecq once a request is made, all subsequent timeshare owners are bound; the separate assessments are cumulated for purposes of preparing the secured tax role; the cumulated assessment shall be a lien
on the entire timeshare project; a single tax bill containing an itemized breakdown applicable to each separate
assessment will be prepared and transmitted to the
timeshare proiect orBanization or owner's association;
the county in which the timeshare project is located may
charge an initiation fee for the first time cost of separately assessinB and for the ongoing implementation not
to exceed the actual cost; and this amount is to be included in the tax bill lransmitted to the timeshare proiect
organization. The section dealing with fee interests differs in that the lien too is segregated. This is consistent
with lien rules in the real property tax system.
ln the case of leasehold, while separate assessmenG are
prepared if requestd, the bill is sent to the timeshare
owner's organization and a lien is imposed on the proiect as a whole. Yet the obligation to pay ostensibly lies
with the timeshare interval owner. The section also imposes a significant burden on the timeshare organization

to provide detailed information with its sesregation
request and annual updated information. With other
types of property, the assessor's office would garner such
information through a review of the county recorder's
office of public records. The general public, not the
property owner, ordinarily bears the administrative cost
of the tax system. lt is not so with timeshares.
One effect of imposing the costs of administration on the
timeshare owner's association is that the burden may fall
very unevenly among the various California counties.

Counties where destination resort locations are concentrated may be able to computerize collection efforts;
and by streamlining the methodology, the per unit costs
will be substantially reduced. ln other counties where
only a few timeshare proiects exist, the costs of collection usinS less streamline methodology will be substantially greater on a per unit basis. Once again the

possibility of significant inequities exist.
The Califomia l-easehold Anomaly
One of the stranSer progeny of the post Proposition

COMING NEXT ISSUE
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flurry of statutory enactments has been the definition of
change in ownership. Section 5'l (c) (1) of the Revenue
and Taxation Code provides a change in ownership will
occur and thus trigger a reassessment upon the creation
of a leasehold interest in taxable real property if the term
is 35 years or more including written renewal optionsThe creation of a learhold for less than 35 years, in-

cluding wrinen renewal options, does not constitute a
change in ownership. Thus, where a timeshare use is
created by a leasehold of less than 35 years, no change
in ownership has occurred and

thqe will be no reassess-

ment for real property tax purposes even thou8h the
entire property is devoted to such timeshare usage.
As a result of this definitional anomaly, a strange situation has developed in California. Some of the less than
3s-year timeshare uses, based on a leasehold interest,
are not subiect to reevaluation for real property tax purposes while the identical interval (in terms of time, space
and amenities) will be subject to reassessment if it is a
fee or a leasehold exceeding 35 years. This concept is
based on the rationale that a lease of 35 years or more is
the substantial equivalent of a f€e interest, and thus trig-

gers reappraisal for real property tax purposes as

Join the Celebration!
REAL ESTATE ISSUES is enjoying its 10th year ol publication, and to @mmemorate this event the Fall/Vvinter 1985 number has been designated as the
anniversary issue.
To highlight the occasion, the editors and stafl of REAL ESTATE ISSUES proudly

will announce the lirst winner ol the Ballard Award for an article submitted lor
publication in 1985 that best exemplilies the high standards of contenl maintained
in the journal. The annual $500 prize has been donated by the William S, Ballard
Scholarship Fund in memory of Mr. Ballard, a former CBE.
The real celebrants of this anniversary are our readers whose Ioyalty and supporl
have made REAL ESTATE ISSUES well known and respecled among the leading
real estate publications.

Thank you,
Editors and Staff
REAL ESTATE ISSUES

a

change in ownership. The same rules apply in the nontimeshare contexl. The problem is only magnified with
timeshares because of the very significant increases in

assesd value found by the county assessors with respect to properties converted to timeshare usage. This
strange circumstance provides a window of relief to
potential future timeshare project developers. By selling
timeshare intervals with terms of less than 35 years, neither the timeshare interest nor the proiect as a whole will
be subiecl to reassessment for real property tax purposes. The taxable unit remains the underlying undivided fee interest. Only on a conveyance of the fee
does a change of ownership occur triggering a reassessment. The disadvantage is it is more difficult to market a
short-term leasehold than a fee interest or a long-term
lease.

William S. Ballard
Known affectionately as "Bill," William S. Ballard died in 1971 leaving behind a
legacy of accomplishments that have atlected and enhanced our everyday lives.
Bill Ballard was part ol a lamily business in Boston lounded by his lather William H.

Ballard. The company was a leading management, appraisal and consutting ,irm in

its area, managing and leasing over 80 @mm€rcial industrial properlies. The
corrcept ot an induslrial park |yas one ol his creations. Working along with Jerry
Blakley ot Cabot, Cabot and Forbes, Mr. Ballard conc-und and built the first
industrial park in the country on Roule '128 in Boston.

The William S. Ballard Scholarship Fund was established by the Real Estate
lndustry of New England in 1972 tollowing Bill's death the previous year. lt is an
honor lor the American Society of Beal Estate Counselors to have been selected
as a recipient of funds from this dislinguished resour@.
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scop€ of issues to be addressed. Nor can one individual
span the array of issues within the broad sequence ofasset
manaSement steps suggested in Exhibit I . As a result. real
estate markel analysis as a cottage industry of generalists
is nearly over.

will be a land planner, mechanical engineer, architect,
financial analyst, political liaison specialist and one or
more market researchers. This team will support the developer as employees or as a subcontracting professional
is socially preferred to facilitate dissemination for an understanding of the market on
a cumulative basis to multiple developers. However, currently the creation of value depends primarily on market
research that will provide a proprietary, competitive dif-

firm. The subcontracting firm

Conclusions
RecoSnition that market research for real estate requires
investigation of a broad front of behavioral interfaces

within economic, engineering and architectural con-

ferential leading to a confidential, in-house data base

strainls is the first step toward recognition that real estate
analysis will become a clinical service of related specialists rather than the province of conage industry Beneralists. The shift of investment capital by fiduciaries toward
real estate presages large increases in market research
budgets for both proposed and existinB income property

development. The learning curve from research and the
experience curve that provides a timing edge will be key
to monopolistic op€rations of institutionalized real estate.

investment to protect the fiduciary against the con-

vices to the Beneral public will evolve into development
firms for their own account because the value created

sequences of negligence in establishinB a marketinB strat-

egy for yield and protection of capital.
Bigger fees to protect decision makers a8ainst the consequences of bigger mistakes will attract and Senerate
largerfirm activities in providing real estate market analysis. For the same reason that accounting firms are taking
over appraisal firms, advertising and public relation firms

will lake over real estate markel research. Political

science firms and research divisions of large advertisinS
agencies are already playing a role in the application of

sophisticated research techniques

to

larBe real estate

proiect marketing problems.
Nevertheless, something is lost when those using the new
well grounded in real estate vernacular, building technique and the theology of land
planning. Therefore, a younS generation of statistical analysts will ioin forces with normative and intuitive problem solvers to provide a clinical array of services as a
coordinated team of market analysts. Within that team

techniques are not

THE PRICINC OF REAI ESTATE BROKERACE
FOR SERVICES ACTUAIIY OFFERED

The result

will be a greatly

by Donald R. Epley and Warren Banks

reduced dissemination of

research methods, findings and demonstrable successes.
Almost inevitably, market research firms providing ser-

through thorough and comprehensive research is so
much Breater than professional fees currently acceptable
for the service.
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It is important to investigate the operation of a market
where houses are bought and sold since a home is usually the largest family investment. Assuming these
purchases are aided by a real estate broker, this article
addresses the manner in which real estate s€rvices are
provided. A frequently asked question is, "Why has
price competition in the real estate commission been
replaced by non-price competition, and does this cause
an inefficient allocation of resources?" This paper presents a model for real estate brokerage charges thal fosters a return to price competition.
M o nopo

I i st i

c

Co

m petit i o n

The real estate brokerage industry has long been characterized by monopK)listic competilion. as shown in Exhibit l. The industry has been easy to enter, many buyers
and sellers exist and each firm atlempts to differentiate
its product by providing unique and better service. As a
result, the Chamberlain tangency of PrQr exists which
causes the public to pay a high price and receive a lower
quantity than it would pay-receive at the purely competitive price of PQ and the quantity Q.
Dt. Dot,ru R. Eplel,

SRPA, is pro{essor ol tinance and rcal estate and
holder of the Robe W. Waffen Chatr of Realt(ate at Miss,rJrppi State
Unive$ y. He lometly held the Vedon Senne( Chair ol Rea/ trtate
and was dtector of the Atkansas Centet fot Reai fs{ate Research a/,d
tducalion al lhe University ol Atkansas. He is the authot ot co author
o{ fov texls n rcaleslale ptincryles, finance, inreslfients and apptaisal, and has published over 60 iournal articles ol rcal estate literature
Dr. Epley has conducte<l rcseakh, le<turcd and published on antittust
applications to real estale ma*eb.

Dr. Warrcn E, Ban*s is prolessot ol finance and the cunent holcler ot
lhe Harcld A Dulan Dtsun9l],shed Ptoletsofihip in (apial fotmation
al lhe Univetsity of Arkansas His de9rees nclude a B-5 8.A., 1.D.,
M.B-A. and a Ph.D He(oncutrcntly hastaughttr] the finance Depa/.ment and the law school, and is the immediate past chai of the formet.
Sry<ializinq rn lhe areas o/ eslale laralr'of) and anutrust, he has authored or co-authored more than 60 antcles tn prciessionzl tat publicalnns on lhe subie<ts of taxation and law.
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lnefficient Real Estate Markets
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Emphasis on Sel/er Service

The license law in all states considers the agency
relationship to exist almost exclusively between the
seller/owner and the licensee. Although an agreement
can be contracted between a buyer/licensee, the agent
almost always represents the seller's interest in a residential transaction. "Let the buyer beware" still is dominant in a real estate transaction.

Civen the emphasis upon the seller/licensee relationship, the agent is taught that the bread-and-buner income lies in listing. Placing a seller's property under
contract gives the agent the right to locate an eligible
buyer, builds an inventory to show potential buyers and
provides a shared commission if an agent from another
firm sells the property. Since commissions are higher
when the agent sells a property from his/her own inventory, the emphasis remains upon first, listing and
second, showing and selling one's own listings.

TPLEY and BANKS: THE PRICING OF REAL ESTATE EROKERACE FOR SERVICES ACTUALLY OFFERID
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Payment fot Successful Services Only
The agent is paid only when a property is sold; unsuccessful services are unrewarded. For this reason, prospective agents are taught in their prelicensing and
postlicensing courses to qualify the purchaser early in
the buying process by assessing their motivation and
ability to purchase. A buyer who is simply shopping can
have high motivation but insufficient income/assets to
qualify for a loan, or they may possess a casual anitude
but have the ability to buy.

Since many real estate firms charge a commission for
their wide range of services, the industry suffers from the
free riderr problem. For example, ABC Realty free rides
on the markel development of DEF Realty when the lar
ter provides uncompensated benefits. This occurs when
DEF gives the customer more knowledge and information lhrough individual counsel and/or advertising, but
the buyer still purchases a home from ABC because of a
lower rate. The usual method used to address this issue
is the legal concept of abandonment.
Abandonment
All prospective aBents are taught to determine if the
buyer is qualified to buy and not release them by failing
to provide service. lf an agent can prove the buyer was
not released when a sale is concluded, a claim can be
made for a share of the commission from the listing
broker.

An agent typically abandons a buyer when lhey conclude the buyer is just shopping, has insufficient

assets

or cannot make a decision. Abandonment occurs when
the agenl's expected marginal revenue from the sale becomes less than the expected mar8inal cost. Having
made this decision, the agent releases any claim to a
commission should the buyer begin again with a second
agent and makes an offer on a property shown by the
first agent. ' This point of law has been used by agents lo
claim a commission or part of one in order to recover
their expenses. ASents are taught by their brokers not to
abandon a prospective buyer, physically or emotionally,
during waking hours until all the possible avenues of
purchase are exhausted. Civen this, an iSnorant but serious buyer has little opportunity to gain education and
lower the variance of commission rates by shopping
around among real estate offices.
lnexperienced and Uninformed Agents
Prospective agents may satisfy the prelicensing education requirement by taking various courses ranging from

college credit hours in real estate to private business
school cram courses taken before lhe examination.
Once licensed, an a8ent in most states has the option of
continuinB his/her learning through optional continuing
education courses offered through the Realtors@ trade
t

ln addition to inadequate prelicensing educational requirements and predominately voluntary continuinB
education requirements, the course work taken typically
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Monopolistic Competition and
Chamberlain Equilibrium
D

LonS Run Average Total
Cost

beauty and chance. No mention is made of obsolete
terminology such as highest and best use studies, feasibility analysis or other similar nonspecific types of consulting products.

Promotional Research

cash budgets and time pressures have tended to prefer
research models based on truth by assertion or intuitive
beauty, rather than carefully crafted statistics of behavioral research. The emergence of more elaborate
techniques is highly correlated to the appearance of high
rates of compound interest and saturation of generic
space markets so profit margins and survival depend on
monopolistic market and pricing. Low cosl data process-

channels, messages and subliminal codes that communicate and motivate the customer. ln the case of real
estate, the product is so big it envelops the customer as a

Pr
I

P

area residents so the ultimate land use plan from the
outset avoided river bank development and the other
clich6s of recreational land. The attractions of the Kenai
were apparent, and consumers would come under any
rules and conditions imposed by local constituents. Land
use of any type is first dependent on collective political
approval, and therefore real estate concepts must first be
marketed to those who control the political process.
Promotional rerarch is defined as investigation of media

D

Free Rider

association.

EXHIBIT

---_r_
I
I

Q,QD,D
DD=

demand curve facing retailer under restricted entry
free entry
lowest point on the long run averaSe total cost curve
demand curve facing retailer under free entry with a
homogeneous p.oduct

D'D'= demand curve facin8 retailer under

PE=

do€s not concentrate on salesmanship and brokerage.
Real estate only recently has become a topic worthy of
academic sludy as evidenced by the scarcity of schools
offering the subjecta and the absence of real estate
course work in the curriculum of the more prestigious
schools.5 The need for academic programs has contributed to a lack of real estate research which usually
accompanies instruction. Real estate journals also are
few in number and typically do not emphasize the higher level of abstract reasoning required by the more prestiBious publications. Until recent, the texts used in these
courses were basically institutional, historical and topically oriented. A student would learn a Sreat deal about
the history of the FHA and the details of a deed, but
would not acquire the needed background from an analytical decision maker.
Most of these academic courses and many of the trade
courses cover technical topics such as finance, law, appraisal, investment and management, but do not teach
salesmanship and brokerage. The prevailing attitude is
that these subiects are not academic but topics for continuing education courses and appropriately left to the
individual firms and brokers. Also many private trade
schools provide instruction for the licensing exam,
however, the two main testing services, ETS and ACT, do
not cover this topic.6 Thus the beginning agent has very
linle instruction on how to work wilh a client.z
Once a student passes the licensing exam and becomes
an agent, he/she is immediately placed in direct contact
with the public and instructed to obtain a listing, counsel
the seller on market trends and the correct listing price,
present an offer to the seller, write a counteroffer and
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primary media using forms, colors, textures as well

as

spatial layouts to communicate sensitivity to the needs of
the prospect. While merchandising and political research
identify the potential irritalions and misfits of prospect to
existing real estate accommodations, promotion is concerned with communicating how the propos€d real estate
enterprise combination of space, time, service and
cosmetic anributes will reduce irritation for the activity to
be enclosed. lrritation is both technical and perceptual
and stems from the following four fundamental motiva-

l) desire to avoid physical discomfort in
accommodatinB lhe p€rson to the environment; 2) incentive to profit by reducing economic inefficiency in the
use of people and resources in order to improve net
spendable cash flow or transferable wealth; 3) need to
tions:

Naturally, the utilization of the more sophisticated market research techniques is somewhat cyclical as methods
and formats become identified with innovators and successful real estate entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial egos,

ing was a timely and coincidental aid to this shift of
entrepreneurial aftitudes towards research. Real estate
needs to break the stereotyp€ of report titles and normative formats as well as the presumption that appraisers do
market research. Nothing in appraisal training relates to
decision theory for enterprises in the real world or modern methods of gathering and interpreting data to facilitate these decisions. Real estate analysis is no longer an
exercise in modeling of real estate futures with normative
and inluitive models with a generic format and a narrow

EXHIBIT 2

reduce anxiety and stress for physical well being; 4) need

for enhancement of status and social well being.

Biological evolulion indicates surviving organisms are
those which specially adapt so the necessities of survival
are accomplished by using less energy, incurring less
stress and enjoying more relaxation and comfort. Sim-

Ceneralized Allocation Of Market Research Methods
For Real fstate Asset Management
Trulh-

Eeauly

Norniative

(lntuilive)

ilarly, real estate that survives contributes to the enclosed
establishment in much the same way.

Crrvila(ional

Technical irritation, which has historically stimulated improved planning, is the obiective of merchandising research, while perceptual dissatisfactions existing in the
mind of the beholder can be diffused and exploited by

Shifl share
C.'nsus dala and
planning counts
s(xial piototypes

means of promotional research. Better merchandising
may improve the speed of elevator service in an office
building, while promotional research may place mirrors
at the elevator floor slop to distract those who might
otherwise perceive the elevators to be slow.
lntegration of Market Methods and Available Talenx

The four convenient dichotomies of real estate market
research in the previous section interact with the formation ofstrateSic hypotheses and finally strategic programs
for the real estate asset manager. Appropriate techniques,
budgets and objectives of each category of markel rerarch shift over the timeline of the real estate asset
management problem. A preliminary effort to indicate
the sequencing and changing conlent of real estate market research studies over time is provided in Exhibit 1, a
matrix of development staging and research objectives.
Exhibit 2 provides a matrix of research techniques now
utilized in market analysis classified as models of truth,

Chance.
Statistiral

Subtr'(tive l()le

Dynnmi( lime

Delphr sludr('s

forecasting
ReSresslon analy

Clusler an.rlysis

needs)

Mer.handise Non-systematic
suryeyresear( h

Competitive prcpeftY inventories
Standard plan
5€l€(tion

t(xu! 8roup6
Personal

logs Random icle
dinrie5 phone survey

[xperience
Marketrng

AlD.nalysis
MultFdirn€nsional
5caling

fmus
liti(al p(xes!

Fackn analysis

inleryrew Conpint analy5is

groups

PeEonal

[xpen

inlerview

opinion
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Prerin.t voting
profiles
LeSislrlive volinS
records

Sl.lndard.]dvcdis
models, testing

Contoint rnaly$i\
Random Iele

e5l.1blish.d

bualdins iorms

Lrctilc (odo\
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amenity ne€ds, and to specify levels ofeffective demand.
(According to a Chicago builder, the market for two-

time, empirical research of the prospects will strive to

different family status groups.) The objective is always to
define a subset with the highest level of interest in the
subject matter to maximize survey response rate and
intensity of execution of survey formats. Various devices
may be used deductively to make the scope of empirical
research manageable, cost effective and directly involved
with market prosp€cts. Prospect lists may include comparable building tenant rosters, crisscross telephone directories and yellow sections, professional lists, street
directories, subscription lists, license numbers, etc.
Merchandising research is also concerned with an inventory of supply that is determined to be competitive
and therefore defines the competitive standard of attributes taken for granted by the consumer. At the same

specific time, place and group.

bedroom townhouses may be subdivided amonS l3

identify the competitiveedBe and motivational appeals to
overcome inertia and to permit monopolistic pricing for a

Political Research
Political research

is

defined as primary research of speci-

fied subses of political decision makers and their constituents in order to anticipate and influence legislative
decisions, commission rulings and anitudes of specific
political persons and blocs. Projects must b€ marketed to
collective consumers to minimize the generation of polir
ical resistance to the project by inadvertently providing
features or marketinB themes that stimulate ne8ative political action. The only project with buildinS permits on
the Kenai River spent its research budget on identifying
the environmental concerns and design preferences of

EXHIBIT

SuMivision
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Absorption rates tor

land

space
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Stalislical studies of
economac, demo-

Rate o{ creation and
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technical and en-
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a88re8ate occupan.

vironmenlal trends

cy of comparable

Property-Managernent
Phase

Rr)lbver r.ltes

plv
Markel

Sraphac, political,

Monitor compelilive
supplies and terms

lnfluentaalperson

Capture rale for siles

analysis

Capture rate for
occupanB by producl prace and tenant

course, their information is Boing to be minimal.
Tradeofl analysis of
fealures

profile
Research of required

Merchandi5e

arnenities

Obieflive

lmpact analysis, .e-

gional fiscal, en'

Land use control
approval process
and power slruclure

Research of competilive standard and
competitive edge
focus groops

Feedbacl from
m<xlel sprce

Building permit
approval pro.ess
and power struclure

Monopoly of

ments

enlille-

Tenanl canvass for
renovalions and servi( e innovalions and
expansaon demand

Feedback from neigh-

borhood and political
8roup9

lransponation impact5

Tesling for political
image

Poliracal

Ob,ective

ldentificationof
longterm visual and
loaation perception

lma8ery for neiShborhood 8roups and
contiguous property

Conversion rate of
prospects

Define channels of
communication aM

ResigninS of tenrnl
lease maturilies

sales

codes

T6linB of advertisin8 effecliveness

Public relations research for buildin6
manaSemenl

Obiective

Str.ltegic

i0

Sub,stituteforecasl
in8 skills for risk
capital

Sub6litute presales

and public capital
to finance public infraslructure

Position for unique
proiect and timing
to redu.e capital

unless forced; add to this the concept of client ignorance. The maiority of buyers are ignorant of the steps
involved in a real estate transaction to make a rational
decision on the substance of the service provided, An
analogy would be the spectator who enters a basketball
game at the half. He regards himself an expert on the
subject and uses that information to make decisions concerning the whole game. Unless the client has sufficient
experience to cover all the steps, invest the time in read-

ing a decision-making textbook, or take a principle

proiect5

Obieclive

As the novice becomes experienced, a learning curve
be8ins to operate. But the young aBent is not Boin8 to
decrease the price of the service unless mandatory since
they are providing a professional service. This is much
like purchasing a new car and offering the list price. The
sales agent is not Soing to lower the price until the buyer
offers a lower price.
From an educational point of view, a new agent is often
ignorant of the service mechanics involved in brokerage
while older agents do not want to lower commissions

1

Objectives And Subiects For Real Estate Market Research
PreJevelop.n€nt

generally satisfy the needs of the buyer and the seller.
The usual reaction of a novice is to assume that a large
quantity of unknown duties and skills must be performed
on a typical sale because these thinBs are done by colleagues in order to earn a living from commissions.
When the broker tells the beginning agent to char8e a
certain percentage for lhe commission (determined not
by what other firms are doing but derived from the firm's
own cost analysis)8, it is done with a lack of understanding that there are still more services to be performed for
the client.

or
.orporate liquidalion

Price for elaslicaly
matched lo scale o[
production

Estate lransfer

To control variable

Nexl user or investor
market analysi5

formats

risks
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Promotion Of Price Competition
U nbundling the Commission
Price competition in real estate brokerage fees would be
enhanced if the industry moved to identify and charge
for the services that are actually performed by the
agent.e Currently an agent views the whole spectrum of
salesmanship and brokerage as an available market and
may not anempt to specialize. The specialized agent in
the U-S. is in the minority among real estate firms. An
agent should identify the exact services he/she renders
for a client and then assess a chargeIt is necessary to identify the exact services performed by
an agent for a seller/owner. The primary task is to locate
a buyer who is ready, willing and able to purchase the

lf the seller were completely uninformed about any real estate transaction details, he/
she would probably want to utilize all of these services
and pay a set o( fees equivalent to a full commission. lf
the seller knew an attorney who could perform part of
the required work, the services could be appropriately
seller might require.

reduced.
Assume a situation where the house listed for $80,0OO,
sold for $75,000 and the seller had used all the a8ent's
services including the mana8emenl of the property after
it was vacant. The agent agreed to a fee of $3,100 for all
the services. The fee is not based upon what any other
firm is charging, but comes from the firm's cost fiSures
for what is needed to provide the seller with all the
required services. This type of price structure would promote price competition since the firms could determine
their comparative advantage and specialization. The
agent would charge according to comparative advan-

tage, and the client would only pay for what was
needed. lf the agent wants to pay another broker for
selling the property or for placing it in multi-list, that
decision is made in consultation with the client. Furlhermore, the seller identifies this service and pays a fee for
it, and if the client doesn't want a coop€rating a8ent, he
doesn't pay for it. Under the present commission structure, the s€ller pays the total commission regardless of
who sells the property or per{orms any service.

Unbundling the commission forces a firm to determine
its comparative advantage, to specialize and charge a
compelitive fee relalive to cost. Current non-price competition is replaced with price competition. Since there
are many firms in the market, an equilibrium similar to

the one achieved with pure competition may be
approximated.

The six characteristics of the current real estate brokerage industry are addressed in the following manner:

a.

b.

and accountants by charging upfront for their service regardless of the outcome. This follows the

concept of charging for legitimate problemsolving that may not involve a sale. ln all likelihood, some fees could be charged for contract
preparation and seller/client negotiation while
others would remain on a contingency basis paid
only when a sale occurs. Both types of fees

instructions with respect to price, occupancy, possible
rental, personal property not included, etc- This function
is legally interpreted to mean that a payment is owed the
agent when a bona fide offer is presented to the seller for
the asking price that covers lhe exact lerms in the lisling
For example, Exhibit 2 illustrates the range of services a

cause a lower price and higher quantity similar to

the equilibrium under pure competition providing the firms don't raise their fees to maintain the
same level of revenues. This should change
when, for example, one or more advertise that a
qualified buyer will be found for a fee of $1,50o
regardless of the property's market price.
Payment for lJnsuccessful Services: The industry
has long wanted to equate its professionalism

with other service professions such as attorneys

prop€rty. The seller interp.ets this performance as a
marketing function. The agent locates a buyer, qualifys
him,/her, shows the property, locates financing and remains in a fiduciary relationship by following the seller's

contract.r(t

Monopolistic Competition: Unbundling will

should foster competition.

c.

Free Rider; The chance for uncompensated bene-

fits lessens.
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EXHlBlr 2
Samples Services Available and Charges
Scwkes Availeblc

l.

l.

Counsel the Client

a. Explanation of the Eusiness and Sale of Firm's Coodwill and Reputation
b. Market Analysis of Trends to Determine List Price

c.

Determine the Condition of the Property for Ma.ketability

Cha'tes
$

l0OO total

a

$200

b

$loo

c

$so
or$

Arrange for Professional Home lnspection/Warranty

d. ldentify Critical Property-Neighborhood

Factors lnfluencinS Value

50

d

$3oo

Such as fasement, Water, Sewer, Zoning. Schools, Traffic Law

ll.

e.

Suggest and Arrange the Eest Financin8 for Marketing the Property

('

f.

$r00

W.ile the Listing Contract

t

$s0

ll.

Locate a Buyer (S€ller) Who is Ready, Willin8. and Able

a.

Use

All

$l5OO total

Forms of Advenising to Contact Potential Buyers (Sellers)

$ 7s0

Cash Expenditu.es (newspape6, leners, radio, magazines, etc.)

included

Noncash Expenditures (phone calls, pErsonal visits, etc.)

b. Write Contract of Sales and

lll.

included

Supervise the Escrow Account

c.
d.
e.

Show Property

f.

Arrange Financing for Buyer (Seller)

$3s0

Present Offers

d

$so
f.

lll.

Manage Property

V.

d.
e.
l.

Use

Of

Fees 8y Other Professions

Litigation has surrounded both the fees and commissions
charged in other professions. Though similar to a commission, the architect's practice of charging a percent of
4a

included

lV.

V.

$250 total

Sum $2950 w/o management
$ll O0 with managemenl
cost has b€en judicially upheld.'r lt also is true that in
noncriminal litigation an attorney may agree to charge
only if the outcome of the case is successful and at a
percent of the amount recovered. This arrangement is
more like a commission than a fee. Nevertheless, most
legal work is performed for a stated dollar amount related to the quantity of work done and the costs to be
covered while still allowing for a margin of profit. For
example, the reasonableness of an attorney's fees has
been held lo depend in parl upon the anorney's overhead expenses.r2 Other items lo consider inciude the
time and labor required in performing the work, opportunity costs occasiond by accepting employment, accepted customary fees for similar work, the results

obtained and the altorney's experience and
reputalion.rl Attorney5 seem to have abandoned fixed
minimum fee schedules that might or might not fully
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the enterprise decision process for which the data

l.
2.

SettinS enterprise goals, talents and opportunity
search standards (competitive strategy studies)

Reviewing trends to identify suitable opponunity
areas (market study)

l.

SelectinS a consumer target group within an oppor-

4.

tunity area (merchandise study)
FormulatinS a technical program to capture the
opportunity

a.

management of a real estate enterprise, is an effort to deal

c.

dealing holistically with a number of interacting problems, but doing so with a persp,ective orientation. Market
res€arch is now the planners' (rather than their own) way
to discover the perspective that is appropriate, and the
market momentum which can be harnessed to advance
public plans. Planners have learned to give public seg-

mentswhattheywantratherthanwhattheplannerswant.
Planners compete for capital by tapping demand generated cash flows rather than pillaging tax revenues. Thus,
market research has been expanded to serve the external
forces imposing on the real estate enterprise by research-

ing the collective social ethics, values and peer group
perceptions that influence the political process of providing entitlements by means of land use control and capital
allotments from both public funds and regulated capital

a precondition of any private real

estate

enterprise.
Formal and informal survey research is required of large
and small constituencies, including: contiguous property
owners; orSanizd neighborhood-tenant associations;
constituencies sharing common interests such as age,
school children, religion, professions, etc.; community
power structure and media bias; formal pnlitical district
boards and councils; public boards regulating communi-

ty infrastructure; public

boards regulating financial

institutions.

While the search for market opportunity may be in res€archinS the degree of effective demand for a specific set

of benefits, access to that opportunity depends on first
marketing the idea to those who fear they may pay so that
others may benefit. The cosubenefit impact study is a
whole new class of market research for products and
services with high public profiles-such as real estate,
medicine, transportation and energy.

Securing entitlement in the public sector (politi-

cal research)

b.

with sets of interactinB problems as a whole. The new
emphasis in planning, as Ackoffa has suggested, is not iust

is

required.

Market Rerearch {or Public Planning
Although market research always has been identified by
consumerism, market research also has become a major
data input for planning in the public sector. Planning, like

markets as

$200 total
$200

Payment to a Cooperating Agent for Locating a Buyer (Seller) and

Abandonment: The use of abandonment would
be reduced or completely eliminated.
Uninfotmed and lnexperienced Agentsi ABents
would become more proficient since they would
be specialists similar to other professions.
Uninformed Euyers: With the reduced use of
abandonment, the buyer would be able to shop
around and select the optimum service. Referrals
would be based upon the depth of the service
provided as opposed to the breadth of the service
which may vary in quality.

100

$150 total if needed

Prepare Relevant Senlement Statements and lssue Checks

Use of Multi-List

$

included

Settlement

a.

$200

Rew.ite Counte,offe./Offer Contracts

a. Supervision While Vacant
b. Supervision While Renting

lV.

$so

b

antagonist relationship, the protagonist researcher must
carry out some degree of research for data that will contribute toward a reduction in resistance, avoidance of
resentment, dissolution of misinformation and motivation of constructive response. The responsibility of market research for the real estate enterprise only recently has
been correctly expanded to include every aspect of anticipation and control of the behavioral interfaces which
represent in total the external forces shaping the enterprise and the internal communications within the enterprise which shape its response.

5.

Defining competitive standards and conditions
required for entry (competitive proiect analysis)
Finding competitive differentials in the private
sector (consumer research)

lmplementing the program designed to capture the

opportunity (promotion studies)
6. Operating lhe proSram over time to realize the
goals of the program

7.

Cenerating feedback of data with which to modify
and improve implementations of numbers 1 6.

Note that marketing research in some format is involved
in all seven steps except the implementation and oprerating phases called Property Development and Management. These phases are omitted only because the feedback process is separated from operations.

Market Research
Market research is defined as research of secondary data

sources to define trends, patterns of geographic
fragmentation and clusters of market segmentation which

scale the size of any enterprise opportunity and provide a
link between site and marketplace. Shifts in the demand/
supply equilibrium of space/time units will be derivative

of chanSes in: demographic trends; psycho/social value
trends; available investment capital allocations and interest cost trends; technological trends; environmental
trends; ener8y cost impact trends; locational preferences;
income redistribution through federal fiscal budget and
tax policy.
Secondary data are seldom in appropriate scale for a
proposed project and must therefore be disaggregated
into a series of smaller subsets by a variety of devices
initially generated by primary research. The circumference of a trade area, suMivision of demographic data by
a8e, income or marital status, or subsets of aggregate data
by psychographic lifestyle preferences are all examples of
refining the focus of market data to search out a specific

tar8et subset, consistent with enterprise goals and
monopolistic marketinB.

Classification Of Market Research Forms

Merchandisi ng Research

Convenient classifications for marketing research are
somewhdt arbitrary cale8ories of compelitive slrdtegy
formulation, market, merchandising and political re-

Merchandising research is defined as primary research of
specified subsets of customers and competitive supplies
in order to confirm appropriate ratios {or the disaggregation of agBregate dala to identify location, space and

search and promotional studies- These categories parallel
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light because the concept was elegant, and it was

only years later that empirical data supported the
model. Models based on beauty are not always
persuasive since beauty is in the eye ofthe beholder

or communicated by means of the aura

and
trustworthiness of the communicator. For example,
Ceorge Writer segmented the upper end of the
Denver single-family housing market as the Cucci
shirts, the Pendletons and the Brooks Brothers'
button-down. The Ray Ellison folks depend on Professor Lazlo and lifestyle groups.

3.

Behavioral models of chance exploit the increasing

credibility of statistics in scaling, forecasting and
ranking consumer preferences. Statistics can b€
inductive, generated from focused primary re-

course, there are si8nificant dangers in too much precision on data-rich small problems and data-poor forecasts
subject to wide ranges of variables. ln some ways, today's
market research techniques suffer the same problems as
the excitement over the Ellwood technique two decades
ago, when capitalization rates could be computed to six
decimal places, but only two significant numbers were in
the normalized net income forecast.
Still, the scope and format of real estate market research is
limited only by the inventiveness of the researcher in
modeling new connections of easily available data points
and then capitalizing on these market insights throughout
the hierarchy of roles for market research.

The Functional Concerns Of Market Research

search instruments, honest in measuring the degree
offuzziness in the resolution of focus and abused in
terms of power to communicate disinformation be-

The real estate enterpris€ must market concepts, credibility and coop€ration, as well as product, to three major
sets of enterprises. ln order of importance these groups

tween enterprises.

are consumer enterprises, public infrastructure enterprises that provide entitlement and offsite networks of
supporting services and finally reactive enterprises supplying capital, expertise and material. Consumer enterprises are further subdivided among thos€ who actually

Six Critical Elements of a Model
Whichever model genre or format is selected, there are

six elements to the model, the research and the decision
that may follow. These are recognized as: 'l) the question
that needs to be addressed; 2) data availability with plaus-

ible relevance; 3) the hypothesis with which to edit,
structure and focus the data on the question; 4) skills of
the analyst that can be applied with reliability and understanding of the opportunities and pitfalls; 5) the decisionmakers' ability to convert the inferences of the research
model to appropriate action; 6) cost effectiveness of the
modeling process relative to the economic significance
and risk of loss in the action taken.

As a general observation, models concerned with external aggregate forces tend to be fragmented, deductive
and oversimplified because the complexities are so great,
research budgets so small, time is in such short supply
and the larger systems are not yet well understood. The
science of meteorology has more data points than it can
manage, and its models still tend to rely on assertions and
logic to bridge the Baps in understanding. Nevertheless,
the weather cycle is reasonably predictable and so is the
demand and supply for carefully defined real estate units.
Even basic models provide an adequate basis for timing
picnics and office buildings, spring planting and ground
breaking. Disappointment with aggregate data most often
occurs because the user misfits the data to the problem
and not because the basic model never anticipated some

unique phenomenon.

On the other hand, with internal, controllable variables,
the real estate market analyst has the means to develop
inductive, statistical models with a great deal of reliability
in the control of internal decisions relative to the enterprise response to external forces. An explosion of soft-

rent or buy, those enterprises which coalesce temporarily
to influence political decisions and future users who must
be anticipated in the flexibility of product adaptation to
changing times or who will be represenled by self-

appointed proxies for environmental conservation.
Market Research Oblectives
Although random interactions of these groups and the
interplay of their negotiations may be of interest to the
market researcher, critical questions to be answered by
market research models must focus on the following basic topics which represent the building blocks of market
strategy and positioning: potential market gap opportunities consistent with enterprise abilities to capture that
particular segment; profile of prospect psychographics;
proportion of population meetinS prospecl profile; profile of competitive supply meeting prospect needs; proportion of supply historically provided in each period
(absorption rale); product and service standards (defining
competitive standards); product and service differentiation (providing comp€titive edge); product and service
pricing matrix; potential elasticity of revenue; pace and
phasing of production, including economics of scale required for pricinS; penetration required into prospect
profile group as a percentage of period supply (capture
rate); profile of political power segment within entitle-

ment process; psychographics of the votinB constituencies determining entitlement; preconditioned
mindset of the capital sources financing the real estate
dec ision; psychograph lcs of the enterprise's person nel in

terms of suitability to the task at hand.

ware systems simulates parking demand by hour, day and

Other Peripheral Oblectives of Research

season correlated to building tenancy. Energy consump-

Real estate marketing research is systematic information
gatherinB from investigation of any factor influencing
communication, persuasion or specification of needs and
dissatisfactions amonB the various interacting decision-

tion can be correlated to building shape, materials and
site orientation. Linear programming models optimize
elevators. installations, land use mix and all the other
controllable design variables and financing options. Of
8

makers. Wherever there is a potential protagonist/
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cover the costs of a particular anorney due to the likelihood of price-fixing allegalions under the antitrust

The first eliminated a fixed split commission among
coop€ratinS brokers and simultaneously allowed only

laws.la

the dissemination of information for compensation

Similarly when physicians charge for their work they

offered by the listinB broker to any selling broker. The
second removed any restrictions for broker access to a
multi-list service. lf these two recommendations are implemented together, Bartlen argues, the industry should
experience an increased incentiye to compete with price
while still maintaininB the advantages of the shared
rights information pooling system. The protection of
rights in transactions would remain and withdrawal from
the shared system would still mean isolation from the
fragmented market.

consider custom, nature and seriousness of the case, the
amount of attention given to the patient, the professional

skill required and the end result of the

medical

services.r5 Accounlants' fees alrc are generally related
to the amount of time spent, however accountants have
been required to forfeit their fee ii they overstep the
bounds of their profession by practicing law without a
license.r6 Commodity and stock brokers charge a com-

mission, and this practice has resulted in litigation. A
broker was found to have violated the Robinson Patman
ActrT by lowering his agreed commission in order to
permit the sale of a particularly large order at less than
the established price charged other customers for the
same goods.rs ln a similar case, a reduction in commission was held not to be an antitrust violation if it was
,ustified by cost differences.re Another situation that has
been held not lo violate the antitrust laws was the seller
Sranting a quantity discount to purchasers of shares in a
mutual fund.2o Further, a court originally held that the
fixing of uniform minimum commission by members of
the New York Stock Exchange was beyond the scope of
the prohibitions of the antitrust laws, 2r though this practice was later abandoned in favor of the presenl use of
negotiated commissions which, like the fee structure
proposed in this paper, presumably covers costs and a
negotiated profit. The alleged excessiveness of pordolio
management fees has been litigated often under an
allegation that a high fee wastes the assets of the shareholders, and usually without success on the pan of the
plaintiff.r2 An annual charge of l/2 of 1 percent of net
assets has been judicially upheld, though fees of three
and even four times this amounl are not presently
unknown.2'
Thus, some professions (such as stockbrokers) charge
commissions based on selling price while others (such
as accountants, attorneys and physicians) charge a fee
calculated to cover the cost of the work actually performed. lt is lrue the latter's services are nonbrokerage in
nature, but that is no reason to assume legal problems
would occur if a broker's compensation was direclly
related to the services performed. Purveyors of services
are enlilled to charge a reasonable amount and courts
seldom have been unwilling to pare what they perceive
as unreasonable whether stated in dollars or a percentage of dollars. Much of the litigation, especially in the
antitrusl area, surrounds a8reements lo fix uniform rates
and anempts to charge different amounts that are not
relaled lo cost differentials. A negotiable brokerage fee
for services performed thal is designed to cover costs
and provide a comp€titively determined excess, is not
likely to involve legal pidalls.

Other Research
Bartlettii gave two recommendations for increasing
price competition in real eslate brokerage commissions.

Fred Case25 arSues that the single price within any market reflects a competitive pressure which pushes all firms
to a minimum cosl of production. Barllett uses Stigler's

classic article26 lo argue against Case's observation by
statinB (from Stigler) the @ssibility of a dispersion above
a dominant competitive price exists when there is imperfect information on price options. ln such a case, the
minimum costs of production establishes a f/oor. ln the
real estate brokerage business, according to Bartlett,
there is a ceiling with occasional deviations downward
that are not consistent with a comp€titive price that has
deviations r aused by uncerlainly.

Crockett and Yinger2T substantiate Bartlett's argument
that availability to the information in multi-list is germane to enhancing price competition. Yinger goes further and su8sests the creation of a multi-list represents an
unambiguous Bain to society provided it does not establish market power for specific firms.

tvaluation
Two points must be examined with respect to the followin8 three recommendations involving increased dissemination of information from multi-list. First, almost
all MLS boards operate within urban areas, give membership to all brokers who pay their fees and agree to
abide by the bylaws, are aware of antitrust implications
and recent court cases and still charBe commissions that
are not competitive. A major study2s of principal brokers
within one state revealed the commission was set by an
abstract notion of cost, and the brokers who responded
to the survey reported they did not know the specific
amount of costs per transaction.
Second, a large number of real estate transactions do nol
pass through ML5. For example, a newly listed property
such as a house, farm or business in first class marketing

condition, will probably never enter MLS since it will
sell without advertising. Also, in a state that is basically
rural, multi-list or6anizations may be few in number.
A third point is not as easily documented. The brokers
initiating the creation of a MLS never do so to disseminate information to a potential competitor. Aside
from the statements about servicing the public, the typical reasons privately given are to eliminate open and net
listings and to mitigate unethical practices over which
little local controlexists. An unethical broker is expected
to abide by MLS bylaws if they are a member. Civen
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these points, our premise is that switching from a commission structure to a fee structure would work for areas
with and without a MLS. Bartlett's two recommendations would not achieve the desired result of increased
comp€tition because of the reasons already mentioned.
This paper recommends that real estate firms charge for
services provided using internal costs of op€ration as a
basis for fees. This would establish a floor on compensation since a firm could not assess a charge that was less
than its marginal cost. A deviation in fees would appear
in an upward direction since some firms are ignorant of
their costs and would charge more than they should to
an unknowing client who pays them while the well es-

tablished firms might want to charge more for their
reputation and community position.
We argue Bartlett is incorrect in his statement that it is
difficult to believe the costs of selling a $90,00o house
are more than selling a $10,000 house. To counter YinBer's statement that charSinB a commission is price dis-

crimination, the following observations are offered

l<r

show substantial cost differences do exist in the sale o{
homes in different price ranges. Other things equal, the
number of buyers who can afford the down payment
and payments on the $90,000 property are fewer in
number than lhose who can afford the $30,000 property. The agent will have a larger investment of time and
advertising budget when locating a qualified buyer for a
higher priced home. lt is not difficult to gather data
which illustrates the more expensive homes in most
communities are on the market for longer periods than
the inexpensive homes, assuming other market conditions are equal. lf the recommendation in this pap€r is
adopled, the agent would be forced to establish a direct
relationship between the firm's costs and the price of the
property.
Bartlen finds no relationship between local wage levels
as a measure of the broker's time and the local broker-

A relationship would not be expected
since he used the average weekly earnings of production
age rate level.

workers to indicate the value of the agent's time. For
many years the real estate industry has maintained they
are a profession which provides a service for a commission. The correct study would be to establish a relationship between the dependent variable of an agent's total

commission and a number of independent variables
such as price of the property, selling costs incurred by

the aBent and the number of hours spent on each service
provided in Exhibit 2. This statistical relationship between commission and time spent on each service could

then be compared to similar figures for other professions. Civen this argument, the services and charges
would be expected to vary with the price of the property,
and the derived demand for real estate brokerage would

be sensilive lo maior adjustments in the dominant
market.

lmplementing fees
A question still unanswered is how can the firm implement a fee given the longevity of the commission charge
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and its popularity among competing firms? Our argument is that it will not be imposed by a reSulatory agency. The profit motive will encourage brokers to move in
the direction of fees for several reasons. One of the arguments already discussed is that educated brokers have
expressed a desire to charge fees a5 a supplement to the
commission. Many brokers, especially thos€ in commercial sales, consider themselves to be problem solvers

who earn a significant percent of their earnings from
assisting clients with the financial arranBements for their
prop€rty that may not involve a sale. This is especially
true during the current era of creative financing and balloon notes where the seller has extended financing to a
willing buyer who cannot satisfy the contractual debt
service. Neither wants a sale, but they do need counseling from a highly skilled specialist. Some evidence of

this movement to a supplementary fee has been seen
within the Century 2'l commercial and investmenl society. Brokers are encouraged to place a clause in the
standard listing contract which requires the client to pay
either a fee if the client's problem is solved without a
sale or a commission with no fee i{ a sale occurs.
High interest rates curtail sales, but the number of problems increase since the client still has a desire to sell or
buy housing. This situation creates a tremendous need
for counseling which may or may not involve a sale.
During these times, a highly educated and experienced
real estate aBent can provide advice which typically has
not been available from an anorney or accountant.

Two recent studies2e have tested the deterrent effect of
Sherman Act litigation upon the subsequent pricing behavior and profitability structure of firms. Although these
studies covered manufacturing firms and firms characterized by oligopoly, we conclude that the perennial
possibility of antilrust liligation and its horrendous expense must have created an incentive for the experienced broker to seek sources of revenue other than
the vulnerable commission. Since the real estate field
has a long history of anlitrust cases, the knowledgeable
broker is aware of avoidinB innocent conversations
about commission structures. The broker must have an
incentive to assess the client a fee based upon costs and
to diversify the firm's revenue structure by finding other
sources o{ income as opposed to solely relying on the
sales commission-

Conclusions
The paper has argued that price competition in real estate brokera8e commission rates will not exist until each
individual firm starts negotiatinB a fee with clients to be
charged for the performance of the services rendered.
Each firm would still maintain the incentive to acquire
an inventory of listings and to cooperate since a known
fee negotiated with the client was determined in
advance. Firms would not charge less than their marginal costs and this would establish a floor on rates and still
leave room for deviation above the minimum for firms
who wanted to charBe for reputation, quality and community standing.
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of consumers with a unique unfilled product and localion
requirement (market gap) and a point in time when supply alternatives are limited (market window). Because
discount rates contain a lower load for market risk, the
ultimate obiective is to stabilize cash flows and maximize

the enterprise deciding its product characteristics
and marketing behavior.

3. Classification of factors having influence on

values.

The Rea/ tstate Enterytise
The goal of imperfect competition is consistenl with an
enterprise management and systems view of the real estate process, and the appeal of real estate to the entrepre-

neurial

m

ind

particularly if one believes the firm

should prevail-to some degree over socializinS and collectivist {orces in the environment. ln general, abstract
characteristics of an enterprise are that it is an organized
undertaking with rational Boals and standards which continually screen opportunities consislent with goals, focus
limited resources on selected opportunities, and formulate, implemenl and operate programs to capture the
perceived opportunities. ln the dynamic process one
writer2 has postulated that:

l.

The form of an enterprise, in terms of both its physi-

cal configuration and social behavior, eventually
represents a negotiated consensus between two
general sources of power-the power o{ the environment to dictate form and behavior of the organization and power of the organization to decide for
itself what will be its characteristics and behavior.

2.

Real estate is a space-time unit with physical form

and a service enterplise with intangible formats
intended to enclose a social activity so as to
minimize the adverse influence of external forces
and maximize the internal goals of the activity to be
accommodated. Parameters of space and time are
set by political entitlement.

3.

External forces determining the configuration and
behavior ofthe real estate are goals ofthe collective
political forces, anticipations of future users,
motivations of producer groups and preferences of
those control ling infrastructure enterprises. These
forces define the context within which requirements of potenlial real estate occupancies can be
met. These forces limit both the choices of the
ultimate consumer and lhe ultimate solutions put
forward by the real estate enterprise responding

knowledgeably and sensibly lo a group decision
procesS.

Market Research The lntelligence Cathering Unit
Real eslate market research is called to provide information for real estate enterprise decision-making in the
general areas of:
'1. Defining the framework of external factors having
ascertainable influence on the Beneration of cuslomers and revenues for lhe enterprise, i.e., power
l<.r

shape produr Uservice/price.

strengths and weaknesses of the
decision-making enterprise which must influence

2. lnventory of

cus-

tomers and revenues as controllable or uncontrollable because of the presence or absence of skills
available to the enterprise to manipulate external
factors and control internal talents.

4.

Providing cost effective data for decisions relative

to controllable variables influencing

customers

and revenues.
The patterns of these decisions generally emerge as a set
of initial marketing premises, hypotheses, assumptions
and design controls on the proiect that are referred to as
strateSic and tactical positioninS. StrateSic positioning

generally relates to how the enterprise

will utilize or

neutralize uncontrollable, external market forces. Tactical positioning has to do with implementation of the
strategy through manipulation of the controllable variables in a specific market situation. Strategic planninS
might try to provide housing for the elderly as a growing
cohort in lhe market pushed by circumstance to relocale,
while tactical planning might market supporting services
and lifestyle in congregate housing while avoiding nursing care responsibilities.

Market Research And Modeling Market Behavior
Real estate market research is ultimately behavioral research, but still a science not an arl. Other sciences have
less data than real estate. lndeed, real estate and urban
planning seem to be inundated with plausible data
points, and the problem is to discover the panern and the
causal factors leading to the @wers of forecasting. Therefore, market research is nol aimless, but rather is focused
on defining hypotheses, confirming assumptions and
contributing facts which in turn provide the enterprise
with a strategic and tactical position in the markelplace
with strong, monopolistic overtones.

Models of Market Eehavior
To simplify the structure and analysis of behavioral research on economic matters, it is typical lo provide a
model of relationships that is, in essence, a hypothesis
about market segmentation, motivation and the elements
that combine to create effective demand. Models for
behavioral research and enterprise decision have been
characterized by Dilmore as based on truth, beauty or
change.l

1. Models

based on truth reflect normative premises
about economic motivation and simple decision
criteria such as optimizinS. Truth tends to make
clear distinctions between market factors and
merchandising tricks of promotion. Models based
on truth tend to rely on proof by assertion, are
deductive and basically rely on secondary data

such as Reilly's gravitational models of retail draw.

2. Models that

stem from beauty are intuitive, reflective of sensitivity from a person's experiences and
gain credibility from elegance. As Dilmore pointed
out, E = MC2 was initially based on the speed of
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IDENTIFICATION AND DETINEATION OF
REAL ESTATE MARKET RESEARCH

NOTTS

l.

white (11)

2. The lartesl number of ethics complaints heard before any local
Board o{ Realtors Ethics Committees lhrouShout lhe U.S. concerns

(D.C- lll 1958) (coun seemed lo feel lhat investors in a mulual fund are
not cornpetilors one with the other, within lhe m€anin8 of the antitrust

disputes and commission splits amon8 aSenls.
The Nalional Associalion of Real [state licensin8 Law Ofiicials
includes a summary of educational requternents by slate in its annual
reporl.
4. see CaniSrn and Wardrop (8, p.l4).
5. For a listing of schools teaching real eslale, see Carrigan and
Wardrop (8, pp. 75-94).
6. tor example, see the 1981"82 Eulletin of lnlomation lot Awltcanljr Real frtate l,censinS fxaminations, Educalional TestinS Service,
Princeton, N.l.
7. A recent trend arnonS real eslale principles texls has been lo
include informalion on $e subiects of brokerage and salesmanship.
see lexts with copyri8hl dal6 of l98O or after such as [pley and
Rabianski (5) and floyd (7).
8. Realeslate brokers have learned thal antilrust lilitation might be
avoiH by (a) eliminatinB al, conversations with olher agentsconcernin8 commissions and (b) settinS thet commissions lotally on the basis
of their own firm's cost analysis.
9. The adea of charging fees in th€ real estate business was 5u88ested by Yinger (12, p.601).
lo. Comrnon pedagoSy holds lhat th€ aSent earnr lhe cornmission
when a buyer is found who is ready, willing and able to purchase the
property accordin8 to the terms in th€ listinS contra.t- The a8ent receiveJ the coanmission at closin8.
Spitz v. Brickhouse,I lll.App.2d516, l2l N.t. 2d I l7 (1954).
12. Harner v. Tuffy, 143F.2d44712dCn.1944) ($6,750feeheld nor
unreasonable for 1,200 hou6 of work in thal app.orimately 30%
would be needed lo cover overhead).
ABA Model Code ol Pro{essional Responsability OR 2-106 (B}.
14. Coldfarb v. viBinia Srate Bar, 421 U.S. 773, rch.den. 423 U.S.
886 (1975) (held minimum fee schedule prescriH for litle examinations thal violated Sherman Act).
15. Spencer v. w6t, 126 5.2d 421 (ta.App.l96o) (physician's fee
deem€d excessive and reduced by coun from $1,939 lo $650). AppaF
e6lly physi.ians have been excluded frorn applicability of state anlilrusl slatute condemnin6 the fixing of prices for "commodities,' Rolf v.
Kasemier, 140 lo\rra 182, I l8 N.W. 276 (1908); one who would pursue this anlitrust issue should read -Applicatron ol the Antittust Laws to
Antitompetitive Activiliei of Physicians,' lO Rul8ers L. Rev. 991

laws).

l.

by lames A. Craaskamp,

CRE

Every real estate project is a cash cycle enterprise which

depends on customers willing to spend dollars in their
own self-interest. Not only is each real estate pro,ect an
individual enterprise, it is also a subsystem within a network of collective interdep€ndent enterprises, each of
which must be persuaded that their own needs and goals
are furthered by interfacing with certain real estate.

ll.

ll.

ln the broadest sense, market research investiSates any
factor influencinB communication, persuasion or
recognition of needs and motivations in the transactional
interface of enterprises in the real estate network. This
includes local political controls on entitlement to new
entrants, the bargaining power of customers and suppliers and changing land use patterns and technologies
affecting land use.l
ln the narrower sense, market research is concerned with
securinS a customer's commitment to the enterprise with
a high degree of predictability to control the variance in
cash flows, gromh in values and other indices of financial
performance derivative of a customer. To paraphrase
Peter Drucker, once business has created a customer,
everything else it does may be redundant. Certainly the

critical element of a business strate8y is coping with

lt977l.
16. Agran v. Shapiro, 127 Cal. App. 2d 8{)7. 273 P. 2d 619 (1954).
'I

.

2.

Markel Enterprise And Monopoly
ln a market system, free enterprise is the arl of creatin8
one's own monopoly, at least for a moment, in the mind
of the customer for partial protection a8ainst price competition and the necessity of sharing a limited market.
Free enterprise, as the art of creating one's own monopoly, leads to the following premises for this essay:

Cr..*.t tp, Ph.D., CRt, SREA, is chatman ol Real
tstate and U d.an Land Economics at the Unrve^ ity ol Wisconsin Sch(nl
ol Eusiness and a yincipal if} therearestaleconrulinglirm of Landmatk
Research ,nc. He presently is researching the hasbility of appraisal
standatds for pension lund asset managers, and is a board member o{
F itst Asset Realry Adviso6, a rcal eslale fund managet and a subsidiary
ol the Fist Bank of Minneapolis.
ProieJ'Dt t&res A.

i,

For products, monopoly requires at least one element of control in terms of raw material, location
and political entitlement, relevant design, unique
service, control of distribution channels or good
timing.

Of interest, however, is Ryan v. Kanne, 170 N.W. 2d 395 (lowa 1969)
in which a.counlants collected a fee for lheir servic6, even thouBh
they perforned th€ wo.k in a netliSent manmr lor which the client
received dama8es in an amorint lar8er than the fee.
17. l5 U.s.C. ll (c) (1975).

For services, monopoly requires control of the cus-

3% which was refleded in price reduction for apple concenlrale from
$l.l0lo I1.25 per Sallon).

tomer through behavioral conditioning, or consumer inertia toward an opporlunity to change

competition-

19. Thomasville Chair Co. v. Federal Trade Commission, 106 F.2d
(sth Cir. 1962).
20. Baum v. lnvestors Diversified services, lnc., 285 F. Supp.9l4

s4l

18. tederal Trade Commission v. Henry Broch & Co., 16l U.S. 166,
reh.den 3g U.S. 854 (1959) {commission reduced from aSreed 5% lo

21. Kaplan v. lehman Btos.,371 F-2d 4O9\7th Cn. 1967), cea.den.
189 U.S.954 (1967), reh.den. 390 U.S.912 (1968).
22. federalstatutB requte annual approval of investment company
advisors' conlracts by board or maiority of outslandinS volinS securilies of the company. l5 U.S.C. 8Oa - l5 (a) (2) (1975).
23. Saxe v. Brady,40 Del. Ch.474, 184 A.2d 602 (1962). ln dicta,
fee because at failed to allow for the
one coun disliked a 112 ol
success or failure of the inveslmenl advice. Acampora v. Birkland, 220
F. Supp 527 (D.C. Colo. l96l).
24. Ba(len {l )

l

25. Case (2)
26. StiSler ( l0)
27. Crocken (l) and Yin8er (12)
28. tpley and Swan (4)
29. S€e Feinber8 (6) and Domung and Philippalos

(9).

RTFERTNCIS
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habits.

J.

Realestate is a combination ofproduct and service,
and therefore real estate monopoly has the Breatest
number ofoptions to exploit when shaping marketing efforts of the firm.

4. The long lead time required to change supply to
meet demand creates unique opportunity for developing a monopoly by decision-making finesse
relative to politics of location, timinB of financing
and delivery and forecasting of demographic shifu
and changing consumer preference.
Marketing research involves any investigation that per
mits focusing of a real estate project on selecled segments
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Book Review

market in Denver is slow causing a slump in real estate
activity. As a result, most owners are holding on to their
TDRs in hopes that someday they will be worth some
real money. For now, the value of TDRs leaves owners
wondering what all the fuss was abxrut.

IL[USTRATION B
towtR DowNrowN /PRoFostD zoNlNc

7.4:1 DEVELOPMENT WITH RESIDENTIAI
COMPONENT AND TDR

Real Estate Syndication: Tax, Security and Business Aspects. By Stephen T. larchow.
Published by John Wiley and Sons, New York, New York, 1985, 944 pages, $75.00 hardbound

Denver's City Council has become used to the idea that
transfers may take place, and their fears of numerous
requests for historic designations have been allayed. Unlike two years ago, the council seems to have a realistic
picture of the TDRs practical uses and limits.

?tt*tvATtoN
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Reviewed by Cary Ulman

Most of the attention to this ordinance has been from
other communities across the nation. Several cities have
enacted similar ordinances hoping to accomplish preservation goals and have b€en in touch with Denver's

ItstotNTtAr
?t u5 30NU5

the structuring of such a
mechanism. The largest ne8ative reaction has come
from the established communities on the East Coast who
have a basic difference in pnlitical philosophy. ln the
preservat ion ists regarding

TDT

[ast there is a much stronSer ethic for both preservation

and regulation of prop€rty rights. As a result, most of
their legislation includes strict controls on the demolition of designated prop€rlies. ln some cases an owner's
consent is not necessary for a designation of their build-

Stephen |archow's new book, Rea/ fslate Syndication: fax, Security an(J Business AsWctJ, is intended to be

a comprehensive reference to the real estate syndication business. By focusing on the tax and securities
sides of syndications to the neglect of the business side, though, Mr. larchow achieves less than two-thirds
of his purpose. This is to be expected of the author, given his training as a lawyer and a CPA, yet more is
expected from this krok Siven its tille and stated purpose.

From a dealmaker and an investor's point of view, Chapter 9, Structuring Deductions, and Chapter 15,
lnvestment Analysis, offer some interestinS insi8hts. The sections on fees and investor protections are
especially helpful in structuring and evaluating deals. Chapter 12 provides a good overview of the steps
required in organizing a public real estate offerinS. Most of the remainder of the book is oriented to the leBal
requirements of a syndication and this is where the book {alls short. The author has his legal blinders on and
neglects the two driving forces of the syndication industry: the business of finding good product and the
business of marketing limited partnership units to the public.
The book adds nothing new to the literature on these crucial subjects. We do not learn what makes a good
producl, how syndicators acquire product, on what basis deals are sold (lRR, cash-on-cash, tax write-offs),
how syndication firms position themselves, how unit sizes and pay-in periods are determined, or how deals
are sold to the public. This book is really no different {rom the handful of other reference books on real
estate syndications which purport to be comprehensive treatises, but instead are only legal guides to putting
a prospectus to8ether.

Unfortunately, the book may become dated before its first printing is sold, because of the negative impact
the proposed tax law changes would have on real estate. When Congress passes these changes, the updates
and revisions which the author has promised to publish to keep this publication current should become the
best parls of the book.
Caty Ulman is a (onsu/tant at shlaei and Co., Chicago. He compieted h,s undergaduate wotk at the University
Chapl Hill, and received his M B A. hom No(hweste,n Unive$ity.
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TDRs from this area, there is a danger that density purchased through this mechanism could break up the con-

tinuity of scale.
ln B-5 this is not as much a problem because the scale of
the district as a whole is not the issue as is the preservation of significant individual buildings.
To counter some of the potential negative side effects of
the 8-7 TDR Ordinance, a small group of citizens and
the city are workinS to further refine the zoninS. Receiving and sending TDR zones are being considered to preserve the most significant historic portions of the large
B-7 district. Another option might allow for the donation
of TDRs to a neutral non-profit bank whereby the donors
could take a charitable donation deduction on income
taxes.

Receptivity Of The TDR Concept
The media are probably the biggest converl lo the (oncept of TDRs. They were originally critical of lhis mechanism that created windfall profits {or a number of
historic building owners. However, now both local
papers have done follow-up stories endorsing the concept as well as the affect o{ lhis ordinance.

Develolrrs and property owners have taken.r wait and
see atlitude. As menlioned earlier, lhe development
52
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ings.

However in Denver, property rights are valued and protected. lt is very rare for the city council to take an action
deemed as takinB away rights or property value from a
building owner. Since historic preservation is not a high
priority for most of those in positions of authority, the
Preservation Ordinance (for local landmark designation)
that passed in Denver do€s not prevent demolition of
locally designated structures. Owner consenl almost is

always required (politically) for designation approval.
The game becomes one of economic incentives because
it is difficult to impose regulations on historic building

owners.

While preservationists in Denver are proud there is now
an additional incentive for renovation, preservationists
in the East are dismayed since their attitude is that own-

ers should be regulated into preserving their historic
structures, not paid to do something for the public's benefit.

Conclusion
Once again, we reach lhe same conclusion. TDRs cannot solve all the problems faced by preservation ists in
larger cities, but they are an imporlant oplion that in
some cases will convince an owner to renovate rather
than demolish. They seem to work best when there is a
balance between too little and too much development
pressure in order lo assure a market for the sale of TDRs.
ln some cases, as in Denver's B-7 district, TDRs could be

considered destructive to the continuity of an area's
small buildings unless additional measures are put in
place to reslrict lhe receiving site.
While some think Denver's preservat ion ists are loo soft
and generous with incentives, most of us in Denver are
happy to find a means of equitably compensatinB those
who wish to restore our community's treasures.
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ITLUSTRATION C

leadinS to the destruction of many historic buildings

.
.

New incentives to encourage ground floor retail
lncentives to encourage new buildings be bui lt out to

the lot line (matching the historic buildings) and to
step the newer buildings back between the second
and sixth floors (to provide adequate sky exposure

a-7

and better compatibility with the smaller scale

':s

,/

historic buildings)
Even though height controls were not put in place, an
ultimate cap of 7.4:l FAR was enacted.

x

l-E

The TDR portion of this ordinance is very similar to the
B-5. Essentially it works like this:

_tt l

o Only locally

designated historic buildings are eligible to transfer TDRS

tftt
It

o The historic building

must be renovated to the satisfaction of the Denver Landmark Commission before
a transfer can take place

.
o
o

The amount of square footage that can be transferred
is calculated by deducting the density of the historic
building from a 4:l FAR (basic allowable density for
the B-7 area)

The transfer may take place within the B-7 area
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The site receiving the TDRS may be enlarged an extra
2:l FAR above the former (without TDR) limits

o Once the unused density is sold, the density of any
redevelopment of the lransferring site will be reduced by the amount of TDRs sold
An extra mechanism was put into place to encourage
both renovation and residential uses in the historic structures. This measure allows owners to sell one square foot
of density for each square foot of residential floor area in
historic buildings. This is in addition to lhe unused density that may be sold from that site. lt is now possible for
property owners to sell the entire square footage of residential buildings while retaining the building itself (see
lllustration A). This measure was a key shift politically,
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It appears our original assessment of the ordinance was

correct- it does not solve all the problems of saving

I

al
li

historic structures in the CBD, but it provides one additional tool for the developer to consider when trying to
cope with the economic problems of preserving a histor-

I

I

ic property.

h

ln the cases of the first three historic buildings previously
cited, the developers were already planning to preserve
the structures. The TDR ordinance, coupled with tTCs
and other preservation incentives, merely tipped the
scale in making it more economically feasible to renovate. When the Denver office market improves, many
developers believe TDRs will become an increasingly

lr

tHlt
!-I

-'ct

valuable tool.
A delicate balance in the market must exist before TDRs
are fully realized. When development pressures are too
strong for a particular type of building (such as the demand for large-scale retail centers in the mall), economic incentives alone are not enough to protect historic buildings. On the other hand, there must be enough
demand for new buildings to buy up the available TDRs.
lronically, a stagnant office market may lead to more
speculative destruction of historic buildings for use as
holding patterns (i.e., parking lots), than an active mar-

ket where extra density purchases can be justified.
However, when an owner decides (for whatever reason)
there is a feasible use for the historic building, and when
there is a strong markel for TDRs, the decision to renovate is reached more easily.
ln the original effort, there was some consideration Biven
to allowing I DR sales from local historic districts ionly
individually designated buildings were and are eligible
to sell them). However, because the city administration
only was willing to allow contributing district buildings
to sell TDRs, and because there was no mechanism in
place to make the distinction, the owner has to submit
individual applications to determine the contributing
status of each building. By the time owners went through

all this, they might just as well have had the eligible
building individually designated. ln the end this was
seen as an unnecessary and redundant process.

The B-7 Historic TDR Ordinance
Soon after the B-5 TDR Ordinance was passed, another
group began workinB to revise the zoning in Denver's
historic warehouse B-7 district. This effort came in response to construction of a high-rise building that was
oul of scale with the character of the area. The B-7 area
was where Denver began and had formerly been unaffected by Denver's boom periods. Consequently, it includes the largest concentration of historic warehouse
buildings and a cohesiveness that is unmatched in other
parts of downtown.

Once again the Denver Partnership (a downtown business non-profit advocacy organization) provided leadership for this effort. The venture had two maior goals: I )
to protect the historic quality of B-7 (preservation priority), and 2) to provide mechanisms that would encourage the development of additional housing in the area

G;oop of buildings in tower Downtown Denv€r

(cily priority). Funding for lhe study of the area came
from the National Trust for Historic Preservation
($25,000), Petro Lewis ($20,000, private) and the
Denver Housing Aurhority ($5,000) with staff supporl
provided by the Denver Partnership. The public/private
policy commitlee {ormed to guide this effort included
the preservation community, private developers, properly owners, city representalives and other technical disciplines (i.e., atlorney, real estate counselor, appraiser,
architect, banker).
Several months into the process of studying the 23-block
area, it became clear some of the stated goals were at
odds with one another. ln order to provide incentives for
housing, increased building densities were being considered. However, increased densities could contribute
to the destruction of the scale of a B-7 area, and preservationists were becoming more adamant about the
need for height restrictions and design guidelines to protect the historic flavor-all of which made property
owners fearful of their ability to build economically feasible projects. Tempers began to flare as the commitlee

became bogged down in the legal intricacies and
mechanics of design guidelines. Discussions centered
on whether design controls could ever be, or had ever
been. effective in producing well-designed proiects. lt
also was explained that plans for this area needed to be
in the context of a plan for all of Denver in order to
eslablish the appropriate priorities.

As an interim step, it was decided lo narrow the focus o{

the proposed zoning ordinance to deal with issues of
housing, scale, setbacks and use, and let the matter of
design guidelines b€ dealt with later (design guidelines
and hei8ht restrictions have not yet materialized, but are
being looked at now as part o{ an overall plan for
Denver). What resulted from this effort was a new zoning ordin.rnce requiring the following:

.

An increase in FAR limits for buildings that included
housing

.

The extension of the TDR concept into the B-7 area
(to be detailed later)

o A reduction in the parking requirement that was
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Th€ Navarre Buildint

lief of the city council concerned about the potential
numbers of requests for designation, and to the dismay
of those with TDRs to sell and those wishing to evaluate
the effectiveness of this new mechanism.
Much can be said on the positive side of TDRs, since
they have been responsible for the decision to preserve
the following valuable historic structures:
'1. The Navarre Building is the structure for which the

I

I

lI

original ordinance was created and it has now become a
first-rate western arl museum. ln 1982. even though the
owners were unable to find buyers for the Navarre TDRs
(due to the oversupply of office space), they were able to
use the TDRs as a key piece of collateral for their rehabilitation construction loan. Following the btrilding's
sale, the owners severed the TDRs from the Navarre. and
are holding them for future sale when the market picks
up.

2. Odd Fellows Hall used 58,700 square feet of TDRs
as part of the collateral for a $4 million conslruction
loan. This is now the site of a high-quality restaurant,
retail and office space.
3. The Masonic Building, which is in the mall, has
TDRs the owners anticipate selling when the office mar-

ket improves- This building, now under renovalion,
include restauranl, retail and office space.

4.

The Denver Athletic Club is the only building with a
lt occurred in lanuary 1984 and
60,000 square feet were transferred to a site five blocks

Oddfellows Hall

recorded TDR sale.

incentives- TDRs, investment tax credits, easements,
pressure to build

away.

etc.-cannot offset the tremendous

new, glamorous, and large retail complexes that are capable of bringing in national retail anchors. Furthermore, the newer retail complexes can be built within
existin8 FAR (floor area ratio) limitations, negating the
need to buy TDR5.

2

will

Referring to the TDR ordinance, Chuck Lohmiller, president of the Denver Athletic Club, told the Rocky Mountain News, "lt is unfortunate we didn't have this l0 years
ago. We lost a lot of historical buildings to the wrecker's
ball in downtown that would have been saved." (Rocky
Mountain News, September '16, 1984, p. 90).
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AN UPDATE ON DENVER'S TDR

J

Tax lmplications of Mortgage Principal Reduction in
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Spring,/Summer i 982 edition of REAL ESTATE
ISSUES we presented the story and background of

ln the

Denver's B-5 TDR Ordinance (Trans{erable Development Rights). Over three years have passed since this
ordinance was adopted, and it is worthwhile now to
evaluate the consequences of this creation. Also, a new
TDR ordinance was passed for a different part of downtown. and it will be described and evaluated as well.
Lastly, this article will explore some intereslinB reactions
to the ordinances by various prererv.rlion ( ommunilies.

Update
The 1982 ordinance allows for the transfer of unused
development rights from locally designated buildings to
noncontiguous sites within the same zone district. Certain requirements must be met by both the sending and
receiving sites and there are limits on the amount of
density sold.
Since the passage of the more recenl B-5 TDR Ordinance, two events have taken place that have some
bearing on the effectiveness of this new mechanismthe completion of the Sixteenth Street Mall and an oversupply of office space.
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It is clear lhere was good reason for the preservation
community to be concerned about the mall's effects on
Denver's historic buildings in the area. Recently, retailers have demonstrated an increased interest to locate in
the mall, while at the same time large relailing centers
are now leen by the new ( ity adminislrdtion as an impetus for Denver's much touted 24-hour city. The recently opened Tabor Center, with 'l 20,000 square feet of
retail space, has exceeded all projections for sales, and
has produced spin-off benefits to neighboring retailers
by bringing many new people into the city to shop. All of
this creates tremendous pressure on the smaller historic
buildings in the mall. ll seems all of the economic
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Editor's Stctement
The common thread running through this number of
Rea/ fstate lssues is analysis: sorling, screening, breaking things down and looking at the pieces. Real estate
counselors do a lot of it; so do lhe decision-makers to
whom they report. C)ur opening article by Lisa Purdy
and Peter D. Bowes, CRE, on the current state of Denver's TDR ordinances reminds us that real estate is a
complex bundle of rights and obligations, some of
which can sometimes be rearranged to good effect. The
Denver experience, while not conclusive. offers

to
A

encouraging evidence lhat TDR can work as a preservation and planning tool. Let Chicago, where the precursor

of the Denver program was originally flo.tted, take
notice.
lames Craaskamp synthesizes years of clearheaded an,

alytical thought in a challenging article on real estate
markel research. This is followed by lohn Robert White's
examination of hybrid investments and Cene Dilmore's
analysis of the income stream and its capitalization.
Dominique Achour lhen examines the use of large-scale
models in real estate analysis in.l "requiem" addressed

s6"

gl

lo software purveyors- including my colleague
Michael S. Young who don't believe lhat do-ityourself spreadsheet design is necessarily "gratifying and

1

profitable."

e

Se8ments of the real estate market are lhen explored by

Mary AIice Hines (office buildings), and Messrs. Col,
well, Cujral and Coley (shopping centers and their impact on surrounding values). Finally, this issue closes
with Karl Tuschka's analysis of the taxation of timeshare
interests, themselves a rather special collecton of rights
from the bundle, and an examinalion by Drs. tpley and
Banks of the pricing of real estate brokerage services-

I

Hegel taught that where analysis occurs, synthesis must
someday fi-rllow. Jim Craaskamp's contribution amounts
to a good beginning. Are there other global thinkers

ioo

waitinB to be heard from? REI would like to know.
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Editor-in-Chief
P.S.
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Our next number (FallAly'inter 1985) will be the
tenth anniversary edition of Rea/ fstate lssues. As
part of our own decennial stocktaking, we would
very much like to hear from you too-your
thoughts, criticisms and ideas for the future. Please
share them with us.
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